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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

As in many respects this grammar differs from other

grammars, the plan which has been adopted requires a

few explanations. Although modern works on Hebrew

Grammar have been consulted by me, I did not think

it advisable blindly to follow them. Experience has taught

me that this would be far from prudent. The greatest

scholars sometimes venture to create rules which have

no sufficient basis and even to quote examples which

only exist in their imagination. Most curious instances

of this could be given. But for what purpose? In spite

of a few inaccuracies they remain men who by reason

of their learning and hard work are entitled to our

respect. I merely wish , therefore
,
to point out in few

words in what particulars this manual follows a more

or less independent course
,
and the motives which have

induced me to do so.

In the first place I thought it necessary to draw a

sharp line between the JJ3 WW and nil NJ$, which really

have nothing in common but their form. Whilst the one

serves to form an " anlauf', which in our western lan-

guages is considered a separate syllable ,
e. g. the first
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syllable of begin, because as it frequently occurs in

later Hebrew poetry
- - the latter on the contrary is

never to be sounded, and merely serves as a sign deno-

ting that a letter stands without a vowel. They ought

therefore in my opinion to be treated in two separate

paragraphs.

Further
, experience has shewn me that even amongst

those who have applied themselves seriously to the study

of Hebrew Grammar, a deplorable confusion exists con-

cerning the tt^H and 30$- The reason no doubt is that

they find these signs occur where according to existing

rules they are least of all to be expected. For the pur-

pose of helping to remove this difficulty, I thought it

advisable to call to memory, and prominently to set

forward
,
the fundamental principle of ancient scholars

,

that every point in a letter is not a ^jlttfrj
or p?n IWJ

and that every perpendicular little line on the left of

a sound is not a half-tone. It was a pleasant surprise

for me to learn that such a veteran Hebrew scholar as

Dr. Graetz had treated the subject of the OTJ on the

same principle in the October- and November/left of his

"
Monatschrift filr Geschiclitc nnd Wisscnschaft des Judcn-

tJnims" Krotoschin 1887.

Every student of Hebrew, moreover, is aware how dif-

ficult it is to distinguish the forms of the 'y TI2 from

those of the D\^DD and of many other stems. Even after

the conjugation of these verbs has been thoroughly

learnt by heart, difficulties innumerable appear in all

directions. Let me state a few of them.
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1) With the DIBS one meets a great many forms

which simply follow the regular conjugation of the

triliteral stems.

2) It is taught that the 'y iflj
and the D^1D5 can be

recognised by their distinctive vowel sounds. Yet

we find D from TU Zech. 4,10; HB from HltO Isa.

44,18; 13TO from ~n:i Gen. 49,19; DW from -nj

Prov. 21,7; P1n5 fr m Ppn Prov. 8,27; jrPIT from

nnn Hab. 2,17; "IlDn from TID Ez. 45,3; "ID;
from

"11D Ez. 48,14; *?pDJ
from "pD Lev. 25,25 ;

and many
other forms of the same kind.

3) In the first two conjugations of the 'y T)J the stu-

dent becomes accustomed to the use of two stem-

letters, whilst in the ^Q> bVQ and ^DOn he is

suddenly transferred into the sphere of the D^IDS.

4) In the conjugation of the 'y
''PIJ

the stem-letter 1

or ">

disappears, an omission which it is almost

impossible to account for.

Now there exists a simple theory, which although old

is not obsolete J

) ,
which goes a long way to remove all

confusion and contradiction. Is it right to reject or to

ignore such a theory when it facilitates and promotes

the study of Hebrew, simply because it is not generally

in vogue ? I have therefore in this manual ventured

to adopt the older system of admitting biliteral stems

in addition to the triliteral. I have however applied this

i) That this theory is not obsolete appears from the testimonies of

scholars who during the last thirty years have advocated it.
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system only to the 'V TI3 and D^IBD. I could have ex-

tended it also to many other stems, like several Jewish

grammarians have done, but this would have caused too

great a revolution in Hebrew grammar, whilst I only

aimed at simplifying it by combining two kinds of stems,

which are of the same nature and origin ,
into one kind.

I am quite aware that against the theory of biliteral

stems certain objections may be raised. Indeed chiefly

from comparison with cognate languages, and also from

derived substantives which undeniably contain a 1 or ^

in the stem, arguments against it may be brought for-

ward. Yet these objections are not at present held to

be of sufficient strength completely to rule this theory

out of court. Against them moreover remains the fact

that there are several stems with 1 or "> as second stem-

letter which they never lose; e.g. ni!J> DYl. fiTI which

very often occur, and many others which are less fre-

quently found such as my, nip. jntf, rrfr.

The main reason however which has led me to adopt

biliteral verbal stems is this. When we speak of the 'y ""PD

and the D^IBP, the two stem-letters which regularly

appear, are (on the principle that they are triliteral verbs)

the ist and 3^ stem-letters. Yet when we compare their

conjugation with that of the other triliteral verbs, with

which they indeed have many points in common (cf.

37 42), it is evident that the so called ist and 3^

stem-letters of the 'y TD and D^IDD are the main factors

in the conjugation, and that they have the same func-

tions as two successive stem-letters of an ordinary trili-
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teral verb. What theory therefore is more simple than

to adopt that these two letters
(i.

e. the ist and 3d of

the 'y TO and the D^ID?) are the two only stem-letters

of a biliteral verb. (Cf. my, article on this subject in the

April number, 1898, of the Jewish Quarterly Review).

To render the learning of the conjugation of the verb

easier, stem-forms have been adopted in this manual,

from which the other forms may be derived according

to general rules.

As regards both the nomina and verba, attention has

been drawn to the alteration of vowels and the causes

by which it is occasioned.

No one I hope will find fault with me that, whilst

using the Hebrew terms, I have not omitted the Latin

ones. The latter more than once promote conciseness

without injuring the cause of clearness.

It is perhaps not superfluous to remark here that by
Hebrew is meant the language in which the 24 books

of the Bible are written. (D^ID? D^^ PPin by abbre-

viation called Y'^fl); except the Chaldee portions of Daniel

and Ezra, and a few Chaldee expressions in the other books.

Finally, it should be b9rne in mind that many observa-

tions in the course of this manual are destined only for

more advanced students
,
and it is left to the teacher's dis-

cretion to take care that the beginner is made acquainted

only with what is suitable for him. That this manual

may help to animate and promote the study of the

sacred language is the most ardent wish of the

AMSTERDAM. Author.



DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS
NOT HAVING THE ASSISTANCE OF

A TEACHER.

I. ORDER OF STUDYING THE GRAMMAR.

Spelling i
;

2
; 3 A ; 4 6 (without Remarks) ; 7,4.

The verb ii; 12; 13 till n. 8; 14 till n. 8; 1525.
(Without Rem.).

The noun 5254; 57; 58; 60 till A; 65. (With-

out Rem.).

The adjective 66; 68. (Without Rem.).

Pronouns 70, i (not 2); 71 74. (Without Rem.).

Suffixes 46; 62; 69. (Without Rem.).

Adverbs 80
;

81. (Without Rem.).

Prepositions 82 84. (Without Rem.).

Conjunctions 85 ;
86. (Without Rem.).

Numerals 75; 76, 14; 77.

Irregular verbs 26 34. (Without Rem.).

Biliteral verbs 35 43. (Without Rem.).

Alterations of the verb 47 49. (Without Rem.).

Alterations of the noun 59 61
; 63; 64. (With-

out Rem.).



XI

Derivation of the noun and adjective 56; 67. (With-

out Rem.).

All remaining portions.

The accents 87 90.

II. ORDER OF READING THE SCRIPTURES.

A. Genesis ch. i 48; Exodus i 20
;
Deut. I 32;

34; Joshua; Judges i 4; 6 21
;
Ruth.

B. Jerem. 18 29; 32 45; Jonah; Esther; Haggai;

Obadiah; remaining books of the Pentateuch; Samuel;

Kings; Ezra; Nehemiah; Chronicles; Malachi; Psalms

I 10; 1 8 57; 6975; 7886; 89150.
C. Lam.; Cant.; Eccl.

; Judges 5; Zephaniah; Joel;

Amos; Isaiah; remaining portions of Jerem.; Ezechiel;

remaining Psalms; Proverbs; Job; Hosea; Micah; Daniel;

Zechariah, Nahum; Habakkuk.

N.B. The value of the letters and vowel-points (page 5

and Appendix V) has been given according to the Italian

pronunciation of the vowels.
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PART I.

SPELLING (Orthography),

CHAPTER I.

i. Spelling teaches us the various tokens for pro-

nouncing and writing the words of a language and the

manner in which such tokens are joined together.

These tokens are:

i) letter-tokens or letters (nWiN consonances),

2] vowel-tokens or vowels (Hl^On vocales) ,

3) other tokens for securing the true pronunciation.

CHAPTER II.

The Letters.

2. The Hebrew language uses 22 letters.

Token. Name. Pronunciation.

See Remark i

V or b 2

g 2

i
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Token. Name. Pronunciation.

"I H^n d See Remark 2

n *3 h 3

1 n W 4
T n z

n rrn ch 5

ID rra t or th 6

^ TP or rw y
3 H3 Ch or k 2

m
n
S

^ i:2 ng 7

D ^ f 2

!i ^S tz

p niporrjp k
1 ^-). r

^ ]^ sh and s 8

n VH S, th or t 2 and 6.

Rem. 1. tf without a vowel is not sounded at all. When it has a vowel

it merely reproduces the sound of that vowel
,

e. g. $ a
{^

e.

Rem. 2. As to the pronunciation of the letters nDDUD ^'i^1 ()1
" without

a point in them see 6 footnote I.

Rem. 3. p] without a vowel is generally not sounded. When however

it terminates a syllable and is to be sounded (a difficult matter for

western nations) a point is usually placed in it. See 5^4-

Rem. 4. 1
is a softly, scarcely audible pronounced w, which sound is

produced by a quick opening of the lips (Sec 4 Rem. 4 andconf.

8 5 B 10).
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Rem. 5. By the western nations pj is pronounced ch
,
as in German dock.

It really is an h with a yet deeper guttural sound than the p|,

and in this way it is pronounced by orientals at the present time.

Rem. 6. Whether J^ corresponds to t or th cannot with certainty be

decided. The same remark applies to f\.

Rem. y The
\J is by many pronounced as ng in the word song. This

pronunciation is certainly not correct. No one doubts that the y
is a guttural. When pronounced by orientals

,
it has a still harder

guttural sound than the
J-J-

Rem. 8. ^ is sometimes to be pronounced as sh sometimes as s. To

distinguish the pronunciation a point stands over the right shoulder

(^) when it is sh
,
and on the left (t>) when it is s.

2) Five of the 22 letters UDiDD have a different form

when placed at the end of a word
;
viz. C^Pl 19??^ ')

These are called final letters.

3) N when followed by b is sometimes contracted with

it, and is then written ^.

Division of the Letters.

3. A. According to the organs (niNSflD) with which

they are pronounced.

i) In this respect they are divided into:

(a) Gutturals qrun ni*nM y n n K

(b) Palatals qnn ni"ni) p D J

(c) Linguais (ji^n ni"ni) n^D

(^) Dentals (DWH m'niK) ^ ii D T

Labials (DnDn n?fll^) D D ID

l) By this mnemonic word (vox memorialis) they are indicated in

the Talmud and by Jewish grammarians. Throughout this work the

voces memoriales will be placed between parentheses [ ].
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2) The "I belongs both to the gutturals and to the

linguals, whilst D and 3 when taken together may be

said to form a separate class of nasal letters.

Rem. 1. The dentals are also known by the name of sibilants because

of the sound which they produce.

3) A separate class moreover is formed by the letters

IDtf [T$] because they have the peculiarity that they

are sometimes written although not pronounced. (See

5,4)-

4) The letters of one and the same class are some-

times interchanged; e.g. *?O in the sense ofbyjZto ab/ior
,

"QD = "IJD to close , plB^ instead of pinV3 we shalljustify

ourselves
, pirrtgP instead of pHVI Isaac

,
1T3 instead of "NB

to scatter, ITttp^N in the sense of Vllil?")^ his palaces ,

instead of JI^D price of redemption ;

B. According to their function.

1) Root- or stem-letters (nV'^hJJf),
letters which form

the stem ofa word. Ofthis function all the letters are capable.

2) Servile letters (ni'TOtf) ,
i. e. letters which are

placed before, between, or after the stem-letters for

forming the derivations and inflections of words. The

servile letters are eleven viz. nttOft^DTDN
[aJjyjntjfDflJ^].

Four of these IfitaN [$3^] can only serve as preforma-

tives, the remaining seven DiDD^n [DVH jgn] both as

preformatives and afformatives
,
whilst 1 and ^ may stand

also between the stem-letters.

Rem. 2. The
)

is sometimes added to or placed between the stem-
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letters to alter the meaning of the word
,

e. g. fc3"Q~)^ from

3) Additional letters (HlDDIi) which now and then

are placed before, between or after the stemletters with-

out changing the meaning of the word. They are the

letters riD** [PD^] ; e.g. DN=D he rose up, HDH == DH

they , IDiOSfl = 0*0?$ /A<w bringest them , "O^ =^ %
inn^l = TTW he protects him.

Rem. 3. The same letters may sometimes be omitted without causing

a change of meaning ;
e. g. IHUD = ^Hi^D I havefound^ $$$

bear, carry.

CHAPTER III.

Vowels and Half-vowels.

4. i) In order to pronounce the letters vowels are

used in the first place.

Grammarians distinguish 10 different vowels and divide

them into 5 long vowels (flfeTt| niyori or fTONI vocales

longae] and into 5 corresponding short vowels

p or rVTlJin vocales breves}.

2] The five long vowels are: T
(a) ^DpT ;

"
(e)

(I)
i>na pTH ;

*

or 1
(o) D^in

;
1 (u) pTlll^ or DID^^

The five short vowels are:
~

(a) HDD;
v

(e)

(T) |ppT pn;n;
T

(o) n^n \^-
'

(u) j^iaj?
or ]^pT p^.

Rem. i. The pronunciation of the I st 2& and 4th long vowel is not

the same amongst all Israelites. The so called D^lDt^ (Ashche-
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nazic Jews) pronounce them as o in rode
,

i in white, on in loud
^

whilst with the others they sound 3
,

1 and 0.

Rem. 2. The short vowel is more easily pronounced when the follow-

ing letter is
PIN"]!? PI3 (see 5 > 3 7)- When this letter however

is followed by a vowel or half-vowel, a point is placed in it to

denote that the preceding vowel is short in pronunciation. Hence

a long vowel is seldom followed by a letter with a point in it.

Where this occurs it is a token, either drawing attention to some-

thing peculiar, e. g. in the f) of Q^rQ perhaps to call attention

to the irregular plur. form of J"p3 5
or denoting that a letter is mis-

sing, e. g. the 3 in
r)3TjNp

Gen. 4, 23; Jes. 32, 9.

Rem. 3. The T
is

pfifflj

a. When it is derived from a DIPI' e - g- ^V ^rom
TJ7 strength.

b. When it appears in a closed syllable which has not the accent
,

e. g. the first
T

in pip-

Otherwise
T

is

3) Besides the vowels the Hebrew language employs

a half-vowel
:

(V) M or
F)Bq).

The :

is found also con-

nected with ~,
v and T

,
viz. as

~
: nnD F)gq ,

v:
^tlD rpn ,

and T:

}>DpT H^q-

These three forms of the half-vowel (~

:

, '",

T:

)
are gener-

ally used only with the gutturals
J

).

i) In certain manuscripts, and in imitation of them in some printed

editions, the T:
is found where a

T would have been expected, to

denote that the
T

arose out of Q^p| and that it is
Pjl^p Y^P'

e * g '

D"1^^ from
n^3^-

T:
also occurs sometimes instead of y$ $y& just as

v: and
~

:

,
in order to secure the proper pronunciation of the letter un-

der which it stands, e. g. nDIDD Gen. 27, 38, nPIpb
Gen. 2, 23.
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Rem. 4. All the vowels and half-vowels stand under the letter with

which they are pronounced, except the two last long vowels. The

D^in ig a point placed over the right shoulder of the following

letter (the )
therefore of

j

is an inperceptibly quiescent letter

following D^in
See S-, 4)- When the letter with Q^J-| is a ty

or the subsequent letter a $ the point of D^lfl coalesces with that

of the ty, e. g. yzty, n#D-

The p!1$ or DlJDN^E) is a point which properly should be pla-

ced in the letter with which it is pronounced. As this however would

cause confusion with the point of fln (see 6) the p"!^ is pla-

ced in the 1 which is similar in pronunciation and consequently

inperceptibly quiescent. (See 5 , 4).

Rem. 5. The gutturals are generally preceded by a long vowel when

they themselves have a vowel
,
and by PHD r !?1J1D when they

themselves are without any vowel. Their own vowel is by preference

4) When the half-vowel for some reason or other is

to be changed into a vowel, the short vowels and by

preference Pins, btID or
){ppT pTf1 are used. Such a short

vowel we shall call an auxiliary vowel.

Rem. 6. The vowels are sometimes interchanged with one another,

chiefly the long vowels with the corresponding short vowels
,

e. g.

TDK = TDK prisoner, "|D^3
= "1BJD as the dust Jes. 41, 2. Yet

All this shows an over anxious desire to obtain correctness of pronun-

ciation, in which the scribes have by no means been consistent as to

their method. The same inconsistency appears as regards ^1> 2HD

and other signs. (See 6 note 2, 9 note 2, and I st appendix note 2).

These inconsistencies have given rise to various rules which however

have no sufficient grammatical basis.
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long and short vowels are also interchanged mutually, when they

are in any way affiliated
,
as Q7*jn with p")1^ e. g. 2112 and 21Z5

good; rpttpl ppp with
P2|?

e-g- "rJ^H
and TJ^H ^ <^ thrown;

with ^D as ini?^ = <i

riDj2$
'^' 7 ^0j* Judges 5,7 (conf.

63; 66,4; 67,26; 69,3).

The Syllables (ni"IDH> inp^ m> H^i Hi. Pi

5. i) One or more letters connected with one of

the 10 vowels and pronounced at the same moment are

called a syllable.

Rem. 1. The number, therefore, of the syllables of a word is deter-

mined by the number of its vowels.

2) A syllable may be either closed or open. A syllable

is open (nttlttf? rrjpri)
when after the vowel no letter is

sounded, e. g. "D, ItD, *O3. It is closed (rQD^D HIprp when

after the vowel one or more letters are sounded
,

e. g.

te
, t?^p certainty ,

the first syllable of H^n.

3) The letter which follows a vowel and belongs to

the same syllable, is called quiescent (PO).

If this letter is sounded
,

it is called perceptibly quiescent

(n$0; m), e.g. the b in te, the tf and B in t?^p ;
but

if it is not sounded, it is called inperceptibly quiescent

pnp; m), e.g. the i in r?, the H in H'3, the ^ in N13.

The four letters ilHX
C^n.iJ]

alone can be inpi HI

4) The is never n^")i HI

The n without vowel or half-vowel is
"lijpi Hi

, except

when it belongs to the stem of a word (see 26; 27 \
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28), or when it is the fern, suffix (see 46,2; 62,3),
for in these cases it is nTti DX

When the D as DNTp Hi occurs at the end of a word

it is marked with a point called p^SQ ,
e. g. PDJ , rb.

The 1 is -inpj m after D^IP) and p^ltf (see 4 Rem. 4) ;

after the other vowels it is P!#i; DJ, except in the word

Kin = son-

The t is -inpj m after PITS, pTH and ^5; after other

vowels it is PlflnJ ^ except in the endng V (see 62
, 5)

=
1 .

Rem. 2. Every vowel at the end of a word must be followed by a

letter whether it be IRQ} p)i or
Hi$"p. PD> except j^ftp,

which oc-

curs at the end of a word without any pji e - g- DJOp. ^llpttf-

The 1 is always inp; Hi after
^114 pl^H and the 1 after

and

5) It is often difficult to make the H and also the n

and ^ audible, when they stand without vowel at the

end of a word. This difficulty chiefly occurs after

"ITK, PTD, D^n and pjM. For this reason a HDP, similar

to the sound which the pronunciation produces, is

placed under the H, n or V, e.g. ^Dltf. D1
"!?' 31^ Dl"!

This nnD, called DDI^ HHD {pathach furtivum) is not

considered to be a vowel ,
nor does it form a syllable.

6) When a letter is n^TC PQ in the middle of a word
,

a N1# is placed under it, e.g. ^. This NJ#, called

Hi *W ,
is not audible

,
and is to be carefully distinguished

from the itt N}# spoken of in 4. The PD iW only denotes

that the letter, under which it stands, closes a syllable.

When therefore it is not written
,
we know that the
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letter under which it is omitted is not to be pronounced,

e. g. the 2 d
ty in 1D^.

7) At the end of a word the m NJ$ is not placed

except:

(a) when the word ends with ~J, e.g. ^3;

(b) when the word ends with two letters, both being

ngns ro, e.g. p#p ;

(c). with the word flg, and under the fern, personal

ending Ip (see 17, 2) e.g. O^OT thou hast heard 1

}.

8) In most cases the #3 NJ$ can easily be distinguished

from the ni
NJttf.

The NJ$ at the end of a word is always

Hi NJ# ,
and at the beginning always VJ NJ$.

For distinguishing the WW in the middle of a word the

following rules may be laid down :

1. When two D\$J# follow one another the second

always is yj *W ,
e. g. l^pOO-

2. Under a letter with tfjn (see 6) the *W isViNT^,

e.g. &Q.

3. The ^J^ under the first of two letters which are

the same generally is Jtt *0$ ,
e. g. ^H.

4. The i<l$ after the 3^5 or after an accent which

takes its place (see 9 Rem. and n 4) ,
is

e. g. nnvi

i) In certain editions also under the ending f")", e. g.

Ruth 2, 9.
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CHAPTER IV.

Remainging Signs.

6. The IOT (Dagesh}.

i) For the same reason as with the H (see 5, 4),

viz. to promote the true pronunciation , a point is placed
in the letters

,
HDDTO Cno?"^]. This point is called ^p_

(Dagesh lene] *).

2) The letters nDDTD have a ^p_^l at the beginning
of a word.

(#) When the preceding word has a disjunctive accent
\

(see 7 , 2) ,
e. g. "^ *nr]N , and consequently also

at the beginning of a sentence, e. g. PP^iO? Gen. I, I.

(b) When the preceding word terminates with a closed

syllable, e. g. ^D H$, ^D 7i$D, D^H HIV?-

(c) When D with ^ $W is immediately followed by
3 or D

;
or D with ^ ^J^ by another D

, e. g. ^
DiJlD? i Sam. 1 6, 6; n'VJD? H133^ Ex. 15, 1 7 j

tfWJ2? *6r]

Jes. 10, 9.

i) With some of these letters the difference of pronunciation still

exists. By a part of the Israelites 3 is pronounced as v and 3 as
,

^ as ch and 3 as
, Q as / and g as /, f) as j and p) as /. By

others this difference is only observed with 3 and
3,

whilst J is by

them pronounced as g and 3 as the French gu. Between "j
and

TJ
all

difference in sound seems now to have been lost.
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3) The same letters frequently have ^jltSfal in the middle

of a word, but only after the F"Q NY$, e.g. ^Tp.

Rem. l. With nomina however in the status constmetus (see 60)

this T&3T\ is generally omitted when one of the letters DDD1JQ *s

the third stem-letter of the word e. g. '^Sg, DlDfC- The 3 also

of the suffix (see 46 seq. 62 seq.) usually stands without

4) The tt^H further serves to indicate that the pre-

ceding letter has fallen out. This tfri
,

called pTH #n

(Dagesh forte] ,
doubles the pronunciation of the letter

in which it stands (assimilation] ,
e. g. 1KP (read ItO'tp

1

])

instead of 1B2?; DID# (read D^'IjID^) instead of

This OT may be placed in all the letters except

5) All the letters moreover, lynnN again excepted,

usually are marked with tt^ll when followed by a vowel

or half-vowel and immediately preceded by a short

vowel, mgj? HiTO -TO Eft! (see 4 Rem. 2), e.g. T?b,

Rem. 2. When
, however, they are followed by an auxiliary vowel

,

in the segolate forms ( 56,2) ^n is not inserted, e.g. 1J3) D^T.-

6) When the letters ")ynnN are followed by a vowel

or half-vowel they are usually preceded by a long vowel

( 4 Rem. 5) which may serve also to supplement the

absence of pTH OTJ, e.g. "l2, ^JOH (conf. 26, 3; 27, 4).

7) Conclusion.

The letters nDDTn can have a
ttttj

of every kind.

The letters iyr can have no Ettj at all.
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The remaining 1 1 letters can have every Ifittj
with the

exception of bp_ Ififrj

2

).

The Signs of Interpunction ,
Tone and Melody

01"

D^pytp accents), and the

7. i) The signs of interpunction serve to indicate

the mutual relation or connection of words l

).

They are placed either over or under the words except

the
p^DSp

which stands at the side of a word.

2) They are divided into:

(a) Disjunctive signs (D^DDD or D"1

?^? distinctivi] which

denote that the word which is marked by them
,

is to be separated from the following.

(b) Conjunctive signs (D^Btp^p or D^rnttfp conjunctivi]

which denote that the word so marked is connected with

the following
2
).

2) A point is sometimes placed in a letter for other reasons also;

e. g. in the D of "iD^"
1! to indicate that the $ has not ^*DD HPTI as

in Gen. 42 , 24 5
or in the first letter of a word when the previous

word terminates with the same letter, as |13]3 > fl^PD DD / > f r which

purpose however the sign p^DD (I) is als used
,
as nH^D'O^n (See 4

Rem. 2 and App. I note 2). In a short work like the present this

subject cannot be fully treated. A consistent plan , moreover, has not

been followed by the scribes
,
and the remark made 4 note 2 also

applies to the present case.

1) From this it would seem that they properly belong to the syntax.

Yet as signs of tone their place is the Grammar, and we shall therefore

explain them as far as is necessary.

2) Their names and further particulars are given in App. I.
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3) Every word in the Bible has generally one or

more of these signs. A word which is without them is

most closely connected with the following and this con-

nection is indicated by the sign (") *]> placed between

the two words
,

e. g. "OET^JJ;

4) The signs of tone show which syllable is to be

accented. They are placed either on the last syllable,

and called JT$P, or on the last but one, and called

^$P; e.g. "pj. ipp.

Rem. 1. Before gutturals the accent sometimes stands apparently on

the syllable preceding the penultimate ,
e. g. IDl^i Ex. 1 5,8. Ift"!^

however really is equivalent to
Ift"))^.

so that the vowel of the

guttural in this respect does not count as a vowel. See 26,2.

Rem. 2. The rules for placing the accents will be given later 87 seq.

5) The same signs also serve as guides in the recital

of the words to a certain melody, and as such they are

called nii^i musical signs.

The Shifting of the Accent

8. i) Two successive syllables in one word cannot

have an accent each. The same thing is to be avoided

with two words connected together, i. e. of which the

first word has a conjunctive accent. The accent in this

case, provided the connection is not affected by it, is

moved forward, when it should have stood on the last

syllable and the following word has its accent on the

first syllable, e.g. nW *r\fy
fe nnvfi.

Rem. The half-vowel at the beginning of the second word is in this
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respect generally considered as a vowel
,

e. g. ?ft 3^11 and '

(Conf. 9 Rem.).

2) When however the first word ends in Dp (see 88

I, i) or in a closed syllable with a long vowel (see

87, i) this shifting of the accent but rarely occurs,

e. g. HD$ Dnaarri.. Kin ton.

3) The shifting also rarely occurs when a closed syl-

lable with a short vowel precedes, e.g. l!j n^Pty "6 !~

The Half-tone

9. i) The Jri? or iO}p is a small perpendicular line

placed on the left of a vowel. It has the value of half

an accent, and serves to render the pronunciation more

correct l

).

2) The JflD stands by an open syllable which is the

second before the accent, when it has a long vowel,

or a short vowel followed by a guttural or yj tfl^> e. g.

If however the vowel is short, and is not followed

by a guttural or Jtt Nl#> the JpP if possible is shifted to

the preceding syllable ,
e. g. D^llDin , D^TTO.

Rem. Here also the half-vowel which immediately precedes the ac-

i) In mss. the JjHD is used also for other purposes, sometimes even

to modify the meaning of the words.

In old editions and mss. other signs were also in use to secure cor-

rectness of pronunciation. As however in later editions these have

become obsolete, we need not mention them.
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centuated syllable, is counted as a vowel and forms a syllable,

e- g- rn;Q (Conf. 8 Rem.).

3) The second syllable before the Hn, if it is capa-

ble, likewise receives the HOP e.g. ^N^H.
4) A closed syllable only has the Jf)*?

'

ln ^onS words,

e. g. 'jnpQ'l, or in a word which by ^jPft is joined to

i .

the following word, e. g.
?
f/
r
)rp.

l

1, unless an open syl-

lable precedes ,
e. g. frOnrrTyn.

5) When a word has 4 or more syllables the HpP is

sometimes exchanged for a conjunctive accent, e. g.



PART II.

ETYMOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

10. The etymology of a language teaches us the

various forms or inflections of the words or stem-words

with respect to the difference of signification obtained

by them.

The Division of the Words.

ii. All the words of the Hebrew language belong

to one of the three following groups:

(a) Verbs (nhyg verba)
l

) ;

(b) Nouns and adjectives (niD$ nomina), names of living

beings, of inanimate things, of ideas, of quanti-

ties and qualities.

(c) Particles (nfe particulae) ,
words which denote the

i) As the stems of the Hebrew words more clearly appear in the

verbs, from which the words of the other two groups for the greater

part are derived, we shall treat of the verbs first.

2
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relation between words and sentences, or which

determine a quality or operation.

CHAPTER II.

The Verb (^JD) in general.

12. The division of the verbs.

A. According to their signification.

i) Transitive verbs (MW ^?B) i- e - verbs which govern

a passive object which is connected with the verb with-

out any particle or servile letter, e. g. rfel to shave.

2) Reflexive verbs ("Win ^VD) ,
verbs of which the form

indicates that the agent is the passive object, e. g. nfelOO

to shave oneself ,
"13111 to speak with one another.

3) Passive verbs (te)j5D ^D) verbs expressing the action

which the passive object undergoes, nfel to be shaven,

"Ql to be spoken of.

4) Intransitive verbs (101V S) ,
verbs which cannot

govern an object which is not connected with the verb

by a particle or servile letter, e.g. HT1 to live, bl| to

be great.

B. According to the number of their stem-letters.

1) Verbs with a triliteral stem.

2) Verbs with a biliteral stem.
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C. According to the nature of their stems.

1) Primitive verbs
,
of which the original stem expresses

an action.

2) Denominative verbs
,
verbs derived from a nomen y

e. g. p^ to make bricks from njD^ brick
, |Ttf

H to listen

from IJN ear.

D. According to their conjugation.

1) Regular verbs
,
which are conjugated according to

the more general principles, and in which all the stem-

letters remain visible and audible, e.g. "1J1D to visit, to

take notice
, blj to be great

1

).

2) Irregular verbs which more or less deviate from

the regular conjugation.

They are subdivided into:

(a) verbs which have one or more gutturals in the stem,

e.g. y^tf to hear, 1DN to say.

(b) verbs of which the first or last stem-letter may
be wanting (D'Hpn) e. g. yjj to touch

,
ffO to cut.

(c) verbs of which the first or last stem-letter may
be inperceptibly quiescent ("inpll P13)

the DTJ1 This

according to 5 , 3 can only take place with the

letters iinN, e.g. "j to bear childern, NCH to heal.

Rem. Hebrew grammarians are accustomed to take the stem jyQ as

the standard for all other stems. Hence the first stem-letter is called

by'Bn 'D r 'D the second ^ysn 'y
r

'y>
tne third ^DH 'b r 'b-

The different conjugations of the verb ( 13) borrow their names

from this stem.

i) By Q^D^^ verbs are meant which fulfil only the second condition.
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The various Conjugations (D^IP^Q conjugatienes),

13. The stem ($1$) of a verb undergoes much alte-

ration by the change of vowels and by the addition of

letters before, after, or between the stem-letters.

The Hebrew language possesses a great many conju-

gations (D^5) of which some are more frequent with

some verbs and others with other verbs. The more com-

mon conjugations are the seven following
l

).

(1) b%B (usually called b\)_)
in which the stem-letters

form the basis of the inflection without addition of other

letters; e.g. lp_D> *TI.

(2) ^y>D3 the stem-letters with i prefixed to them
;

e. g.

(3) ^? tne stem-letters without additional letters, e.g.

(4) ^D similarly the stem-letters without additional

letters
;

e. g. 1j2g , ^I"l.

(5) ^Vpn the stem-letters with D prefixed to them;

e.g. Tj?pn, ^nn.

(6) ^DH similarly the stem-letters with H prefixed to

them; e.g. "lj2Dn !?IHin.

(7) ^DCin the stem-letters with HD prefixed to them;

e.g.

i) Their names express the 3
d

pers. masc. sing, of the "Qy, and hence

they already acquaint us with the difference of vowels.
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Less common are:

(8) tylB, (9) ^TiB, and (10) tylBOri, generally used

with the biliteral stems instead of ^B, ^5>, and

e.g. Wjin, ^in, and

Still less common:

(n) >B, (12) p, and (13) B^H with duplication

of the two stem-letters, in use with the biliteral stems

instead of ^B, b%$ ,
and fyjBOri; e. g. ^3, tete or

Exceedingly rare:

(14) ^BCin differing from the ^BpH only in the vowels
;

e. g. lp_BOn.

(15) ^B with duplication of the last stem-letter of

the triliteral stems
;

e. g. p&Jtf.

(16) !?^P with duplication of the last stem-letter;

e. g.

'

with duplication of the last two stem-letters

of the triliteral stems
;

e. g.

(18) Finally forms such as ""rnn Hos. 11,3; rpn.nr;)

Jer. 12,5 and shortened TTO Ps. 37,1; niinSi^ Lev

14,37; D?9HP Ex. 16,14; -)g3^ Deut. 21,8; *{%& Jes

59,3; Lam. 4,14; rVQWl Ez. 23,48, and others, belong

to yet different conjugations, which do not occur and

which therefore should be considered as modifications of

the conjugations enumerated.
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The Meaning of the different Conjugations.

14. i) b\l is active both with the transitive and

intransitive verbs; e. g. 7pJ2 to visit, ^n to tremble.

2] ^B3 both active and passive, sometimes also reflexive;

e. g. ""IDBto to guard oneself, DH^ ta fight with one another.

3) ^jJB generally is transitive , chiefly with verbs which

in the b\i are intransitive, as EH|? to be holy ttH|? to

sanctify. Yet ^B sometimes is intransitive, as 1F1D to

fear, and with verbs which in the b\)_
are transitive,

not uncommonly frequentative "Oj2 to bury "Oj? /0 #rj/

0/toi.

4) ^9 is only passive, generally the passive of b^D

e. g. EHJ? /0 ^ sanctified.

5) ^BH sometimes intransitive, as H^n ^ listen, but

with verbs which in the ^jl are intransitive , generally

transitive, as ^IpH /<? declare holy.

6) ^pn passive; generally the passive of^DH, as ttHpn

^ <5^ declared holy.

7) ^Bnn often reflexive, sometimes also passive or

intransitive
,

as ttnj^nn /^ ?//^/Y' oneself ready ; HiJ'inn /^?

/<?^/r at one another; ")B3nri /^ be propitiated; "!?unn /t; walk.

8) As for the other D" 1^? the ^1B and ^S?^P
have the

same meaning as ^D ; ^1D and ^D^p the same as ^B ;

^lEnn and ^B^gnn the same as !?#Bnn- ^Bnn w passive ;

^VE and ^2V? are both transitive and intransitive; and

W^B has the same meaning as ^pj

urFther particulars are to be learned from exercise.
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The Conjugation of the Verb in general.

15. i) The conjugation of a verb sets forth the

different forms in which a verb occurs.

These forms are twofold verbalforms and nominalforms.

2) The verbal forms comprise two moods (D'QTl modi) ,

two actions
, usually called tenses (D^DT tempora) ,

three

persons (D^DIH personae) ,
two genders (D^p genera] ,

and

two numbers (D'HBpp numeri).

3) The two moods are the indicative (3Jn ^"H) and

the imperative f^n ^T}).

Rem. i. The^yyp and ^Di"! have no HfiVfn TJin.
A very rare instance

of this in the ^DD is given 41 a Rem. 2.

Rem. 2. Concerning the Jussive and Cohortative see 45.

The two tenses are the perfect (*pV) and the not-perfect (TH}?)- ')

The three persons are the first pers. (11^3 "O1D) ,
second pers.

(^l?i
or p) ,

and the M*W ^^r^. (-|ni?5).

The two genders are the masculine ("Of) and the fentine

The two numbers are the singular ("ppp) an(^ the plural

4) The nominal forms are :

The infinitive (TlplfD 111) also called ^BH D$ (substan-

tivum verbale) ,
and the participles (D'O'tt'O).

The infinitive has the two genders, and the participle

the two genders and the two numbers.

i) For brevity's sake we shall call these two tenses always "QV and "priV-
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The Stem-forms of the Conjugation.

1 6. A. The verbal forms.

a. For the D"1^? which usually have an active mean-

ing two stem-forms may be adopted from which the other

verbal forms are derived.

These two stem-forms are :

1) The 3
d

pers. masc. sing, of the
"OJ7.

On this stem-

form all the other forms are based according to the

rules of 1 8.

2) The masc. sing, of the imperative on which are

based the other forms of the same tense and those of

the THJ? according to the rules of 18.

b. With the D^PIQ which never or very seldom have an

active sense, viz. ^D b^DH and fysnn, all the verbal
: T

forms follow the 3
d

pers. masc. sing, of "Q?

B. The nominal forms.

a. With the triliteral stems the infinitive usually has

its own stem-form
,
and with active verbs also the 2d

stem-form of the verbal forms. Yet in the ^ypn ' ^P? an<^

tyBOH and also in the
b\>_ and b^ of the biliteral verbs

the infinitive has only the 2d stem-form of the verbal forms.

With the il'Vnj ( 34) the infinitive has always its

own stem-form besides that of the verbal forms.

b. i) The bp_ of the triliteral stems has two parti-

ciples with different stem-forms agreeing with the stems

of the nomina (see 67, i A i seq.). With the biliteral
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stems the participle has the stem-form of the "Q^ (see

38
b

2).

2) All the other D"0^? have only one participle. This

has a D as preformative before the stem-form, viz. of

the Tny with the triliteral verbs, and of the ~Qy with

the biliteral verbs (see 67 B i). The b^ alone has

the stem-form of the
"Q{f

without preformative.

3. The participles therefore generally have a long final

vowel. With the triliteral stems this vowel is even leng-

thened when it is short in the stem-form.

The Preformatives and Afformatives.

17. A. The verbal forms.

i) To make the different forms of the conjugations,

letters are used which are placed either before or after

the stem.

2) In the -Oy the letters DOTD Cnjp ^Hl are used

and only as afformatives. In the TH^ both the pre-

formatives D^N CjrpN] and the afformatives m CiW] are

used. In the imperative only the afformatives m are

employed.

Table of preformatives and afformatives.
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masc.

fern.

Plur.

2

1 fl

nj-s

Plur.

nj-

3

Sing.
2

n

Sing.

n

stem-form.

i

Rem. Of the 2d and 3
d

pers. masc. plur. of "PHV we find a collateral

form on
|>)

.

B. The nominal forms are entirely considered as

nomina.

General rules for the Pre- and Affbrmatives of Triliteral Stems.

1 8. i) The preformatives of one letter have the half-

vowel, which only through supervening circumstances

is changed into a vowel. In the bp_ where they are fol-

lowed by a half vowel, they have pTfl. In ^DJ. t^H.
^pn and ^Snn they are contracted with the D, the vowel

of which they take.

The N has in b_, ^Di and EHH the

2) The afformatives which have the accent and form

a syllable (DFI and |0) have the effect of changing the

Y^pT of the first syllable of the stem into a half vowel ,

as Drnp_D> Dn*TP. DHiOp, Dn 1^.; whilst the closed syllable

immediately preceding always has HDP ,
as DrrUD> Dn^DH ,

very seldom ^p ,
as D^W I Sam. 12, 13 (see below n 5).
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3) The afformatives which have the accent but do

not form a syllable ,
cause the vowel of the second syl-

lable of the stem to change into a half vowel
, as HlpB ,

Y1pB Tlpp\ In consequence of this the half vowel of the

first stem-letter becomes a vowel, as lip?

4) In the iyon however the 113 pTH always remains

before afformatives which do not form a syllable. The

pTJl moreover seldom loses the accent (see 88 I 3^)

e.g. ijnp#:> n^pn.

Rem. 1. We sometimes find also this
p~pj"| changed into a half vowel,

_

i Sam. 14, 22; >OT-Jer - 9, 2;HG Ps. 65, 10.

5) With afformatives which have not the accent, only

the D^IH of the stem is maintained in the closed syllable

immediately preceding, as TTJJP. nrtinn. Otherwise this

syllable always has HHD
, e.g. TQ^;, n?D

The HTJi is but seldom kept before H}~ ,
as in

T)?S

DJTQin ,
and is once found shortened into ^Up viz.

Ez. 13, 19.

If the preceding syllable is open, it always has

before HJ- (see 32,2; 34,8).

Rem. 2. Concerning the pausa see 89.
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CHAPTER III.

The Conjugation of the Regular Triliteral Verb.

19. i) The verbal forms.

^3V stem-form IpD.
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forms are known by the vowel of the second stem-letter, e. g. ^

to be low or humble, fj^p to be small.

The n'TiS however only appears in the 3
d

pers. masc. sing, and

in pausa in the forms of which the second stem-letter would

other wise have the half-vowel, e. g. HNT. fep- The remaining

forms are similar to those of the verbs mediae a. The D^IH appears

whenever the second stem-letter has the accent
,

e. g. irdftp-

The 75710
>l^ >l? ^ t^ie ver^s mediae e and o has the same stem-

form as the ""O^ , e.g. ^"p being afraid, ^31 being able.

Rem. 2. Also the 2d stem-form of ^ has a collateral form, viz.
-|pQ.

This form is generally used with the verbs mediae e and o, e. g.

^Q^j Jt3p
n

5
sometimes also with other verbs, as "1D^ he learns,

chiefly with those that are intransitive, as 33^1 he lies, see

32 B 2.

With the irregular verbs we now and then find a collateral form

with HT2i; see 29 Rem. 2; 30 Rem. 3; 31, 2; 32 A3.

The Tnj? therefore like the "Qy has three stem-forms with the

same distinctive vowels (7^0 , 7VJD > 7VD)-

Rem. 3. The collateral forms of the "Q^ are generally used with the

intransitive verbs. Sometimes, however, these forms have a transitive

meaning 5 e.g. ^J|"| he hewed out Jes. 5,2.

2O. i) The verbal forms.

"Q^ stem-form

Plur.

2
Sing.

2
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stem-form

Plur.

2 3

npD?

nrpsri

npen

Sing.
2

2) The nominal forms.

DH ^.1 stem-form IpDH, TpDH or Ippi

Rem. IpDH and TpDH are contracted forms of IpDiH an(i TpDiH

and therefore the first stem-letter ought to have the pJD ^JJI- In

the "l^n^ ^e
!~]

coalesces with the preformative which then takes

its vowel. The {^ alone generally keeps its 713D- When the infini-

tive has a prefix the H does not coalesce with it, e.g.

21. i) The verbal forms.

-n stem-form

Plur.

2
Sing.

2



Plur.

2
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stem-form 1j?B.

'

3

Sing.
2

"npsn

lp.5

TS
2) The nominal forms.

)H
":JTJ

stem-form IpD or TpD.

nij?sp

Rem. 1. In 7^2 and 7^53 the preformative keeps the half-vowel,

because it precedes a letter with a vowel.

Rem. 2. With the participle the preformative is sometimes omitted,

e. g. }ND Ex. 7,27.

Rem. 3. The infinitive has sometimes the stem-form of the "Qy, as

O 2 Sam. 12,15.

22. Stem-form

i) The verbal forms.

Plur.

2

tips

Sing.
2

nip_p
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Plur.

2
Sing.

2

2) The nominal forms.

"H stem-form 1pp.

nnpTDip nipDp or nipTDp

Rem. i. Concerning the preformative see preceding Rem. I.

Rem. 2. In the 7^D also the preformative of the participle is some-

times omitted
,

e. g. 73^ Ex. 3,2.

23. The verbal forms.

12 stem-form Tp?H.

Plur.

2

Dpipj?n

Sing.
2

nip.pn

H^ stem-form TpDH and

3 i 2

rrpa TPD
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2) The nominal forms.

T3T! stem-form lj?.pn.

Rem. 1. Although the
|~]

coalesces with the preformative it remains

in the infinitive after a prefix, e. g. "-p^pn^-
Sometimes however

the
j-}

of the infinitive is omitted after a prefix ,
e. g. jj3 D13V^

*:pp /Di?l ^ make the belly to swell and the thigh to fall away

Num. 5,22 5
and on the other hand is sometimes written after the

preformative, e.g. 2?1$V"P Ps - 1 1 6,6.

Rem. 2. The infinitive has but seldom the first stem-form, as

Lev. 14,43.

fcpp i;f?

24. i) The verbal forms.

Stem-form "!|2j?n.

2) The nominal forms.

TH stem-form
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Rem. 1. The
F]1ttp| ^Dj?

of the preformative is sometimes interchanged

for
|IJJ5 pTfilft

e-g- O^#J Jes - 34,31 H^^P i Kings 13,24.

Rem. 2. The infinitive has sometimes the collateral form ^pQp) ,
e. g.

;z . 16,4.

25. The verbal forms.

Stem-form

3

npcnn

I 2 3

npcnn npsrr

2) The nominal forms.

1 stem-form

niggrio
or

Rem. i. The p) of the infinitive, like in the preceding conjugations,

does not coalesce with the prefix, e.g. ^l^nnS

Rem. 2. If the first stem-letter is a sibilant it changes place with the

f) of the preformative HP], as ^Dn^D to t'e poured out^
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to become heavy, troublesome. After the
j

the
J-)

is changed into

ft, as plft^H to justify oneself.

In like manner should the f) after
f
be changed into ~|, as is

the case in the cognate Aramaic
,

e. g. )Dl?n >
but of this no

instance is found in the Bible. The p is entirely omitted when

the first stem-letter is 1, ft or Hi e - S> iOin, to be oppressed

'nntOn cleanse yoiir-selves , inpnil &e amazed, and sometimes also

with other stems, as ItftE^n) Num. 24,7.

EXERCISES.

P} and ^nypn

D and tyQ

, ^D, ^D and

n and Din (?l and

n and pn (p:n
and

n and ^Dnn (TO and

n and

CHAPTER IV.

The deviations from the regular verb in consequense of one or

more gutturals being in the stem.

26. The verbs of which the first stem-letter is a

guttural (verba primae gutturalis).

The deviations only occur in bj ^P2 ^VPr1 an<^

i. When at the beginning of a word the first stem-

letter should have the half-vowel, it has here the

e. g. ftl> Pin, 1&2. t3g
:

. *p8 (see 4,3).
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2. The auxiliary vowel of the preformative is here

DDD or btlD, and the subsequent guttural generally has

the corresponding rjDH. instead of *W; e.g. Etor]l
and

.

and TD"Dri iDfcl and 1D^. 1>JP and

This *W or *")&n sometimes changes into the short

vowel of the preformative ,
when the verb is lengthened at

the end by an afformative or otherwise, e. g. 1ny} they are

heaped up, rnip.Jp
let us stand

, IDTp M^/ press forward,

n^b^l #72^ / j/&#// rejoice. Concerning the value of this

vowel as regards the accent see 7 Rem. i.
').

Rem. 1. In consequence of what has b3en said in the previous

number it cannot be determined whether the form Pl^V"1 is ^>n
v*|- I-

or ^i^Dri5 the context alone can decide this.

Rem. 2. Of PPD t be and pi'
1?! to live the

3) When the first stem-letter should have the pTH

for instance in ^JMpjJ, the preceding short vowel is chan-

ged into a long vowel, e. g. DIPP instead of DllrP (Cf.

SO-
Rem. 3. The -) in this respect follows the gutturals ,

e. g. l^^nn

instead of ^IH-
Rem. 4. Concerning the verbs with ^ as first stem-letter see 31.

1) When the guttural has not
rj^H

but #}]& in certain good editions

a point is placed in the subsequent letter for the purpose of drawing

the attention to it, e.g. I2$i$
and fTO!^. ^V^ and H^i^ (Conf.

6 note 2).

2) In certain good editions attention is drawn to this by a JHD P^a
~

ced at the side of the pTfl, as H'Ti'1 and n^n 1
(cf- 9 note 0-
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EXERCISES.

lft!~! stem-forms "lDi"l> IDPI* but

PTH pin, pin

tp;_

IDH

py

onn onrin

ion

The verbs of which EH'^ is a guttural.

(verba mediae gutturalis).

2J. The deviations occur in all the D^3. the

excepted.

i) Instead of the half-vowel the !#sn'y has here ^D,
and generally nno ^D, e.g. 10^., 1TOV D^JR. 1p^ (cf.

2) Instead of p'TP! as auxiliary vowel the ^DH'D has

HDD or ftlD and the ^Bn'JT the corresponding nns

or bvg P|ttq ; e.g. 1^, nnij (cf. 26, 2).

Rem. 1. lint^ Jb 6,22 is an exception.

3) The infinitive excepted ,
the ^'DH'y changes its
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and sometimes also its J1T1Z into DHD, e.g.

!?$; the infin. remains pnx.

Rem. 2. The ^ follows the same rule, as DID-

4) In fyp, b%B, and ^SHH the short vowel of the

^SH'D is changed into a long vowel, viz. pTTl into iTTS(,

HDD into ^Dg, and fQp into D^in (see 4 Rem. 5);

e.g. INS, "$3, tyQ, im.

Rem. 3. Likewise with ") as ^DD'^5 e.g. 7j-Q.

Rem. 4. On the other hand the
]-] generally, the p) often

,
and the

^ sometimes retain the preceding short vowel, e. g. QJ")2 tTI^ "l^iD
11

'>

and in very few instances even the ^ ,
e. g. "1^3.

Rem. 5. Several forms of the verb ^^J in the ^_ are conjugated

according to the stemform ^{$$ ;
e. g.

EXERCISES.

in
^p_, ^pi and

and ^3
and

in and p (P)^, ^, ^
pn and

pi', p, Q^n. n^n and ^vn

,
and

The verbs of which the ^npj'b is a guttural.

(verba tertiae gutturalis).

28. The deviations from the regular verb are the

following.
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(a) Concerning the stems with K as ^BD'5? see 33.

(b) The stems with PI or y as tysrtb change the D^IH

or the HTS which precedes this letter into FIDS,

except in the nominal forms, e. g.

Rem. The
)
sometimes follows the same rule, as "Q^ Job. 21,10.

(c) There are only four verbs which really have D as

!#Br6; they are H3J, HDD, im HDH. Of HDD we only

find the form HD3. The other three, in the very

few forms which occur, follow rule b) ,
whilst i~D3 also

belongs to the verbs of 29.

EXERCISES.

in
^p_and ^ypn (TO^PI . TOIin and

in all the conjugations.

HDH !?p_and ^SOn

and

n and

Verbs belonging both to 26 and 27 are, e. g.

, rpn. my, ^-| Tin-

Verbs belonging both to 26 and 28 are, e. g.

n, -on. ni^ nn> vtsn-

Verbs belonging both to 27 and 28 are, e. g.
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CHAPTER. V.

Verbs of which one or more stem-letters may in the conjugation

be absent. Q^DH (verba contracta).

29. The verbs with J as ^'DH'D (:"D n

i) When the preformative has a vowel (see 18, i)

the ,3 falls away, and the second stem-letter is marked

with pTH $:n, e. g. ^, JP-n. In the infinitive however

the 3 remains ,
e. g. *)&$> QlA.

Rem. 1. No deviations therefore occur in Q , ^j and

2) With certain verbs the 3 is omitted in the impera-

tive and infinitive of bp_ even at the beginning of a

word. The infinitive in this case has exclusively the

feminine form
;

e. g. ItfJ and n$J of WH
;
of Nt0, because

of the
,
W and n^; of ^1 because of the V, ^2 and r$l

Rem. 2. The ^ does not fall away when the ^'En'V *s a guttural 7

e. g. jrm Dnr. ^^. D^.- (We find however nQI from flfD

Jer. 21,13). In like manner the 3 remains in Fi^n rj^HD Ps.

68,3; IE;? Jer. 3,5; 11^ Deut. 33,9; ^p^ Jes. 29,1; p^g
Judges 20,31.

Rem. 3. With the stem
p|pb

the b often falls away as if the stem

were
["|p3-

Thus the imperative is
Jlp

and
J"lp<S

^e infinitive
rjpS

and
nnj^,

the TI^ H^-

Rem. 4. Sometimes also the 1 when ^DD'D falls away. See 32

Rem. 2.

EXERCISES.

n and
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and

D and

and

Verbs belonging both to 28 and 29 are 113, yfi,

The verbs of which the ^BP^ may fall away

30. (a) When the BH' is J, it falls away before

the i of the afformative
,
which then is marked with the

l, as

Rem. 1. The ^ as ^Dil'
does not fall away before a suffix,

Rem. 2. With
|p|i (belonging to the V'g l^lDn

an^ therefore sometimes

called
rilljjpn "iDn) the i falls away also before fl, e.g. ipOi.

The infinitive of ^ is fin-

Rem. 3. |^ moreover has in the TiTl}? and ^fiJJ of ^p never the

stem with O^IH ^ rarely with DH^I 7
but almost always with i"lT2

(cf. 19 Rem. 2), thus
|p) give, ]p >4^ ^T'WJ.

EXERCISES; pD, pto, JKJ-

Verbs which belong to 26 jnn )^ pi.

27 ]m> into, ]D.

(^) When the ^DH'^ is n it falls away before the H of

the afformative, which then is marked with pTH Ifi^J,
as

Rem. 4. This deviation is only found in the
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EXERCISES: nos, ratf .

Verbs belonging to 26 my. my,

, 27 njn, rro, nntf,

Verb 29 ntf3 ,

27 and 29 DPI:-

CHAPTER VI.

Verbs of which one or more stem-letters in the conjugation

frequently are "IHD PQ fD^rO verba quiescentia).

31. Verbs of which the ^BH'D is ^ ("a ^nj).

In addition to the deviations, already mentioned in

26, we have here the following.

i) With 6 verbs the half vowel of the preformative

is in the b\)_ changed into D^TI. They are "1DN to perish,

to will, THN! to take hold of, bij to eat, 1D to say,

to bake
;

e. g. "Q&*i. After the N of the preformative

the N of the stem falls away, as "lK. Yet we find here

also forms such as
TlD^r).

Rem. T. This D^IPI f ^e preformative is sometimes found also in

the !?^D2, as ITH^ Num. 32,30. Now and then this Q^in ŝ so

occurs with other verbs
,

e. g. ^nj^ I shall love along with the

form

Rem. 2. The {$ of the stem is sometimes omitted also in other forms,

as HOD thou fakesf aivay\ ^H"1 = TTli^'1 ht- shall pitch his tent Jes.

13,20 (See also Rem. 3).
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2) The TO? has here often the stem-form with i"!Tg,

e.g. Tn*0> tetfn. Dp^: (Cf. Rem. 3 and 30 Rem. 3).

Rem. 3. Instead of iDfr^ we always find
"ifttfjb;

and in a similar

manner we find the
|"1T!|

in "lilNil Gen. 32,5 j DHNl Prov. 8,17;

pip Prov. 17,4; ipnai Jes. 21,12; ng^n Mich. 4,85 KJTiDeut. 33 ,
2I .

Rem. 4. In the ^"^pH the
$

is sometimes changed into {^ or
,

e- g- PJN
=
pJgN / shall listen Job. 32,11; ^^ from ^p_or

b^P_^ separated Num. 11,25; DTI from D'l^or 2^^^ set

an ambush I Sam. 15,5.

Rem. 5. The verbs {^"Q ij"|3 sometimes take their forms from the V'Q lp|^

(see 32), as
FjDVl

a^ 7̂ collected 2 Sam. 6,1 ;

remained behind 2 Sam. 20,5.

EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

^ HP?
etc -

stem-form

111
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rrq&rj

The ^pn form we find of THK in 2 Chr. 9.18.

EXERCISES.

and

B. ^B and

and DIN in
^>p_, ^^pn and

Verbs belonging to 2? TDK , DHN* , briK-

28 ION, -IW,
-

Verb 27 and 28

Verbs 30 ]TK, p-
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Verbs of which sn'D is i (V'n

32. There are two different classes of these stems.

A. Verbs of which the ^BH'B really is 1, but which

chiefly at the beginning of a word is changed into \

These verbs deviate from the regular conjugation in

the following points.

1) In the stem-forms with a preformative of one letter

the vowel of this preformative is contracted with the

1 into rfrin or p~\W} ;
e. g. from 1^1 is formed 1^ > T^in ,

-ftin ;
and not -fti; , Tfyn ,

-ftp-

2) The remaining stem-forms change the 1 into
">; e.g.

"ftV "ftl* "ft?' "ft."
1

' "fcr^- There are however three excep-

tions. a) The second stem-form of the bp_, in which

the 1 falls away, as "ft, and in consequence the vowel

of the preformative of the Tnj? becomes long ,
e. g. "ft?.

(cf. 37, 2); )
the 1TO of the ^Di in which the 1

remains ,
e. g. "ftp ; ^r)

the ^BHil in which both the

1 and the ^
appear; e.g. l!?OT, OT?n.

3) The stem-form of the THV and ""lia has here the

HT^, as ib, 3$> but the gutturals have by preference

HOB, as n.

B. The verbs of which the ^DH'D really is ^ deviate

in the following points.

i) The Hi Ny? does not occur under the ^DH'D, be-

cause it is a i
;

e. g. "1^ not "1^ (cf. 5 , 6). For the
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same reason the vowel of the preformative in the ^DH
is PITS, as rPt^n.

2) In the bp_, the form ^D as second stem-form is

the more common, as $T (cf. 19 Rem. 2).

Rem. 1. These two classes of the V'g ^p^ are however not always

so clearly distinguished as one would expect ,
as the one class not

imfrequently takes its forms from the other class. (See appendix 2).

Rem. 2. Of 2jp, JJ{1, yxp, fljp it is usually said that the ^Dll'D

in the conjugation is missing, as {"PiP' ^VO >
an(* consequently a

class of V'Q "HDn nas been admitted. Yet we find the 1 absent

also in Dl^Pl from ib^ Gen. 40,20; D^DNtl from -|l Hos. 10,105

and
p*JN

from
pxp Jes. 44,3; !p^

from -)j{i Jer. 1,5;

from 1^1 I Sam. 6,12, although these forms are classified

under the V'Q ip^. The forms moreover of ^1 in which the ^BH'D
is missing, may be explained by admitting the stem ^lii which

seems to appear in the noun 2^. A similar collateral stem is

possible also with the other verbs
,

the more so as we have no

sufficient probability for admitting a stem with
)
and 1 as ^'SH'D

for the verbs JJJ1 and filT- I" this manner the forms in^IPl Nah.

1,4; n^l an(i ITT. Lam. 3,33.53 could perhaps be traced back to-

a collateral stem of the V'Q ^PD-

Rem. 3. Irregular forms are :

a. jnvj Ps. 138,6; 3^-1 Job. 24,21; ^Y] Jes. 15,2.

EX. 2
,4 .

c -

^OD.n^= ^opm.Ps. 51,7.

Rem. 4. The V'Q ip^ rarely borrow their forms from the }^"0 ^P3 r

as
irp^D

= TOY) or iri?^ Jes. 30,21; and vice versa. See

31 Rem. 5.
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THE DTU.

EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

stem-form l^J

stem-form "6

stem-form

stem-form

rg-fep

stem-forms "I and

stem-form

Stem-form T^IH or I.

47

fe
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Tny

nrfrn

pn stem-form

ibin Tn;y

stem-form

B. ^p_ stem-forms pr and

p In the "OJ no stem-form occurs with ^ but always

with 1 ,
e. g. YW*- In tne "T1

^? tne only stem-form

with "" is nT"J from PIT, otherwise always with 1,

as

stem-form D^n or

n like the stem-forms of A.
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33. The deviations from the conjugation of the

regular verb.

i) When the N is the last letter of the word the HDD

or D^in of the ^SH'y is in the verbal forms changed

into D, as

2) In the "ny of >p_ the vowel of the /Bity is the

same as that of the stem-form, as HiTlR. from ^PT
s T^T!

from iO\

3) In the other forms when the N is not in the last

syllable of the word the ^y'QH'y has
iT)\V ,

as n^pi ; except

with the afformative m (cf. 18, 5); e.g. HJN^.

Rem. The ^"^ ipj
not unfrequently take their forms from the H"^ ^

e.g. ^51
= ^51 PS. 143,3; Nbn = Kgn Ecci. 8,1

2 Kings 2,2 1
; n^orT]

=
n^aion)

i Sam. 10,6;

inf- of
^p_from ^Q; npl3

=
NlpB Prov. 12, 1 8.

EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

stem-form

stem-form
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-upon -J-T!

stem-form

stem-form

stem-form *D.

stem-form tf.



THE

Stem-form

stem-form

stem-form

Stem-form
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Stem-form

"Of

,

EXERCISES.

, D> D andn

Verbs belonging also to 26

, 27

29 ^
^ii1 belongs also to 32

NT to 27 and 32.
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The verbs n"b TO

34. Verbs which really have n as yETl' have been

already spoken of in 28 c. Here verbs are meant

which in appearance only are r\"b TIJ but which in reality

have 1 or 1 as b^f>.
The deviations in the conjugation of these verbs are

the following.

1) When the 1 or "> occur at the end of a word they

are changed into H, e.g. nj TO, nt^ In the btyDW
of the bp_ however, and often also in the fern, form of ^1^3

by*\D of the ^p_the
1 remains, e.g. W^, nniD, niT)1K.

2) Before bn pTH and p^W at the end of a word the

1 and > are omitted
,

e. g. W%, ^3?) , W$, W&.

3) In the middle of a word the 1 is changed into a ">,

as iJT^.

4) The tyBtfy has in the ID^ before the in the

transitive conjugations the pTH and in the intransitive

conjugations the HT^, as VTO / have commanded TP1.V

/ was commanded.

Rem. i. The n"Pi however occurs now and then also in the transi-
.. ..

tive forms as n^VD along with D^Vn ; and sometimes, but rarely,
T -v:iv T -v:iv

vice versa
, 'li^^Ji

=
')i"

l 7
l

ji w^ revealed ourselves.

5) Before the n the ^DH'y has in the
"1DJ

the ]^DPT ,

in the THV and the W3 (except the bw% ^1^3 of the

bp_ see n i) the b^g, in the TOD l^ the PITS, in the

n ^ often the D^IH, as HJJ, rm H^jp. HJ
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Rem. 2. The more usual form of the infinitive is the collateral form

ending in ni~ > as

7) In the 3
d

pers. fern. sing, of the
"QJ7

the DH'? is

changed into n after which the H may be omitted
,
as

nfry and
nntpy-

8) The tyDH'y has before HJ always the ftip, as nr.^,

HJW (cf. 33, 2, and 18, 5).

9) The forms of the THV are usually shortened ,
when

the 1 conversive is prefixed to them
( 85 B \e); e.g.

^!1* I??!* 1^1' or when they express a wish or com-

mand
, as tfi^ ;#y ^ dfc? z> (cf. 45,4. 6). Also in the

I!)?
the ^DH'!? not unfrequently falls away, as IS >

H?~-

Rem. 3. The stem-letters
*)
and 1 more than once reveal themselves.

The 1 regularly in the instances of n i and sometimes also in the

verbal forms, as yO"l> I'PlBTi
an(i ^n tne nomina derived from

them, as
jl^H-

The
|

in certain verbal forms, as
^pfelj}

7 am

quiet Job 3, 25, in the form mediae e as participle, *|^^ Job 1 6, 12,

and in nouns derived from such stem-forms, as nl^-

Rem. 4. The ""7 ip|3 sometimes borrow their forms from the $'"? if")},

e - g- ^nlEP from mO ^ blossom Hos. 3,15; ^nNiD) from HJ{"1

to delight in Ez. 43 , 27. (cf. z>zV<? z/^/-jrt! 33 Rem.).

EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

"QV stem-form rfel

Mp^J
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stem-form rfel or

nb|.

stem-form nl

stem-form rn or H

55
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stem-form rf?a.

stem-form n3 or

stem-form H.

*.

stem-form il.
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"ipDn 7^3

W3

stem-form

TH^ stem-form D^n and H^n

m^jp

57

stem-form

stem-form

n^n

nn^n
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nfe

stem-form

n^nn n)ann-

stem-form HOH and rjn.

VERBS FOR EXERCISE.

in ^and Di.flte in ^. D andn

and

and

and ^pn-

Verbs belonging to 26 n3n> H^H. HTI. H^H. HSH. HIV.

27 nrn, mr.
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Verbs belonging to 26, 27

29 HDi.

31 "3K

32 rm> nc\ ni\

CHAPTER VII.

The biliteral Stems.

35. The biliteral stems have a twofold kind of

conjugation.

1) When the second stem-letter is doubled.

2) When the stem is restricted to the two stem-letters.

36. The biliteral stems strengthened by duplication

of the second stem-letter.

i) The conjugation of these verbs is similar to that

of the triliteral stems, e.g. 1TJ}, ^b. 33D, rp^
n. PI?DP>

2) Instead of the ^B.'^B and
tysipn

of these verbs,

the byiQ , ^1D . and ^isnn are often used
;

e. g. DDIp ,

The forms of these D^5 are similar to those in place

of which they are used.

Rem. When both forms are found, they usually have a different

meaning, as ^ to cut, %>p to speak,

oneself.
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EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

stem-form Dpi").

jnppn

rnppi-^ n;ppn^

Dpll

nppnp or

npiip

DDIl

nop-nnppin

Wnljl

^ppnn Dpnn

stem-form DD11. Similar to by}% except that the

last syllable is Dp or DD instead of Dp.

stem-form DQIinn, like V12 with the preforma-

tive nn, rn> nn. n ni. and np.

37. The conjugation of the biliteral stems restricted

to the two stem-letters.

i) This conjugation only occurs in the 4 D^2> ^p_-

bgpii i^Jflpn
and ^DPl. Its forms are very similar to those
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of the 'D "HPO ,
of which the two last stem-letters alone

occur.

2) The preformative here has a vowel (cf. on the

contrary 18, i). The vowel becomes a half-vowel

when the accent is shifted back, e.'g. njTfiDIp
=

rpriDH

from the stem DID; iri^ from Til (cf. 18, 2).

3) The stem-vowel
,
because here it is the only vowel

of the stem, usually is retained even in the 3
d

pers.

fern, and plur. (cf. on the contrary 18, 3) e.g. 131

from Dl to be much or many, I^IT from JP1 to turn round
\

rfenn from ^nn to begin. The D^IPI however as stem-vowel

sometimes becomes a half-vowel (cf. n i) e. g. 1"I|T (sing.

y to bow\ IDrP (sing. dJT) to be completed.

Rem. 1. The same thing now and then occurs with forms which

are not like the corresponding forms of the ') 110117 as H^D^l =

an(t we will confound'; "H^H
"r^\ t l̂ou w^f ^e oppressed.

4) The I
st and 2 d

pers. have a prolonged collateral

form with D^IH after the second stem-letter, as

r03 thou understandest ; ""niD^u
= ""flDin / wave.

5) Before the termination Di the preceding open syl-

lable has the blJD, as rOTW (cf. 18, 5).

6) Frequently a ^1 is found even after a long vowel,

as

Rem. 2. The interchange of affiliated vowels is here very common

(cf. 4 Rem. 6).
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38. (a) The verbal forms.

1) The stem-forms of the
"I3J7

are like those of the

triliteral stems when their first stem-letter is omitted

(See 19 with Rem. i); e. g. DH, HD $13.

In addition to these there are stem-forms with ^DpT
and pTH ,

as DpT to rise up, T! to fish.

2) The conjugation is according to 37, 3, except

that the DTJi shows itself only in the 3
d

pers., and in

the other forms is changed into nriD (cf. 19 Rem. i);

e.g. nQ.nno.uoD.

Rem. i. The stem-forms with pTPl are very rare - They only occur

in DW1] and they shall fish Jer. 16, 16; DH^DI and ye shall

spread yourselves Mai. 3, 205 ^DID1"! them strivest Job. 33, 13;

ip^vrj I understood Dan. 9, 2.

Rem. 2. The
|>Qp

is sometimes lengthened by a subsequent ^ ; e.g.

D Hos - I0
,

r 45 LDW = B# Ez. 28, 24.

3) The stem-form of the Tny and ^ has Dln or HHD

(See 19 with Rem. 2). But we find also many stem-

forms with pTH and pTltf; e.g. 3D to tarw, ^L.ta be light,

3n, Dip-

The stem-form with nno is naturally the more com-

mon with the guttural verbs; e.g. DH to be hot; ID to

^ to

4) The vowel of the preformative is ^DPT' HTS or

viz. ]^DpT with all the stem-forms, pTH when the stem-
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form has D^IPI
> and iTTlJ when it has Pins

;
e. g. 3D"1

jt
1

'
1

to pass the night, 2"n;, Dip;, SO?
=

3D;, fe
Rem. 3. We very seldom find

Vftp
before a stem with nHD- Before

the same stem we also occasionally find a preformative with
p*]Tl,

as yp he draws back
,
which before a guttural is sometimes chan-

ged into nnD >
e - g- 1H^ ^ sharpens , tTin ^M makest haste.

The FITS is found before $13, therefore

Rem. 4. The long vowel of the 2d stem-form is shortened when the

( 85 B I <: en </) is prefixed to it
;

e. g. ^pi) from

om
Dip"

1

* DTI from D^T DTI from DT- ^T_Num.

17, 23 however makes an exception. When one of the two stem-

letters is a guttural the vowel generally is flDD '>

e - g-

"I1DJ.. ^1 from ^\ Yet we find DITI DFini. PjV>l, T^Hl from

DrP Dinn. PjIV* f^n- Jn ^1^1 the long vowel remains, which

in consequence retains the accent.

Rem. 5 The D/1H an<^ p"11^ here are frequently interchanged, as

(b) The nominal forms.

i) The infinitive has the stem-form of the TH^ (cf.

1 6 B0), as

2) The bp_ of these stems has only one participle and

this has the stem-form of the 13^, as ID measuring, ^1

being poor, Y*?. scoffing, d3 treading. In addition to this

the participle has in a few instances the stem-form pTfiltf*

as 11D departing, occasionally with a passive meaning
like the ^D ^TO of the triliteral stems, e.g. J1D being

hedged in, ^IPl being armed.
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EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

linp

nn;.

ID13D

DF1P

Stem-form

130 Y113D

Stem-form HD.

Stem-form

Stem-form

Stem-form

or niaon nrson or
T : T T v

-..
:

Stem-form

innn inn:.

nrrinn or n:nnn n^nnn or ninnnTV-: T :

- TV-: T :

-

Stem-form pl.Tl.

2D

nnp

DP_

2on 20;

2DH

nnn nrp

\inn nnn
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Stem-form

nrapn or nstipn nrapn or naflpnTV': T :
' T TV': T :

' T

65

Dpn -op;

^pipn Dpn

stem-form

does not occur

The

stem-form

IDIp

Dp

Dp

stem-form 3D

13D 3D

with the stem-form HOD is not found.

n ^TJ 3D, Dp

niopT

-11D

3D

n?g

39. (a) The verbal forms.

i) The stem-form of the
"13^

is like that of a triliteral

verb in the ^p_ after J
has been prefixed to the stem

(cf. 19 with Rem. i). The conjugation is according

t 37> 3 and 6; e.g. p0 to perish, ^1T /<? fo rolled,

Rem. i. The preformative sometimes has
pl^n^

as !?ni ^ ^^ defiled^

which before a guttural is changed into J"TPJJ >
e - g- "1R3 * ^ cur ~

sed
^ Dini t &e disturbed'^ rarely DTlD >

as TVIi ^ become powerful*

Rem. 2. The stem-form with m^ ^s the least common.

5
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2) The stem-form of 1T1V and TO is formed by pre-

fixing the preformative 3H with the omission of the 3

(cf. 20). The stem has D^in or HHE like the triliteral

verbs in the bp_, rarely HTg, as pDH> ^i-in, Dpn.

The pTH of the preformative becomes
fTyit

'

before a

guttural; as TiNn ta be made light, DIP! /# be raised, to

be taken away.

(d) The nominal forms.

i) The infinitive has the stem-form of the THJJ (cf.

1 6 B#), as p12H to be emptied, ^nn and !?Hin DDH.

2) The participle has the stem-form of the 13J (cf.

I 6 B 2), e.g. |1DJ being established; ^ and bp.i. light.

The vowel of the preformative becomes a half-vowel,

as is the case with the other nomina
,
when the first

stem-letter loses its accent, (cf. 59 A c I and 88

II 3); e.g. D^.niD^.D^Of
Rem. 3. The use of the by%3 is on the whole very limited, for

many biliteral stems are intransitive in the
^j>

When the ^Di
occurs it is either the passive of ^^DPl^ as "(Di ^ <^ changed

from "PDi"! ,
or it differs in meaning but little from the

^>p
,

as
*?p3

from ^ to be light , pQ3 /0 ^^ dispersed from
^Q. (cf.

H^n and 1^ Jes. 6,11).

If the
Sp_

is transitive the ^)i naturally is passive, as p^ /^

^t' emptied from p3.
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EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

67

Stem-form 3D).

Stem-form 3D1

Stem-form

iton

3 TO

H DDH

3D}

Stem-form 3pn.

13DH 13D1 Dpn

H3D}

to}

nto:

toi

ton

40. (a) The verbal forms.

i) The stem-form of the 135} is formed by prefixing
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n to the stem. The stem has pTO (cf. 23) iTVS and

chiefly with gutturals HOD; Tpn. "1DH. "IDn to break.

The conjugation is like that of the triliteral stems

(cf. 23). In the forms however which are lengthened,

the first stem-letter always has pTH or iTT., as rfiQ^D.

from Fppn to wave; pt^D from bp_H /0 w#/l^ /^/; niDT]

and HID'nn to raise.

2} When the accent is shifted (cf. 37, 2) the half-

vowel of the preformative frequently becomes before a,

guttural, nn? ,
as Hlbnn //te ,to/ begun ; ^"P^n / testified.

Rem. 1. The preformative of $3 frequently has D^Th as tt^Din,

)} but the prolonged forms are like those of the other stems,

as Dl^'On thou makest ashamed.
T v;

3) The stem.-form of the TH^ and -"IIS has pTtl or

(cf. 23), and with the gutturals sometimes DHD;

whilst the preformative is H; e.g. TDH. "1DH. ISH-

The preformative also sometimes has POD, as H^pn

and D^pn to incite (cf. 37, i) occasionally with diffe-

rence of meaning; e.g. bnn to begin, *Tir) /0 profane.

Rem. 2. Certain stems have in "Qy a collateral form resembling that

of the '0 "HDPl} and generally with difference of meaning, as IT^H

/<? ^'^ rest, pp^n ^ ^ ^^; with other stems this foim is the

only stem-form found
,

as IVJi"! ^^ ^^ to fio-w. These verbs are

conjugated like the 'D ^Dll in the ^DHj and sometimes lose

their stem-vowel (cf. 18 Rem. i), as IHD'1
'!

an(i they crushed.

Rem. 3. The p"pH and ni'1

!i are here often interchanged ( 37 Rem. 2),

as nii^n and niyn "i^i
a"d -IIP.
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4) The forms of the 1TO with IDnpn'l shorten the

stem-vowel at the end of the word into ^tlD, and with

gutturals generally into PiriD, as HDJ1. 1JP1.

(b) The nominal forms.

i) The infinitive (cf. 16 B) of verbs with a gut-

tural or "I, sometimes has Pinp, as "Qr6 z;z <?r^r to cleanse

Jer. 4,11.

Rem. 4. A strange feminine form is flDi!"! t stft Jes -

2) The participle (
16 B^ 2) of the verbs which in

the conjugation resemble the 'D "HDPI is like that of these

verbs; as rPDp> |vP murmuring.

EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

Stem-form D'1

")!!.

wnn

Stem-form

orip^n
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Stem-form bnn.

n'pnn

ni^nn

Stem-form

nmn

Stem-form

in) njp-nn

Stem-form

Stem-form

n^nn

on

or nrun njiran
<

Stem- form Dnn.

ion: |
nnn nn"1

(Dn)Dn"

nypon
I

pnn onn

Di?n

or
njppn

ran or
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n ITJ D^i?n , -ipri , n^n . -on-

nijnp n;snp nrpfltp

D^PP

nispp njpp

41. A. The verbal forms.

The conjugation is entirely like that of the 'D "HOD,

except that the ^)3j? is often interchanged for the p^^,
e. g. pri and pin A? ^^ /^^^ ready.

Rem. 1. The stem-vowel is sometimes retained in the conjugation,

e. g. irQ1 they will be crushed Jer. 46,5.

Rem. a. The stem |~|3 has ^n the 3^ person a collateral form with

to be laid down Zech. 5,11.

B. The nominal forms.

1) The infinitive only occurs in uDt^n to be devastated

Lev. 26,34 et seq.

2) The final vowel of the participle is sometimes pro-

longed (cf. 19 B*3), e.g. lip to be moved, Dt^lD to be

brought back.

Rem. 3. The forms of the ^Df") are on the whole very rare with

the biliteral stems.
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EXEMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

Stem-form

Stem-form {"Dp (belongs also to 30 b}.

"T'O?

Stem-form

Stem-form rD!~l.

VERBS FOR EXERCISE.

in and DH; ^ in
^P_

and ^?}

and

and

^p_. ^W, ^G. tylB. !?7pn and ^IDOH
and

nsri

nnsn
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42. The ^B, b%Q and ^BHII of the biliteral stems.

i) In order to give to a biliteral verb the meaning
of the ^JD> ^?D and ^DHH, the conjugations mentioned

in 36 are used. In addition to these, there are other

conjugations serving the same purpose, which are ob-

tained by doubling both stem-letters, e.g. te

2) They are conjugated in the same manner as the

by$, b%Q and fyMtfJ of the triliteral stems, with this dif-

ference that here the vowel of the first stem-letter is

followed by a
riNTp PQ (cf. 4 Rem. 2) and that in the

^B the p3|? is often interchanged for the rfiQQ }>PpT (cf.

4 Rem. 6).

EXAMPLE OF CONJUGATION.

tyB 6.B^B)
stem

etc. ntete.

etc.

stem

etc.

.
stem

etc.

Rem. 1. Also with the triliteral stems one or more letters are occa-

sionally doubled.
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If the ^BH 'b alone is doubled (W?^D and /6^B X 3 n J 5 and l6)

the verb is conjugated, as if the two first stem-letters were but one

letter
,

e. g. I^Ntt? I^DN- If tlie two last stem-letters are doubled
,

13 n 17), they are simply placed between the (Q and

e.g. TOIDH;

Rem. 2. There are moreover forms which could be referred to a

quadriliteral stem, but in which the regular triliteral stem may easily be

discovered. They are the following nSDD'p'1 Ps. 80,14; TtthB Job

26,9; tfoEn Job 33,25; ta-op i Chr. I5,*7 jn^HtoH Gen. 13,9.

43. Deviations from the regular conjugation

of the biliteral stems.

i) The same reasons which cause certain deviations

with the triliteral stems, also occur here, and generally

with the same consequences; e. g. b^lDDD Ex. 9,17;

Nah. 2,5; DDnn Ps. 18,26; D!p Jes. 33,10;

n Num. 16,13 fr m ^D
> P^> Dn

>
^ an^ "tiff (according

to 25 Rem. 2); DnW Mai. 3,9; "JT (
26 Rem. 3);

-IDn, 1D.1 Jes. 24,9 ( 28 Rem. 38,9); n|in ( 300); T)0

( 30^); r)N?.W3n ( 33,2).

2) If, however, the ist stem-letter is N, ^ or i, either

the verb is conjugated with three letters, as W>\ or else

the ist stem-letter does not follow the rules of 31,

32 and 29, because it here serves as consonant and

cannot be missed
,

e. g.
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VERBS FOR EXERCISE.

Verbs belonging to 26.

in
bp_, !?Di, tyiB, bys, ^ypn, tyBrpn

and

and ^ypp;

all the D'O'tta.
T:

bp_, ^pi, tyis, ^B, ^ypn. ^pn and

Verbs belonging to 28.

Di and -

Verbs belonging to 26 and 28.

IK ^B:, ^B, ^BH and

"1^ ^^pn and
^IDOPI-

^n ^IB. i^Bn and

Verbs belonging to 30.

P ^Bi, b^lB. ^1B, ^BH. ^BH and

]3 ^Bi . ^.1B , ^pH and

HD ^B, ^B, ^ypn and

nD ^1B, b^BH and

Verbs belonging to 26 and 30.

]n ^pi, ^p, ^ID ^pn and byBnn-
'

p tys. ^B. ^pn and ^isnn-

Verbs belonging to 33.

*O ^7Bn and BH-

^ and
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CHAPTER VIII.

The alterations which the verbal forms undergo.

44. i) The verbal forms undergo a threefold kind

of alteration.

a. to modify their signification ;

b. to connect them with suffixes;

c. when 1 conversive is prefixed to them.

2) a only occurs with the TflV and TOH TjTI; b with

all the verbal forms of a transitive verb
;

c only with

the "ay and the THy.

3) The alterations of b and c are restricted to the

change of vowels.

Rem. c is treated of later on see 85 B I.

45. The longer, shorter or modified forms

of the TH^ and TOij -JJTJ.

i) The forms of the TH^ are sometimes lengthened

through the addition of M with the accent, for the pur-

pose of strengthening their meaning modus adhortativus.

With the triliteral stems the rule given in 18, 3.4 is

to be here applied ,
e. g. ITQTiSl from

l3Ti!j
/ will remem-

ber
,

in ^ycn rrrsw from TOJN.

Rem. i. The prolonged form almost exclusively occurs with the I st

pers. sing, and plur., rarely with the other persons ,
as

and let it come Jes. 5,19.

Rem. 2. The prolongation is sometimes made by H ,
e. g.

Ps. 20,4; and when fern, by DD , e.g. PinN'OH Deut. 33,16.
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2) The imperative masc. sing, also is sometimes pro-

longed under the rule set out in 18,3; e. g. i"HDp rnpttf.-

nrptf. The influence of a guttural or 1 as '$ or ^DH 'b

now and then effects the lengthening of the vowel of

the penultimate stem-letter, in consequence of which

the half-vowel of the ^DH 'D remains, e.g.

from

Rem. 3. Here also the termination p) occasionally is found instead

of pi ,
as pen Judges 9,29.

3) On the otherhand the forms of the Tny and TH
n sometimes undergo an abbreviation or change of vowels

for the purpose of expressing a wish (modus jussivus].

4) The abbreviation only occurs with the verbs rT'^TD

( 34), when the PI falls away after the ?TTg or ftlD in

the WH 173 or THJ, which omission now and then in-

fluences the remaining vowels, as 1^1 from DJ81> tyl
from

n^, 13.1 from H^, ^ from TO, ^ri from nDlH. With the

"WJjn *?|^ it changes a wish into a command.

5) The change of vowels only occurs with the forms

of the Tnj, when the last syllable is pTH or pTlltf. The

former becomes n^g the latter D^IH, e. g. Ij^Sp
from T|?K'

DT from mT, dp; from Dip;.

6) Finally an abbreviation or change of vowels occurs

with the 2d and 3
rd

pers. of the THV when they are con-

nected with the negative bto, to express a prohibition.

The pTH of the last syllable then becomes HTg with

the triliteral stems, and ^DD with the biliteral stems;
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whilst with the tl"b TD the D falls away, causing thereby
an alteration of vowels

;
e. g. nn^n^N! from rPJl^n. n^rr^K

from rntfn, |Brrt*$ from njpn.

Rem. 4. Exceptions are Dt^'btf I Sam. 22,15; 2 Sam. 13,33; an<i

N Ps. 132,10; 2 Chr. 6,42.

46. The Pronominal Suffixes

1) When the object of a transitive verb is a personal

pronoun, it may be expressed by n with a suffix, as

TIN me, sjflN />to, ink /'w. Generally however, when

the object needs not be particularly emphasised, it is

added as a suffix to the verbal form.

2) These suffixes are :

Plur.

-
13 13-

you Dp
_>w< (does not occur) JD orQ3

them Q D D D DH

Sing.

thee
?J

?? m.

thee 71 77 71 71 f.

IT ' '

A/V in- 1- n- in- 1 in .

;^r n n n f-

TV T T

3) It appears from the preceding table that some suf-

fixes are added without any union-vowel, and others

by means of a vowel or half-vowel. The former occur

with the forms terminating in a vowel, as TH^T from

T^T.- ^IDH from 1311; the latter with forms not termina-

ting in a vowel, as VOp from "QE> IHI^tf
from NtP.

4) HHD > YQPT or D^ are generally used as union-vowels

with the forms of "OV; b^D or FTPX on the other hand
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with the other verbal forms; e. g. TQT. DittU. HTDJP- T : T T : TV- *r
"Oter. "OD^D. HDP or J'Oj? however sometimes also occur

with the forms of Tny as "Oj^in Gen. 19,19; D^l Ex.

29,30.

5) A 3 moreover is sometimes inserted between the

verbal form and the suffix (J epentheticum] ,
e. g. in^l

=

IJTlfi
Deut. 32,10; -pj?.r^

=
$|j$)B Jer. 22,24; VX&S}

= ^W.
Ps. 50,23. This i very frequently is contracted with the

first letter of the suffix; thus

"03 becomes 13 e. g. ^T

Rem. 1. Q^ and Qj~) often are called strong stijfixes (suffixa gravia)

because they always have the accent. The others on the other hand

light suffixes (suffixa levia).

Rem. 2. The suffixes of the 2d person do not occur with the verbal

forms of the 2^ pers. 5
nor these of the I st

pel's, with verbal forms

of the I st
pers. Instead of this a reflexive verb is often used.

47. The alterations of the verbal forms of the

regular triliteral stems through the

appending of suffixes.

a. The forms of the 13^.

i) The ending D of the fem. sing, becomes H
,
e. g.

i) Whenever no difference of alteration exists between the regular
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Rem. i. The pj of
*]]-)

is here often omitted, e. g. in^EO and i

Rem. 2. The suffix Q interchanges its vowel with the union-vowel
,

e- g- DrOU instead of-

2) The }>pT under the n of the 2d pers. masc. sing.

often falls away, e. g.

3) The n of the 2<l pers. fern. sing, receives again its

original form T) or n
, e. g. ^n?^.

Rem. 3. In a few instances the n of the 2d pers. fern. sing, has rpPlJ

instead of
p-yip], e.g. UrmiD Jos. 2,18.

4) Dri becomes in or fl ,
e. g. UrT^n.

Rem. 4.
jp|

also should probably become !)n or H but of tnis no

instance occurs in the Bible.

5) In the
bp__, because of the shifting of the accent,

the }>DpT of the first stem-letter changes into a half-vowel
,

(cf. 18,2) whilst the ^DH 'y gets }>DpT , e.g. TOt? from

rntD;
IHinp^ from injA (inp^).

The HT^ however of the

T^Sn')? with the verbs mediae e remains, e.g. "On^.

6) In the byp, for the same reason, the DTg of the

^DH'^ changes before suffixes with a union-vowel into

the half-vowel
,
and before suffixes without a union-vowel

into an auxiliary vowel ,
e. g. l^p ^V^PI-

7) The forms of ~Q^ before they are connected with

suffixes are :

and irregular verbs we shall as a rule take the examples from the lat-

ter class.
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ir
mpD and rnpD dps) ips.!_. T .1 . i... I T:

>r nips (nips) nipTp

ir-ripp npp

psn irnpsn iTppn

rnpB and nij?B Ipp and

or nip_p

nipsn and nipBii

ppn or nipsn

^. The forms of the

i) The vowel of the BH 'V becomes a half-vowel be-

fore a suffix wzV/2 a union-vowel (cf. 18,3), as 1BTP

1i113D^; and is shortened before the other suffixes, e.g.

^-Op1> sjpp. D?"!^. The p"]^ however in the ^^pn

remains (cf. 18,4), e. g. inTO-p.. DpTP^.
Rem. 5. Yet this

p'TPl
a^30 in a very f W instances becomes a half-

vowel
, e.g. m^yn PS. 65,10.

2] The 2<1 and 30- pers. fem. plur. take the form of

the 2d pers. mas. plur.; e. g. "O^Tin from ny^pri Cant. 1,6;

Tjran from njriDin Jer. 2,19; ^5^nn from HJ^Dri Job 19,15.

3) The forms of THy, when they are connected with

suffixes
,
are :

an
Ip^and

nppn -ipTpn

6
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I 2 3

and Ipp^ Hppri (

: nppn

"I3D and

and the vowel of the

from 3H3.

the vowel of the

f. The forms of the

1) The forms of the masc. plur. and the fem. sing.

of the regular verbs undergo no alteration, whilst to

those of the fem. plur. no suffixes are appended. If the

fem. plur. were connected with a suffix it would pro-

bably be similar to the masc. plur. The form of the

masc. sing, alone is altered before it is connected with

a suffix.

2) With this form the half-vowel of the ^'EH'S in the

^p_ becomes Ito >D?.. and the vowel of the BH'y falls

away, e. g.

3) In b

vowel, as

4) In ^

PTn ,
e. g.

The forms of the masc. sing, of the

they are connected with a suffix are :

Tj?pn !?7pn ipp ^p ipD ^
<2f. The nominal forms.

i) When the infinitive expresses an action and there-

the of the

becomes a half-

always becomes

before
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fore has a verbal meaning, it may be connected with

the verbal suffixes. The alterations are the same as those

of the TOu TJH >
e. g. ^IpD

1

? to take care of me.

2) The participle also sometimes has a verbal meaning

and then is connected with the verbal suffixes. Its alte-

rations however are like those of the nomina when they

are connected with suffixes
,

e. g. 'O'lWSPu who girdeth me.

48. The alterations of the verbal forms of the

irregular triliteral stems through the-

appending of suffixes.

1) In addition to the alterations spoken of in 47

we have here the following. With the verba primae gut-

turalis
(

26 and 31) the ^fBH'B has often nns instead

of PflBll ^DpT , e. g. in!?5n from tan. The HHD of the pre-

formative is sometimes lengthened, e. g. DJD^n Ex. 20,5.

2) With the verba mediae and tertiae gutturalis ( 27

and 28) the T^BH'y has in an open syllable generally

^Ej?> in consequence of which the vowel of the

sometimes becomes a half-vowel, e.g. irrfriOl from

71^ from 1^; "On^n from H^l; ^yi3 from ]D?;

from liTO; ^0^ from iyp#.

3) With the verbs ^"^ ^m
( 33) the

}>
of the

remains before the suffixes e. g. ^Hpl.

4) As to the verbs n"b ^m
( 34).

(a) The D at the end of the verbal forms falls away
with its preceding vowel, and the suffixes are added
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without any further alteration, e. g. ?ptf from n}; ^"ID"
1

.

from rT^I; Wy from
Dfe^; in^from n:jn ; DNQ fromnfln;

"^P from DSD.

(b) nn is changed before suffixes into D
,

e. g. "0^^
from

5) When the 'D "HDPI lose the ^DH'D their connection

with suffixes is like that of the H"
2

? TU, e.g. I^T. from

3T
;
irni from ]n.

49. The alterations of the verbal forms of the

biliteral stems through the appending

of suffixes.

I. When the second stem-letter of the biliteral verbs

is doubled
,
the rules for the triliteral stems are applied.

II. When the stem is restricted to the two stem-letters

we have the following alterations.

a. The forms of the "Oy.

i) The ending i~l becomes D or D
, e.g.

2) The same alterations, mentioned in 4/a 2, 3 and

4, occur here
,
and likewise those of 48, 2 and 3, when-

ever they are required ,
e. g. ^H^ from R& ^WQS from

3) The vowel of the preformative n in the b^DH be-

comes a half-vowel
;

e. g. DlDu from "1CH
;
linNDn from

n from w:?n ; ^n^prii. from
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Rem 1. The same rule applies to the p) of the infinitive
,
e. g.

In Lev. 26,15 DDlpn!? this half-vowel became a vowel because

of the first stem-letter losing its vowel.

4) The rrpX of the first stem-letter in the ^S?H is

shortened
,

unless a guttural or "1 follows
;

e. g. 13DT1

from DTI; but Dipr] from IDH; nn*an. from n&qn.

Rem. 2. Likewise in the infinitive, e.g. ?|pnr"O
from DDD Jes SSi 1 -

b. The forms of the THV.

1) The vowel of the preformative becomes a half-

vowel
,

e. g. i^rr , *j^t?g.

Rem. 3. In
!pf-p

=
Tp|-p

Gen. 43,29; Jes. 30,19 the
j^ftp

has changed

place with the half-vowel.

2) The vowel of the first stem-letter is often shortened
,

e.g. Ujrp from pT; DJT1N. from pn$; DOT from DTP;

from ]r\\ Frequently however it remains, as H

^D 1

], chiefly before a guttural or 1, e.g.

1^. See further 4;b 2 .

c. The forms of the ^D ^1-

i) The D^in is frequently shortened, e. g. I^H from

from ite.

2) The vowel of the preformative in the ^#pn becomes

a half-vowel
, and the vowel of the first stem-letter gene-

rally is p-pn (cf. 4;c 4 ) , e . g. ^5TJ from JDH.
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The verbal forms before connection with suffixes are :

sn

Verbal forms with suffixes of the other stem-forms in

bp_ but rarely occur.

nppn and
npp_n

Rern. 4. nHD Ht^n may everywhere be used instead of

Rem. 5. The prolonged forms of the I st and 2 d pers. remain unal-

tered, e.g. ijniKn from

Rem. 6. The *l^ may everywhere take the place of the

nninn

nn: innn
innn

non

nnr-) nrr

>nnn nnn

ion
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]n

Rem. 7. As for examples of verbal forms connected with suffixes

see Append. 3.

CHAPTER IX.

Nomina niDttf-

50. The various kinds of nomina.

The noun (U^J D^ substantivum) ,
to which also

belongs the infinitive of the verb %&] D^ substativum

verbale).

2) The adjective (D$n l^n adjectivum), to which also

belongs the participle (^1^3 adjectivum verbale
, parti-

cipiutn).

3) The pronoun (D^u ""IDS pronomeri).

4) The numeral ("ISPPD D^ numerate).

51. The alterations, which the nomina undergo.

The nomina undergo a prolongation , abbreviation or

alteration of vowels :

1) through difference of gender (pp genus, motio) ,

2) through number ("ISpp numerus) ,

3) through connection with another nomen

status constructus) ,
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4) through signs of interpunction or accents,

5) through suffixes or prefixes.

The suffixes and prefixes are :

(a) the locative D,

(b) the pronominal suffixes

(c) the literae praefixae

CHAPTER X.

The noun (substantivmtt),

52. Division of the nouns.

A. According to their meaning.

(a) Proper names (^IS DXV D$ nomen proprium) ,

(b) Appellative names (nomen appellativum}.

The appellatives again are subdivided into:

1) Names of an entire species of objects (pDHDttf appel-

lativum in a stricter sense, as jrf
3^ table],

2) Names of a multitude of objects or living beings

of the same kind
, considered as one whole (pOjpn Q$

nomen collectivism) ,
as T]l mountains , D^ people.

Rem. 1. The appellatives are not unfrequently used as collectives.

DID (horse] e. g. sometimes means cavalry^ 33^ (chariot) sometimes

chariots.

3) Names of abstract ideas (rnj?pn D$ nomen abstrac-

tum} e. g. HDpri wisdom
;
and names of concrete ideas

(nomina concreta).
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B. According to their stem.

(a) Stem-nouns, or primitives.

(b) Derived nouns, or derivatives,

(c) Compound nouns.

53. The proper names.

1) The proper names probably are but seldom stem-

nouns. It is however difficult to determine their deriva-

tion by fixed rules. The stem also from which they are

derived is frequently not to be found in the Bible.

2) Many proper names are compounds , chiefly those

of persons, e.g. njj^ from b$ and HJpT , *M$H\ from pTI"!

and b$.

3) Of the alterations enumerated in 5 I at the utmost

only those under 3, 4 and 5 apply to the proper names
,

as will appear from the on the appellatives.

54. The gender of the nouns 1

).

1) The noun has two genders: masculine &s& feminine.

2) The original form is the masc., from which the

fern, is derived. This derivation effects a certain altera-

tion of vowels.

i) Before entering upon the finer distinctions of the appellatives ,
we

shall first treat of their gender, in order that in the subsequent

we may be able at the same time to consider their feminine forms.

It should be observed also that, in the following like in the present

,
we understand by nouns or substantives the appellatives.
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3) The derivation is made through the addition of:

(a) D-, e. g. rD^D from ^?D, HpTl^ from p^, niT)D from

TO, nJDK from ^, upV from ^, rhy& from ^N.

() n
, e.g. rqriv from "ini\ n^riin from Dnn, nh$

from
?Ji$, rn33 from TO3; chiefly with the infinitive,

e. g. n#3 from ^2, H^IP from ttO;, njn? from 2H3.

(r) n H"1 and ni
, chiefly to form abstract names,

e. g. r\^ from ^ ,
rp" from nHNt

, n^^. from

^"1; niD^D from ^D.

(d) HI uncommon, e.g. nTO from
Pl^l;

HIDH from DPI.

(e) r\ and H generally poetical, e.g. H^IE =
HJ1D ;

^1?
= n^' n7 is sometimes prolonged into nn

,

e. g. nniry.o T T;V

4) There are however fern, nouns which are not de-

rived from masc. nouns, and which have a primitive

form
;

viz. :

(a) Often the names of fern, beings ,
e. g. D^ masc.

3
; ^T) masc. b^ , jIDK masc. TiDJn , Hnp^ and HDN

masc. ~Oy.

(b) The names of certain inanimate objects and ideas,

which are used in the fern., although they have

no fern, termination
;

e. g. the names of the mem-

bers of the body, and of the powers of nature,

as
ijfj foot ,

nil wind.

55. The primitives (substantiva primitiva).

There are but few nouns which are not derived from

nomina or verba. To these probably belong:
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1) certain names of living beings, as H^ lamb, DN

mother
;

2) certain object-names, a ]2$ stone, "Rp thorn
\

3) certain names of members of the body, as tt\X~)

head, jjtf
<?<zr.

56. The Derivatives (substantiva derivata).

The derivatives are formed from the stem of a verb

or from another nomen.

A. The derivatives formed from the stem of a verb.

I. Those derived from the bare stem without addi-

tion of letters.

1) The infinitive of the verb, e.g. tfifeG. ^ir\> "O3. JH.

TIN, fern. H^3. rtan, trap. HjH or njn, rniN; chiefly fre-

quent with the fern, form, as
!"!$"]?> n.^3. n^3. n^.

The meaning of these words generally is that of an

abstractum.

2) The segolate forms ,
so called because the ^JftDJTty

of the triliteral stem has *?tlp as auxiliary vowel.

(a) The ^'SH'y has^ and the ^DH'D has HT^, ^D or

D^IH; e.g. 1??p> lip.;, D^, fern. ITSD, H1DT. HDliV-

Rem. 1. The auxiliary vowel sometimes, is omitted, as ^tDH along

with tfD, D along with

(b) When the $rty is a guttural ,
the auxiliary vowel

usually is HHS
,

e. g. irlB fem. nnntD
;
and the HTS or
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of the y'EH'D is often changed into nriSD
,
as

fern. I

Rem. 2. We find however also nouns such as ?n> D!"l DHI-
V V

(c) When the ^DH'b is a guttural ,
the auxiliary vowel

becomes PiriD, e. g. y>T[ fern. nyftl. H33; except in

the stems which only in appearance belong to the

n"b TD
( 34) ,

for these retain the bftg ,
e. g. MJM

,

nr>3; just as the X"b TU e.g. i^B.

(d) When the ^DH'y is \ the auxiliary vowel is pTH

and the vowel of the ^BH'B always HOD, as ^.Q

fem. n^n.
Rem. 3. In ^13 the auxiliary vowel is omitted.

(e) When the ^BH'y is 1, the vowel of the ^BH'B is

}>DPT ,
e. g. ^ fem. n^-

Rem. 4. In {$)$ the auxiliary vowel is omitted.

(f) Of the biliteral stems the following agree with the

segolate forms, T5 p!"l> "ID fem. DJ3. HjTl' HID.

Although the segolate forms really express an ab-

stract idea, they are often used in a concrete sense.

3) The triliteral stems with a half-vowel under the

^Bn'B ,
and PHD. ^DQ or a long vowel under the ^DH'V,

e.g. Efrl. D?^. Dip. 1#5, T2|. 1100' ^3f Of the latter

sorts we also find fem. forms, as DTDS. iTTiDn. H^Dl These

forms generally have a concrete sense.

Rem. 5. When the ^BH'y is D^in or p-)^, and the ^SH'B is

N, the ^ sometimes has flT^ e.g. TJB fem. rTO; |1DN
fem.
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4) The triliteral stems with }>DpT under the

which becomes a half-vowel, as soon as the word is

lengthened at the end. The ^Djj'y has a long vowel,

e. g. D#N btt> TW> nun. binn fem. HDI^N. rfcr-i& T T "T * T T T T ; T";

Rem. 6. The stems with
p^ij-j

or
pyffl

under the 'SH'^ often

really are participles ,
and therefore will be spoken of along with

the adjectives; see 67 I A 2 5.

The same forms we find also with the biliteral stems

of which the second stem-letter is doubled; e.g. ^Tl>

. DTD iron ,"

These also generally have a concrete meaning.

5) The triliteral stems with an immovable short vowel

under the ^DH'D, e. g. ^ f. rfejg and rfcg. NBH f. H^H
or n^n. When the tyQrfb is a guttural the fem. form

is like n^D. n^K.

These too generally have a concrete meaning.

6) From the triliteral stems there are many fem.

nouns in !~l with a half-vowel under the ^SH'E; and

a long vowel under the ^ysri'y, which express an ope-

ration
,

e. g. nijgi (also with a guttural as ^fBH'y in the

form n^H3), HDlt^. rfroN. mi3V. HNIDI.
TTIV T : T -; T -: T :

From the biliteral stems, e.g. i~np> !~il6.

7) A series of concrete words with ^pT
under the

H'y, and HT^ or Djin under the ^DH'D ;
e. g. ]^ f.

Dnin f. nip^in. "15^.

8) Rarer forms are nouns such as,
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^TO, tfnps, "1133, pirn. ^D. -myvp, TOy> jni3. ^3. ^3,

iTD; and with the accent on the penultimate, as TIN.

inn. Also fern, forms, as ro;W> rni33, rniOH, rnan, and

\hepluralia tantum '), as on 5

!^
. D^TH , D'Tlttf. D^TIT. D^-

The most frequent in use of all these forms are the

pinralia tantum of the form i?13D, e.g. DniD3 DTVW.

9) Certain forms derived from biliteral stems through

duplication of both the stem-letters, e.g. nnriH. "fp"lpT
.

pi3p3 fem. njn^n. nnipity. rfei^.

From the triliteral stems also a few nouns are formed

through duplication of one or more stem-letters
,

fem.

10) Finally the forms which appear to have more

than three stem-letters
,
e. g. ^Q.TOin^rlW^^V'^.P^ 5

all of them generally with a concrete meaning.

II. The derivatives formed by addition of letters.

The letters used to form nouns from verbal stems,

are nJD^n^
CvnjlD^r]].

One or more of these letters are

for this purpose added either before, after, or between

the stem-letters.

1) N before the stem
,
e. g. mm . "1D > HIll^ , Hjm Fem.

nouns, e.g. niD^K. ni3ji^. nnnpK.

From the biliteral stems, e.g. DD^. nTOpN (plur.).

2) H before the stem, e.g. npJTl, ^H.
From the biliteral stems

,
e. g. iTIjn.

l) Pluralia tantum arc nouns which only occur in plural.
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3) 1 between the stem-letters ,
e. g.

From the biliteral stems, e.g. Djm>

4)
i before the stem, e.g. "TO,

From the biliteral stems
,

e. g. Tin?

5)

(0) before the stem, agreeing with the usual form of

the Chaldee infinitive, e.g. Njpp, yDB, n;np NjflD

fern. nNSfID, and a great many other nouns which

later have modified or lost their meaning as in-

finitive.

(b) before the stem, to indicate the place where an

action is occurring, e.g. fc&pp kennel, stable from

N^D to shut in, "$1D place of destination from "UP

to determine.

(c)
before the stem to express various other meanings,

e.g. IIDHD , ^DD , N1DD , D?D ;
and fern, nouns, e.g.

nJBMD HDDHD. He-ID. "mo-
T T : T T :

(d) before the stem to form words which originally

were participles, but later got the meaning of nouns,

e. g. n^D> Pop, nt5Dp> nijjl?. n^D. p^1D fern.

and other fern, nouns, as

(=nlDND.) D^Slp. iTpip; and pluralia tantum ,
as

(^) sometimes after the stem to indicate a whole which

is composed of many small parts, as D?p DID.

6) i

(#) after the stem, chiefly with the !~!"b ^Hi, to form

nouns terminating in )!-> p ,
or

]\ , e.g. |ir,
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JIT]' jVnn, ];^ fern, iW2N
:

; yet from other verbs

also, as ITOg. )1W< )^pT> ]rfr# fern. Hiin^.

() before the stem, e.g. D'fynspi (plur.).

7) n

(#) before the stem (generally fern, nouns), chiefly from

the Tl"b TO and from the biliteral stems
,
e. g. "jpn .

rran, njnn, n^on> tan. )i:nn> iyn
;
and also from

other stems, e. g. n~)KDn, niJDn. nbnin; masc.

nouns
,

e. g. pTOH.

(b) after the stem
, chiefly from the n"b TIJ ,

e. g. H1D3 ,

;
sometimes also from other stems, e.g.

B. Nouns derived from nomina.

I. Through alteration of vowels, e.g. nte from

D13 from Dnp (see 67 II i).

II. Through addition of letters.

(a) Through the addition of the letters vriiD^n, e.g.

HfK from tftf, jjyp
from )^, jltf-'tf from ^N, )TO

from "liOS, ^9V ^rom V5^; chiefly through addi-

tion of the endings ni and H"1 for the purpose

of forming abstracts from concretes ,
e. g. niispp from

)5PP, n^l from tftf-l.

(^) Sometimes also through the addition of other let-

ters, e.g. t^rrntf from tO?^, H?"D from D^D, nju^
from Dr>.

57. Compound Nouns.

i) The Hebrew language possesses but very few com-
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pound nouns
;

e. g. 3 (from 2 not and the stem flP

usefulness] = worthless; tltffys (from ^3 = ^3 0/ and HO

wto , something] = nothing.

2) When the Hebrew writers wish to express an idea

composed of two ideas, they connect the two words,

expressing these ideas
, by the *)|2g ,

e. g. D^H?? of no

significance.

58. The number of the noun.

The nouns have three numbers, viz. the singular, the

dual, and the plural.

A. The dual.

i) Of the monosyllables the dual is formed by adding

the termination D"] to the sing., e. g. D'W from DT1 two

days, D1T from T two hands.

2] The words which in the sing, have more than one

syllable ,
for the greater part undergo before the ending

DVr the same alterations as the plural forms with the

pronominal suffixes (see 64) ,
e. g. D^W from

]|k , D^J[

from ]*% , Din^n; from n^H? , D?rfr from T)
2

?.
- - The in-

stances when they take a different form will be dealt

with in 59 treating of the plural.

3) The words which in the plur. end in HI take the

dual form D^ni , e.g. 17)^ (plur. nTl^) DTlim^; if however

their sing, form ends in D they may also take the dual

form DT1-, e.g. D?n^ from H^, and DYjDin from POT

(plur. miDTI).

Rem. i. Of H^D hundred \h.& dual is DTMD (contracted from D^Di^D)-

7
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4) There are duals which have no singular form

(dualia tantum), e.g. D^D> DW> D^3.
Rem. 2. The Q of the dual ending is sometimes missing ,

e. g. i"p
T

Ez. 13,18.

Rem. 3. The use of the dual is very restricted. Generally the plural

is used with the number Q1^J or QT)^ ,
e. g. Ql^ D"1^ = D^Dl"1

>

D^ST DTT^ two she-bears. Objects, however, which either from
".

nature or institution presuppose a pair ,
are regulai'ly used in the

dual
,

e. g. D^Tl feet , D^TNO balance
,

scales. With the former

class the dual also serves instead of the plur., e. g. Qi^y njO$
seven eyes Zech. 3,9.

B. The plural.

i) The plural is formed by adding D"1 or ffl to the

sing, according to the following rules.

(a) The names of masc. beings generally have the

ending D"1

. , e.g. D^3 sons from ]3> D'HDN tillers

of the soil from "DK.

Rem. 4. 3tf father is in plur. fTON-
T T

(b) The names of fern, beings generally have the ending

PI
, e.g. niij daughters from fQ. niilDX she-asses

from )in$.

Rem. 5- The plur. of Pl^i^ woman however is Q^i i
f TTI~1 '' rt '''

T T ' T

QI^PII^
of ttfa^D concubine D^p^D-

(r) Nouns, which in the sing, have a fem. ending,

generally take Hi in the plur., e. g. niyiE^ from

n^> niiDi? from rroy. ni^p^ from

Rem. 6. The plur. of n^SItf however is QV?^, of Hl
... T; T

,
of mi? Dvn:?, of n^n D^n^n and nin^n; etc.
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2) Uncommon plur. endings are:

(a)
vr instead of D^

, e.g. ip^ Ps. 144,2,

() )i
instead of D^

> e.g. ppjrj Daniel,

(<:) ^-, e.g. ^H Jer. 22,14.

Rem. 7. The difference of the plur. and dual sometimes denotes a

difference of meaning ,
e. g. D^T /lands and HIT handles

, Q^EO

hands and H1D3 spoons,

3) There are a great many words which only occur

in plur., e. g. the nouns of the forms D'HIDID and

as also the words D^.ISVD > D'frn.D > DliO and others.

4) The ^ of D 1 sometimes falls away, chiefly when

the ^113 pTH precedes ,
e. g. Dp;^ ;

and also the 1 of HI

when the D^TI precedes ,
e. g. flltfp.

59. The alterations which the noun undergoes

before the plural ending is added to it.

A. Nouns without a fern, ending.

(a) Monosyllables without a preceding half-vowel.

i) The ^QpT and TTi^ of certain words are shortened

into Pins or pTD, whilst in other words they remain,

e.g. D^lpj from D;> D^Dl from D}, D^p from ]p.> DT1# and

D^n^ from D#.

Rem. i. The plur. of 3 is Q3, of

2) The other long vowels remain
,

e. g. Q^TV ^rom

D'HYI and mill from "111, HlHlb from H^.

Rem. a.
-py

is in plur. Qn^ and QiT^, 21 pi. D^l, "llttf PL
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, nin pi- D^rin ^d DTITI, pitf pi.
Dipjtf,

in pi-

DVTR a^d DWPT-
T : T

3) The HDP either remains or becomes pTO, e. g. D'HS

from -13, D^DD from r\D (See 63

Rem. 3. tfvj is in plur.

4) The plur. of H?? is nT>B, DVB
,
and

() Monosyllables with a preceding half-vowel.

i) The plur. endings D"1 and HI are added to the

sing, causing no alteration of vowel except when the syl-

lable is open and its vowel pTTl ,
e. g. niJOiJ from iOV ,

nn#? from -185, D-nn} from 1114. D'OID^ from |1D^ (cf.

56 AIs Rem. 5), D^Di from Din,

Rem. 4. l^ttf is in plur.

2) When the syllable is open and its vowel pTH ,
the

latter becomes }^DpT , e.g. D^ from ">"$> ni2^ from ^.
Rem, 5. 1^53

is in plur. D^3-

(^) Words with two syllables (except the segolate forms).

i) Only the }>DpT and DTg undergo an alteration. When

they occur in the first syllable they become a half-vowel.

In the second syllable the ^DpT either is shortened into

nriD or remains
,
and the iTTlt remains when the vowel

of the first syllable has been changed into a half-vowel
,

otherwise it becomes a half-vowel
,

e. g. D^Dl from 121
,

D^ from to, Dnsq from "Ml, niNp? from NDD, nm 1

?

from 3:6, D^IDP from |13D, D^DHD from lO^D.
Rem. 6. It appears from these examples that no difference is made

whether the letters belong to the stem or not.
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Rem. 7. ttHD and {T1D are in plur. D^^HI"! and
TT TT T T ' T T

Rem. 8. The Q^IH f tne second syllable sometimes becomes

e.g. D'H'ttD from -fiJID 5
or n^H VDp , e.g. D'HBSJ from

2) The words however terminating in D merely

change this ending into D"1 or HI , and retain even

the }>DpT of the first syllable ,
e. g. D^pT from

!"IJpT
> niTH

from n.Tn.
-- rte alone is in plur. D^frfc?.

3) The exceptions to the rule in n I are few, e. g.

is in plur. niJDtf and DW3& or D^Stf and D^ntf ;

pi. ni^$ ; lp^ pi. QNirp** ; ^?^t pi. D^.?8 ; te^ pi.

and

(af) Segolate forms.

1) All the segolate forms, except these of which

is 1 or ">, change the vowel of the first syllable into a

half-vowel ,
whilst the auxiliary vowel becomes ^pT ,

e. g.

Dp^p from "^D, D^?q from p^H- D^IJI from nl> D^ra

from H3J.

Rem. 9. ^nk however is in pi. D^DN; tthfTI P1 - D^lH and ^TpT V T T: V '

pi. D^ttHp both words with F^PI ^Qp in the first syllable.

2) The segolate forms with 1 as ^SH'V, change the first

vowel into D^in, and lose the auxiliary vowel, e. g.

D^niD from TO , rv6iy from
!?jy.

3) The segolate forms with 1 as ^'sn'y change the first

vowel into nTJJ, and lose the auxiliary vowel, e. g.

D^K from ^, nirj; from py.

Rem. 10. n^5 is in P1 - D^riB, "1^ pi. D*1"' as for ^^ see Rem- 3>
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(e) Words with three syllables.

Without the fern, ending these words are only to be

found of the form jTDT. They lose the }>pT before the

plur. ending and for the rest undergo the same altera-

tions as in the DID^DD and with suffixes (see 60 A b \

and 63 C b) ,
e. g. D^nfety from JTl&y , niiW from )V|#.

B. Nouns with a fern, ending.

1) Nouns ending in PI throw off this termination and

take in its place D"1 or HI ,
e. g. DTlD from rnD > DTO

from ITJID. D^D from rfep. Those however which are the

fern, of segolate forms undergo before f)1 the same al-

terations as the latter (see above A d) ,
e. g. nfettf from

rfettf, nilD^V from nDty, niD-lH from Plain.
T : T-: T :

* T-; T : v

2) Nouns in H and r\ form their plur. like the

corresponding nouns in H
,

e. g. rnro (= iTiriS) pi.

nnc^p
=
(nns^D) pi. ninD^p> njn? (= n:n::) pi.

Rem. 11. niK is in pi. ni"l3, HDDD pi-

3) Nouns in ni form their plur., which very rarely

occurs, as if they ended in !T
, e.g. DID^Q pi.

Rem. 12. niiT is in pi. DYTDT , HH pi. PW and

4) Of n^n the plur. is DT^q and nin^q ; HI^D pi.

of n^t^D ; niDT!^ pi. of

60. The Construct State (niD^Dp status constructus].

When two ideas, of which one is the main idea

(nomen regens) and the other the subordinate idea (noincn
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rectum), are to be connected so as to form one idea
,
this

connection may in English be expressed in different ways ;

viz. through declension of the nomen rectum
,

e. g. the

man's word; or through making a compound ,
e. g. stone-

cutter
,
or by means of a preposition ,

e. g. they that go

into the town, or by changing the nomen rectum into

an adjective, e.g. a golden dish.

The construction usually employed in Hebrew for

expressing such a connection of ideas is the status con-

structus (st. constr.) \ i. e. the nomen regens ,
after certain

alterations, is placed first, and the nomen rectum follows

unchanged. The examples above quoted are in in Hebrew

ttfiNn -m, pa tthn> Tyn ^3. mi myp-T -
;

' V V -T ^T " T TT -J>-

The alterations which the nom. reg. undergoes are the

following.

A. Singular words without fern, termination.

a. Of the monosyllables only those with ^DpT are al-

tered by changing the j^3pT into PiriD
,

e. g. "IS be-

comes "IB. T becomes T.

Rem. i. 2N and ntf become in the st. constr. l^tf and intf : in
T T -:-: "

becomes 7n , tfV] **V| , nt2^ !"]t#> PIS ^B- D"1 remains unaltered
ii- .- .. v .. . T

except in F^D~D^ the Red Sea.

b. Words of more than one syllable, the segolate

forms excepted.

i) The fppT and <"!TJJ of the penultimate open syllable

become a half-vowel in words of two syllables, and

fall away in words of more than two syllables ,
e. g. "131
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from 15^ p] from pjn, psj? from pvpr > jTptf from

from -1W.

Rem. 2. The r>p in the penultimate syllable of H|-| and
~'T T T

remains (cf. 59 Rem. 7)., and also the n~PU in Dt^ft, "O3>
V " T T"

Certain words moreover in
J")

resemble in the j/. constr. the cor-
T

responding words in p , e.g. PDi6 from

2) The other vowels of the penultimate syllable remain

unaltered independently whether the syllable is open or

closed, e. g. TEN, "Dp*

3) The ^pT
of the last closed syllable becomes

e. g. P]i? from ^i.3, ^H from ^nn. 131 from 121

from "W; also the HT?i in ^j?p> D^TD and in words of

the form ^D, e.g. 1^ from in;, l^q from I^H.

In all other instances the vowel of the last closed syl-

lable remains unaltered, e.g. *fl;>N from f]*b&> )1"IN from

from

Rem. 3. FlfO and TJ~)i become Pp3 and TJ")!. 2{< becomes
i.. T t..T i vv i v .. T

with

4) When the last syllable is open the vowel remains,

even the }>DpT , e.g. K3^ from 3^, ^3^ from Km The

words however in it change this ending into !"l
, e.g.

from

^. The segolate forms.

The segolate forms remain unchanged, e.g. R^
, b^Si "l^i; except those with 1 and ^ as second stem
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letter, which undergo the same alterations as before the

plur. endings (cf. 59 A d 2. 3) e.g. DID from TO, TO
from n?3; also N?H becomes *O1

B. Singular words with fern, termination.

1) The termination D becomes f]. The }>DpT ,
and

frequently also the HT34, of the penultimate syllable be-

come a half-vowel
,
and in consequence the preceding

half-vowel goes over into an auxiliary vowel
,

e. g.

from DDttf, D^lD from PtfnD, D^ from TO> rOJiD from

nftlNl from nD"JN nH5 from HDrO. Every other vowel

immediately before !") remains unaltered, e.g.

from HSN and nr).

Rem. 4. We find however rQ3i Hpy, fHS and
-T IJT ~ T -T T T

(HpV)? H"1D, and pj^Ji; Just as DDD from n^n and many others
'

J TT TT TT - T "

with ITT^ in t^6 penultimate.

2) Nouns with other fem. endings remain unaltered, e. g.

nnnp^i ^. ^^^/r. from nittj? and

Rem. 5. Hire is in the j/. constr.

C. Dual and plural nouns.

The terminations D"1 and D? are shortened into
"

.

The ending HI remains unchanged.

The first part of the word moreover undergoes the

following alterations.

(a) The ^Dpr and TTFS immediately before the plur.

termination become a half-vowel, and in conse-

quence the preceding half-vowel changes into an

auxiliary vowel, e. g. ^\ TO, rYO. ^
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rrnjrin, from D:T> D^DI, rya**, D?, niD#,

;
and niN^' ^.' > niDDH from

The ^>pT however remains unchanged before a

guttural or 1
,
e. g. "HD >

TJ> "n^,
from D^D , D^T ,

D^Jf.

Rem. 6. D^rQ is in the j/. <w/j/r. ifO; D^IJ. D^tOH and D^H^
T T -T ; T-: T :

in st. const/-, iv^ . ^tOH > ^PlV- The TT^ f the segolate forms
T : T-: --T :

always remains, e.g. in*1

? from D <in <1|

T-

(b) All the other vowels remain unaltered
,

e. g.

from DVi;i, ni33 from Dni3a niJIp from Dn^p
from DI-ID^.

Rem. 7. D^iltf is in the st. constr. ^>r\^-
T -T:IT

D. Rare and only poetic forms of the st. constr.

are the terminations IT and !-, e.g.

61. The H locative ]

).

1) The direction whither with verbs of motion may
be expressed by ^ or the letter-preposition b (cf. 83,

84 B 2) ,
but also by !~l appended to the noun.

2) Before this !~l the last short vowel in a closed

syllable not having the accent is omitted
,

e. g. nrP3 from

n?3> nyiB from }n, n^q'^n from
br)X. If however the last

vowel is long or has the accent
,
or !"i is appended to

a noun in the st. constr. no alteration is made
,
e. g.

nrp3> ;TQIP from taj, i?i^. mg

l) Alterations in consequence of signs of tone or interpunction will

he dealt with in 88 II
, 89 and 90.
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62. The pronominal suffixes of the noun

1) When a noun is to be connected with a pronoun

(genitive of subject or object) suffixes are used just as

with the verbs. - - The pronominal suffixes therefore take

the place of the possessive pronoun.

2) The suffixes appended to a singular noun differ

from those which are used for the dual and plural.

3) The suffixes of a singular noun are:

Plural,

ist pers. 13 , 13
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63. Alterations which the singular nouns undergo

before they are connected with suffixes.

A. Monosyllables without a preceding half-vowel.

(a) The ^PT
and DTJJ are: - -

i) before D3 and |3

shortened. 2) before ^ and
?J

either shortened

or retained. 3) before the other suffixes they

become a half-vowel, or are shortened,-or retained;

e. g. Dpi;. 5Ji;>
IT from T; D3P#. ?[#,W from D#;

^.. Dy from IP.; 133 from |3 ; lip. from |p;

Rem. 1. 3N, ritf and (on) with suffixes are, Q3^3K , TON. ^N*
T T T V -;

' T ' T

!)TO etc.

(b) The PHD either remains or becomes pTn, e.g. 113

from 13, ^nQ from DD (cf. 59 A a 3).

(<:)
Of nt^ we find 1^ and

liTtp.
With H^ the suffixes

are appended to the form of the HOTpp, e. g.

st. constr. ^53 therefore VD. in^S. J^/ mouth is t|D.

(^/) All the other vowels remain before the suffixes,

e.g. ITV from Ty, D35 1
"] from 3n,

?J^1
from "11,

""DID from DID.

Rem. 2. The Q^IH however of certain nouns is shortened into
f^Qp

or
F)1^n ^Dp, e. g. ^>n, ^pn D3pH from pn; ^V and

try
from tV-

B. Monosyllables with a preceding half-vowel.

(a) The pTH in an open syllable falls away before the

suffixes and the preceding half-vowel becomes an

auxiliary vowel (^Dp, PTH, or
ryiMIJ pj5) , e.g. 1^-

from ;
from .
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(b) The D^in of the infinitive form TpD is shortened

before Dp and )D ,
e. g. DpbDJ$ ;

before the other

suffixes
,

with exception of
?| ,

it becomes a half-

vowel
,
whilst the half-vowel of the ^EDH'D becomes

r\m YPT
or pTP, e.g. 1^, ^IpD. n3?^ TO- -

Before
?J

the alterations are made in either manner,

e. g. ^nf^ and 'Jlppty.

(c) In the other cases the noun remains unaltered ,

e.g. 7[bO3i D?/"O3 from te^; ^pNI from ~lk\

C. Words of more than one syllable without fem.

termination (the segolate forms excepted).

(a) The words in D throw off this ending, e. g. "nttf,

IDlttf from iTJ^; ^PP' DD3pp from HJlpp.

(b) The ^ppr and TT\^ as final vowels are shortened

before Dp and ]D, e. g. DprQ^> Dpll3"l|^> Dp^pp from

H3^ pip bpD. Sometimes also the D^IP! ,
e. g. DDT^DT "~

I T I
' T T ' ^ V ; '. T

from
TVJy.

(t) With the other final vowels or before the other

suffixes, the forms of the st. constr. are taken
(
60

A b) ,
of which the final short vowel is either length-

ened or changed into its original long vowel, e. g.

Rem. 3. Exceptions are
tyft 6jpp) l^Q; rQ^ (n3t?)

D. The segolate forms.

i) The forms with 1 and "

as ^VBD'y have their suff-
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ixes appended to the st. constr., e. g. 1D1D from HID (DID)
;

lO"
1? from rp.3 (rP3)

; D30M from rn (rPT).

Rem. 4. Exceptions are J-ptf 1D^ TV TPy. ^ 1^-

2) The other segolate forms lose the auxiliary vowel

and shorten the D^in of the ist syllable into p3p. or }>pT

ryiBfl,
and the HT^ into pTH or ^tlt?.

- - The HDD however

remains and the btlQ either remains or changes into p"]"
1

!!

or HHD
;

e. g. IttHH from Ifirfn ; lupp. from (^p) ; 11^.
from

"1^.1; Ip^H from p^TI; 11^ from 1^; 1"PJ from 1DJ; 11^3

from 1J3; 1^ from ]3.

Rem. 5. Of DD3 we find
inpp-

E. Words of more than one syllable with fern.

termination.

i) The words in l~l have DD and |P appended to the

unaltered st. constr., and the other suffixes to the st. constr.

with prolonged final vowel; e. g. D?rnE>i$> Tnp$ from

rnpi* (rnp#) ; pnp? > DHDT from HDT (npp.

Rem. 6. The words however which in the st. constr. end in "]&$

(cf. 60 Rem. 4) follow the rule of n 2.

2] The words in n .7 and D change the second half

just as the segolate forms, whilst their first half remains

unaltered, e. g. Dntpj from n^3, "iHlb from n.l) irV^N

from ni^.

3) The words in fP and m~ remain unaltered, e.g.

4) niHN and niDH are with suffixes
\"lin^

etc.

etc.
;
and in the same manner arc altered the infinitives
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in HI- with two syllables, e.g. Yl^l from ni*O; those

however with more than two syllables remain unaltered,

e. g. ini^ri^ , 0501^5.
Rem. 7 Examples of nouns connected with suffixes will be given

in appendix 4.

64. Alterations of the dual and plural forms

before they are connected with suffixes.

(a) The forms in D*1 and D? .

i) D5> 15' E)
|L! are appended to the st. constr., e.g.

from

2) The other suffixes are appended to the dual and

plural forms
,

after D"1 and D? have been cut off, e. g.

The forms in HI have their suffixes appended
to the unaltered st. constr., e. g. ^TfiD^ from

from

65. The noun with prefixed letters

Of the letters which are prefixed the D alone is here

considered
,
because the others will be spoken of in

83, 846 and 85 B.

The D prefixed to a noun has two different meanings.

.
a. As n^TH'n it has a meaning corresponding with

that of our definite article.

i) nyiTn 'n has PHD as its vowel, e.g. D$n. Before

a guttural or "1 it usually has }>j?, but before n it often

retains HHD, e.g.
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2) If n has }>!DpT
, n^TH

;

n generally has ^IJID
,
e. g.

3ITI; so also before D and y provided they have not the

accent, e.g. Dnnn. "ID^D yet "inn, DVH.
T|V T T|V J T T T T

. As i~6i$$n 'H (n interrogative] it introduces a question.

1) The D interrogative has PIHP Fjttn, e.g. ''tin. Before

a guttural which has no ^ttpT ,
and before a half-vowel

it has nns, e.g. "ipnn. nrn?n ').

2) When the guttural has ^Df^.,
the D interrogative

has ^ijp, e.g. DDHH Job 15,2; H^H Job 13,25.

CHAPTER XL

The adjective

66. The gender of the adjectives.

1) All adjectives are capable of receiving a fern, form

(motio).

The masculine is the primitive form, from which the

feminine is derived.

2) This derivation is made by appending n or n
,

and when the masc. form ends in "> a simple D, under

i) The letter following pj interrogative has no {VJ^ that it may be

distinguished from nV^l^n 'H- Whenever this distinction can be dis-

regarded, for instance with words incapable of nyn^D 'Hi a
tfc^l

i s

placed in the letter following n interrogative^ as is usually done after

a short vowel; e.g.
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the same rules for the alteration of vowels as those given

for the substantives, e.g. H|> ^1"I|, K^D, "ipltf fern.

fem. n^ and

Rem. When the last stem-letter is a guttural, the ^)D of f) is
V

changed into JIITIS >
and this change again affects the preceding

,
e. g . nnm n^3o from

3) Masc. forms in H become fem. by changing their

termination into I"!, e.g. HEP. n/>!3 from npj. n!?13.

4) The adjectives of the form btyB with ^ or V as

1st stem-letter shorten their D^in before the fem. termi-

nation
,

e. g. riD^. !~OT. In the same manner
(rrjj^)

from

Tpl -- plHD is in fem.

67. The derivation of .the adjectives.

All adjectives are derived either from the stem of a

verb or from a nomen.

Primitive or compound adjectives are not found.

I. Adjectives derived from a verbal stem.

A. Without addition of letters.

i) The participles of the bp_ and the ^Di, e.g. I3$V>

. no, nitt. i> 2 , j-

2) The bWD W>3 of the bp_ of the triliteral stems has

as adjective the collateral form ^?B, e.g. ^^ and NF\$f

Deut. 21,15.
~ ' This collateral form is frequently used

as a substantive, e. g. 0^3 the anointed, sometimes with

an intransitive sense as TJifJ young and sometimes even
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with an active sense ,
as N"OJ prophet.

- - The primitive

forms also now and then have similar meanings ,
e. g.

-lira lad; |Dtf dwelling Judges 8,1 1
;
TinK holding Cant. 3,8.

3) With the bWB ^3 is closely connected the form

bWB e. g. b^W> Dirn. This form is generally used to denote

a certain characteristic quality, a meaning which the form

also now and then expresses, e. g. }nn a diligent man.

4) Also the form ty& is closely connected with the

W3. This form has the alterations of both nc
2

and 3 ,
as TDK and TDK

;
and is used as substantive e. g.

TDK and as adjective, e.g. p"
17
}^.

5) The form ty| of the triliteral stems, e.g. DDH> W
with a purely adjective meaning. With the verbs n"b "TO

this form has a ^ttp under the second stem-letter e. g. n$jj.

6) Closely connected with the preceding is the form

^D, e.g. NttD> 3|1 This form denotes a quality as a habit.

Rem. i. A rare collateral form of ^rj is J^ Nah. 1,2.

7) The form iy of the triliteral stems, e. g.

8) The forms iflys and ^D of the triliteral stems, e. g.

"1133. tt^y. The latter form is chiefly used to qualify cer-

tain organic operations ,
as D^K deaf, Dj?E) sharp of sight

or hearing , tthn </^/ (cf. 4 Rem. 5).

B. WS&VA the addition of letters prefixed or appended.

1) All the participles except those of the b\>_
and ^HMi

e. g. 03l? ^I^P' nwo> QpAOP' i^P' ^inp.

2) Adjectives of the form ^VP, e.g.
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3) Adjectives formed by duplication of the last two

stem-letters of the triliteral stems
,

e. g. brbn$ chiefly

in use with colours, to express a modification of the

original colour ,
e. g. DIPIN deep red, crimson from dttf red.

II. Adjectives derived from a nomen.

1) Like the byiD W3 of the ^.various adjectives are

formed without addition of letters. They are however

generally used as substantives
,
e. g. D"]1D vine-dresser from

DID "vineyard.

2) By appending the termination V (fern, rp} adjec-

tives are formed:

(a) from proper names to denote ones origin ,
e. g.

^*T$F. Israelite from
^*Otp? Israel; rppngj Aramaic

from DIN Aram.

(b) from the cardinal numbers to make the ordinals,

e. g. i$# the sixth from $$ six.

Rem. 2. When these adjectives are formed from a compound proper

name, the component parts of the proper name are first separated,

e. g. "Hjyn "ON the Abiezerite from "ITJTIIN Abiezer.

68. The number of the adjective.

i) The adjective has two numbers, viz. the singular

and the plural.

2} The plur. of all the masc. adjectives ends in D 1

and that of all the feminine in HI, e. g. D^DJ from DP

and niDJ from HDJ.

3) The plur. is formed from the sing, according to the
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same rules as those for the substantives
,

e. g.

D'Hp'tttf, nnpltf from DDH> IDItf, rqpltf (cf. 59).
- - The

adjectives, however, spoken of in 66,4, undergo here

the same alteration as has been explained there
,

e. g.

D^PTIN.. D^ D^inp; whilst the fern, forms in W form

their plur. like the corresponding forms in PP e. g.

from

69. Other causes for which the adjectives

are altered.

(a) The st. constr. and the literae praefixae affect the

adjectives in the same manner as the substantives,

e. g. PIB> r\g\ nTW?, b*i~i) from np;, PID;, prpNp. brtf;

THNP!, bl-!|P!
from THN, ^111 The plurals however

of monosyllabic participles retain in the st. constr.

even the }>pT and PIT'S, e. g. "HS.TIp from DnS.DTlp.

(b) Adjectives may be connected with suffixes like

the substantives, whenever they are used as such.

This occurs chiefly with the participles.

The appending of suffixes takes place according

to the following rules.

1) The monosyllables always retain their vowel, e.g.

113, ^ (cf. a).

2) The sing. masc. of the tylB W3 of the ?p_ changes

the PITS of the tyDPl'y before ^. Dp. ]P into ^5, e. g.

and when 'V or ^'Dn'^ is a guttural into PlflD, e.g.

^1 Before the other suffixes PITS becomes a half-vowel,

e.g. npitf, o^
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3) The sing. masc. of the "01^3 of the b)JB changes

the TTpX of the ^BH'V before
?|

, Dp > |3 into ^DD or pTH ,

e.g. ^Jppj?. D3#lp_p. When, however, the ^BH'!? is a gut-

tural the PITS remains
,

e. g. ^jrfe^p. Before the other

suffixes it becomes a half-vowel
,

e. g. IttHjlp DlGpp.

4) All other forms follow the rules of the substan-

tives, e. g. Dp^nyp. wip

CHAPTER XII.

The pronoun

70. i) The pronouns which are expressed by a

separate words are:

(a) The personal pronoun (^IHH
1!

I33) as subject.

(b) The demonstrative pronoun (Tpl"in

(r) The relative pronoun (Fp.tp

(<s?)
The interrogative pronoun (n

2) The personal pronoun as ^>^ has been treated

of as suffix appended to the verb
( 46 49).

The possessive pronoun (jJ3i?n ""133) has been treated of

as a suffix appended to the noun
(

62 64 and 69).

The reflexive pronoun ("ITinn '"DID) is expressed in the

following manner:

(#) by means of certain conjugations of the verb, chiefly

by the ^OH, e.g. "13^0 to make oneself unknown ,

nn to behold one another
, but also by the
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especially with a reciprocal sense
,

e. g. "inDH to

hide oneself, OpJI to strive ivith one another.

(b) by D$ with suffixes, e. g. DH1N IfcWH} and they will

burden themselves. Lev. 22,16.

(c) by pronominal suffixes with certain prepositions,

e. g. 17 tffy.1 tf#d? /** ;#fld!p /0r himself.

(d) by certain nouns such as 3.!? and others
,

e. g. 1I-&3

himself.

71. The personal pronoun.

i) The personal pronouns are:

Plural. Singular.

they

Rem. 1. Instead of the 2d pers. masc. sing, the fem. form Hflt occurs

three times in the Bible.

2) All these forms are used as substantives and only

as subject of the sentence. They cannot therefore be

connected with the literae praefixae D^OD which represent

the inflections of the noun
,
but only with the letters

ttnn, viz. with the D merely as rfep^n 'H, e. g. Hpn , ^NYl ,

and with W and 1 according to the rule of 85 B.

Rem. 2. Concerning the use of certain of those pronouns as adjec-

tives see the following .

Rem. 3. The pers. pronoun is sometimes employed to repeat the pro-

nominal suffix in a separate form, e.g. 1^ QJ v^ Prov. 23,15.
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3) To express the inflections of the pers. pronoun,

DN with suffixes is used to express the object, and D^QD

with suffixes for the other cases.

4) The alteration of the vowels of the pers. pronouns

is only occasioned by the signs of tone or of interpunc-

tion. See 89.

72. The demonstrative pronoun.

1) The demonstrative pronouns are:

Plural. Singular.

rn m.

IT, fit, ntf? f-

IT gem.

2) All these forms are used as adjectives, and may
be connected with the literae praefixae D^D

1

! D^D.

3) Connected with njPTH 'D we find the collateral form

n.T?n for the masc. sing, and llVn for the fern. sing. Both

forms may be shortened into
T^H.

4) The personal pronouns of the 3
d

pers., connected

with n^Tn 'D may take the place of the demonstrative

pronouns, e.g. tfinn. *onn, D!~in> inn.
j. o **T. *?* T

Rem. If also generally implies the meaning of a relative pronoun,

e. g. *)f
= which.

73. The relative pronoun.

1) There is but one relative pronoun for all genders

and numbers, viz. "1$N.

2) 1^ is used as a substantive. It takes the place
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of the subject and object, and with the assistance of

one of the letters D^DD expresses also the other cases.

3) It is evident from the use of the n and $
( 65

and 85 B 2) that these two letters cannot be connected

with )#*$.

74. The interrogative pronoun.

1) The interrogative pronouns are ^D for persons, and

DD and DID for things ,
with no difference of number and

gender.

2) They are used as substantives. They take the place

of the subject and object, and express the other cases

with the help of one of the letters

Rem. HD connected with
P|p

becomes
J-)

CHAPTER XIII.

The number

75. i) There are in Hebrew two kinds of numbers.

(a) The cardinal (11D?n

(b) The ordinal (-flO

2) Both kinds may undergo all the alterations to which

the nomen is subject. Here the alterations alone are

spoken of in which they deviate from the substantive

and adjective.
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76. The Cardinals.

1) The cardinals from one to ten may be connected

with the nouns, to which they belong, in a two fold

manner, viz. as substantives and as adjectives.

2) Used as substantives they express a unit, triad,

decade etc., and are then in the st. constr. connected

with the noun to which they belong.

3) The cardinals are:

as substantives.

Fem. Masc.

r

as adjectives.
Fem. Masc.

i

Rem. 1. It is curious that the numbers from 3 10 are connected

also as adjectives in the fern, form with masc. nouns and vice

versa, e.g. Qifci H^DH. HIT ^DH-
T T *

: T " T

Rem. 2. H1D"1N and DJD^ have a dual form

with the meaning fourfold^ sevenfold.

Rem. 3. As plural forms of the cardinals we find

few, the same, united into one,
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Rem. 4. A number connected with a suffix appears in
: : T ;

(your triad) the three of you. Num. 12,4.

4) The numbers from n 19 are used as adjectives

only*. They are formed by connecting the units as sub-

stantives with
"Ifc^f

for the masc. and with rnt^ for the

fern. With rnti^ the units are connected in the st. constr.,

with "Ifc those from 13 19 generally in the st. absolntns.

They are :

Fern.

yn

Masc.

(somet.

(rarely

(rareiy

5) Twenty is D'HttfV, the plur. of "rtfi$, and the other

tens from 30 90 are expressed by the plur. of the cor-

responding units, thus D*1^^ 30, Q^znN 40, D^pn 50,

QI^^J 60, D^O$ (not D^D^) 70, D^iD^ 80, D^^D (not...\ .
.j.

. / / .. ...\

D^^n) QO.

6) One hundred is DNUD, a fern. noun. D^H^D (instead

of DT)$p) 200 is the dual of HN!D.

The hundreds from 300 900 are expressed by the

plur. of n^p preceded by the fern, form of a unit in the
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st. constr., thus HIND vhvf 300 , D1KD y3"|N 400 , DIKE

500, niKD TO 600, niKD
yrrtp 700, nip njo^ 800,

m^p 900.

7) 6W thousand is *")*$$, a masc. noun. 2000 is D

The thousands from 3000 9000 are expressed by the

plur. of
F||?N preceded by the masc. form, of a unit in

the st. constr., thus &sh& n0# 3000, D^N nyiHN 4000,

D^K. n#DD. 5000, D^^J rw 6000, D^Nnjntf 7000,

D* 1?^ n^Dtp 8000, Q^p^ n^^n 9000.

8) Ten thousand is HDD"), but connected with units it

is 13-1., N13"! or nm All these are fern, nouns, e.g. W
ntn or o^ni3i 20,000, ^I3n V3i^ 40,000, I3"i rrwy o^n^

120,000. The more usual expressions however are

r^N Dnfry, rfex 073")^, r$ ^?1 nD. - - 10,000 may
also be expressed by D^tf ni^.

9) (9^^ hundred thousand is P H^D or r\h$ HNp;

200,000 H^ D?riND ; 300,000 r)^ ni^D tt6# etc.

10) When units are to be connected with tens they

may be placed either before or after the tens ,
e. g. "Iil

DWl or ~1
:

Dm> 61. With the hundreds and thou-

sands the units stand first, or last, or between the tens

and the hundreds
,

e. g. D^3^ ^DH D1ND TO or DM? TO
t^DHI D^Otfl 675.

- - If however no units are named the

numbers are by preference placed in a descending order ,

e. g. D^prn DIKp V3^ ^#1 ^ ni^D TO 601,750 In all

cases the 1 conjunctive is placed before the second num-

ber and also generally before the other numbers.
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Rem. 5. The letters of the alphabet are used as ciphers in the fol-

lowing manner: $
1 = i 10; 3 xj

= 20 90; p
= ioo,~) = 200,

ty = 300, n = 400, -|

= 500, Q = 600,
|

= 700,
F]

=
800, Y

=

900. The last five letters are at present less in use. We gene-

rally write pn
= 500 , in = 600 etc.

; pJ-|H
= 9 etc - Further

,

a letter marked with " or *, placed over it, indicates as many

thousands as the letter expresses units, e.g. ^ or {^ 1000, "] or "|

4000. nnn n or nnn h = 55 8 -

77. The Ordinals.

1) The ordinals are adjectives and only occur with

the numbers from i 10.

2) The ordinals are made from the cardinals by adding
^ for the masc. and IT or JT for the fern., along

with a quite peculiar alteration of vowels. In ya")j$ more-

over the N falls away. The first is always expressed by

illtfN"! from the noun EteO head, beginning,

The ordinals are :

or n nan,nn,
or

3) The ordinals above ten have no appropriate forms
,

but are expressed by the cardinals, e. g. DT "Ityy n^terQ

on the 15th
day. Even with the units the cardinals

are more than once used instead of the ordinals, c. g

on the yth day of the month.
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78. Manner of expressing the other kinds

of -numerals.

1) The distributive/, (singuli ,
bini

,
terni etc.) are ex-

pressed by repetition of the cardinals ,
e. g. D"$ D^$

two by tiuo.

2) The adverbia numeralia (twice, thrice , four times)

are expressed by the cardinals with a noun implying the

idea times, e.g. nritf DVD once, D?Q)?B twice, D^D rnttfV

ten times, D^"] ^b^ or D^D tt6tt> Mra / (cf. 80, I/).

Rem. Four times and seven times may also be expressed by D^n^Hr
1

]^

and DTlJD^- ( 76 Rem. 2).

3) Fractions are expressed by the ordinals in the fern.,

e. g. mD rTtt^tp the third of a Hin. - -
*/4

is also ex-

pressed by v3i or yrq ;

J

/ 5
also by ^ n

; Vio also by

pi. DTte^.
- -

*/2
is in Hebrew ^D (in pausa

or

CHAPTER XIV.

The Particles

79. i) The particles are:

(a) the adverb (^DH l^n or

(^) the preposition (DDTI nte) ,

(c) the conjunction (11303 H^p) ,

(^/) the interjection (n^n^n n^D).

2) There are but very few primitive particles. They

generally are nomina or verba
,
which in course of time

have acquired the peculiar meaning of particles.
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80. The Adverb.

i) As adverbs the nomina (amongst which also the

infinitive) are used with or without a preposition.

(a) Substantives connected with a preposition ,
e. g.

rV3D within (from D?3 house] , "1ND3 with strength

= very (from 1NID strength).

(b) Substantives without a preposition ,
e. g. 1ND

nDJ (security) safely, DI'D f//^ ^jj/y ;ww Lat.

(c) The infinitive
,

as i~Q~in f//2<? multiplying) much.

Sometimes also with prepositions, e.g. T\IT\rb Neh.

5,i8.

(d?) Adjectives, chiefly in the fern, form, e.g. PD! or

z Aramaic manner.

(e) Pronouns ,
e. g. njn Jiither.

(/) Numerals, e.g. ^D^ seventimes, H^ a second time
,

HJI^I. 2 the first place , y?r^/ ^/" #//. Sometimes

also connected with prepositions, e. g. njlttttTllp.

njl^"!^. njl^ljp^ I Chron. 15,13.

2) Further, adverbs are formed from substantives

through the addition of D or D
,

e. g. D|n gratis ,
from

|n favour ,
D^HD (instead of D^HD) suddenly from yni?

moment] or of other terminations
,

e. g. nTEEJp straiglit.

3) There are a few adverbs which probably are pri-

mitive
,

or of which at least it is difficult to trace the

derivation, e.g. tib no, not, TIE ivhcn.

4) There are also a few compound adverbs e. g.
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(from HO and 2V1
= n) why> ^^ (

from ^ and ^$) be~

sides ;
--

chiefly those compounded with ^N, as H'D^ or

ISDN, H'D^ or

8 1. Adverbs with suffixes.

Certain adverbs, implying the idea of the verb to be
,

may be connected with the verbal suffixes, and by pre-

ference through means of the 3 epentheticum (see 46,

5), e.g.:

N / am not, D?^K you are not, from )?N> p#.

where art thou , 1^ where is he, from JTtf where.

w /, l^ri here are we ,
from |M or TO (behold!).

/ / from 11^ yet.

In addition to these we find other adverbs which are

connected with the nominal suffixes ,
e. g. "n^3 besides

without him from "HS without, besides.

82. The preposition.

The prepositions are divided into two classes:

A. Letter-prepositions. They are the letters

which prefixed to a noun take the place of a preposition ,

e. g. rWiHjl in the beginning from rp$*O. beginning, nin^

for the purpose of drinking ,
to drink.

B. Word-prepositions. As such are used:

1) Substantives in the st. constr., e. g. ty upon (from

ty height), b$$ at the side of, close by (from ^ side].

2) Letter-prepositions connected with:
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(a) a substantive in the st. constr., e. g. "OE& (before

the face of) before , %Q because of (from ^J).

() an adverb
,

e. g. ptfD without (from ]"]N 0/) ,
"H3

enough for (from "H sufficiency}.

(c) a word-preposition, e.g. nnnp under, b^D 0wr,

above (from nnn and ^).

3) Word-prepositions connected with a substantive

in the st. constr., e.g. 'OSp'^ before, DTTI&rty because of.

83. The Vowels of the Letter-prepositions.

i) The letters n when prefixed to other words

have the half-vowel, e.g. :m, )Wp. ^. This half-vowel

becomes a pTH whenever the word itself to which it is

prefixed commences with a half-vowel, e.g. "OD3. 13T1D.

*}&>, and if the first letter of the word is a 1 with the

half-vowel, the latter falls away after the pTD, e. g. V3
TO^D, pp^. -- Before a guttural however with *pq the

letter-preposition takes the vowel of which the P)Wn is

composed, e.g. \igj3, n_N3, to^.
Rem. There are however the exceptions

2) With the n^TH 'n the letter-prepositions are usually

contracted, with the consequence that they take the

vowel of the PI which is then omitted, e.g. DTD = D1TQ >

p*O = pNrD . !Dl6 = 1Dyr6. In a similar manner we
'VT T IVTT : rf|V TV|v :

sometimes find the b contracted with the n of the infi-

nitive, e. g.
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3) The b generally has ^pT immediately before the

accent, e.g. nnb> n^b> H3^?> unless the word is closely

connected with the subsequent word
,

e. g. DJDN H3$b

Gen. 16,3.

With certain monosyllabic pronouns even the 3 and 3

have the }>DpT e. g. PIT3, HJ3.

Before DD or Dp the 3 and 3 have Pins
, e. g. HD3

,

PD3; but the b has j^pT , e.g. HD^, H^.

4) The D is an abbreviation of p. As prefix there-

fore it has pTTl and ought to be followed by a tfi^H to

supplement the missing 3
,

e. g. K13D = N13 )p. The pTII

becomes HTO before "l^nn^ ,
e. g. Dl^p , nW"?D. Before n

or PI however the p^n is sometimes retained
,

e. g. ttinp ,

ni^np. The $J'T is now and then also omitted when the

first letter has the half-vowel, e.g. H^D^D. Hence the

half-vowel falls away under the \ e. g.

84. The prepositions with pronominal suffixes.

A. The word-prepositions.

1) Since the word-prepositions originally were sub-

stantives they are capable of being connected with the

pronominal suffixes
,

e. g. 1"nnj$
from

^Qjg , *Q0 from "OD^ ,

ty$ from b^X, Dnnn from nnn, ^""3 from |"3.

2) Of V$, 1^ and b% the poetic plural forms ^., ^
and ^ are used for the connection with suffixes

,
e. g.

6$, 'rt'tf. ir6$, ^1V Dn^.. -- Also of other prepositions

the st. constr. of the plur. form is used by preference,

9
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e. g. Viyop and
Vrft'Otp (not 13^p) from 3^20

;

from -TO. - Of I'D, although ^3, ^3, yet always
Drnra D?\:p3, 1^3 ,

now and then even ttYllJ'Q and DntP3.

With nnn the suffixes appear to have been appended
to the form ^Hin , e. g. Vnnn , irrTO etc. on^n alone,

however, is yet found along with DITnnn.

3) Dy, on the other hand, is connected with suffixes

like an ordinary monosyllabic substantive, as

etc. Instead of ^ we find also
njpy.

Rem. nnn occurs a few times with a verbal suffix, e.g.

Sam. 22,37.40.48.

4) . R$ generally indicates the object of an action and

as such is left untranslated. It has however also the

meaning with.

In the first case it is connected with suffixes as if

these were appended to the form DIN, e.g. YViN, 'JOIN.

etc. Along with DniK> ]n!K and DP01N we find the col-

lateral forms DHC^ >

]i
and DDO$ ;

whilst of )DO$ no

other form occurs.

In the second case its connection with suffixes is quite

regular, e.g. Tl^i ^ri^ etc.

B. The letter-prepositions with suffixes.

1) 3 with suffixes; sing. "Q.
*j:?, TJ3. 13. P13; //ttr. U3.

053. 153, DH3 or D3
(n.pns) ]ri3 ()ri3, mris).

2) ^ with suffixes; j/w^-. ^, ^, ^, <b, rb; plur. 1^.

3) 3 is strengthened by the addition of ID before it

takes the suffixes.
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sing. 7ID3 > 11D3 ........ in'03

plur. U!03> DplQ? (generally D33) ........ DHID? (equally

frequent DPD) ,
[DH3] >

|ri3 (n^PD).

4) D is lengthened into ]PP and connected with suff-

ixes in the following manner.

sing. W? (poet, ^p), ?]pp (in pausa T-jDp), ^DD,

85. The Conjunctions.

The conjunctions are twofold; word-conjunctions and

letter-conjunctions.

A. The word-conjunctions.

i) Many word-conjunctions are substantives, e.g. ]JP

/Y answer to) because, DjW (strengthening) but.

2] There are also conjunctions which appear to be

primitive , e. g. IN or , P)*$ also.

3) Certain conjunctions are formed by connecting a

subst. or other word with one of the letters D^DD, e.g.

]%$ (from ]VP = n:i^p answer) to the end that , D^p (from

D~)& before = not yet) before , )JP3 (from ]J) because.

4) Further, conjunctions are formed by connecting a

preposition with ~l#tf.> ""3 or Dtf, e.g. 3p^ instead of 3p#

because ; ty upon, because, I^N ^ because ; "1^ wwft'/

5) Finally, the prepositions by themselves are used

as conjunctions, e. g. TO^3 f^y reason of) to the end that.
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B. The letter-conjunctions.

i) The most frequently used of all conjunctions is

the 1 (TQnn '!> 1 conjunctive}.

(a) The 1 conjunctive is placed before the word and

has the half-vowel
,

e. g. r\tt]
.

n$rfl. Before a labial

or a letter with a half-vowel it becomes 1 ,
e. g.

qtel, "1311; and for the rest it follows the rules of

83, I and 3; e.g. ^1, V)K}, ni?fijj, 1p> np% TOV

() Prefixed to a verb the 1 has yet another function, and

then is called 1 conversive pJBHpn
(

1).
- - With the

forms of the "Oy it changes their meaning into

that of the 1TO; e.g. nNQ} (from nflQ ^ has seen]

may also mean he sees ,
or //<? will see. - - When

prefixed to the forms of the THJ ,
it changes

their meaning into that of the "Q? ,
and has

e. g. IpPI he appoints, or /^ w/// appoint, "tpPII

//<? appoints ,
or w<^ ^<? ;/// appoint, 1pp;!1 <7;/^ //^

appointed.

(c) With the forms of the THJ the ^SDHpn '1 often shor-

tens the vowel of the last syllable, when this is

closed and preceded by an open syllable. The

accent in consequence is shifted from the last syl-

lable to the penultimate, e. g. DIpJ (jr6p) he arises
,

^D) he arose-, 3D) (jnfe) we turn 3D31

turned;

Rem. 1. A similar shortening of the vowel also occurs with certain
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forms of the "Qy, viz. -Ql ("Ql only in pausa) 1311 D3D1.

-1BD}
from

-13-j, D3D, "IB?.

(</) As in the ist pers. sing, of the THJ the 1 stands

before an tf, the vowel which it has as ^cnpn '1

is lengthened, e.g. tppNJ (cf. 4 Rem. 5). The

last syllable in this case is not shortened, nor is

the accent shifted
;

e. g. D1pN\. / arose from Dlptf

/ arise; "IDNJ / said from IgN / ^/ (cf. 88 I 4 <:).

(*) With the D"^ TO the TJDn^n "l causes the D in the

Tny-forms to fall away, which occasions a certain

alteration of vowels and a shifting of the accent,

e.g. bgl from D^, ^ from n)^, TO from DTP..

PI from njl ^ from n^ J3NJ from njpl N^l from

n^"i?. ^1 from n$T.. ^?J from
njS^.

2) The only letter besides 1 used as conjunction is

Vt with the meaning of "l^N that= ^. This ^ moreover

is sometimes substituted for "lt$K as pronoun.

. In both cases V has
IflJlJ,

e. g. n"Jt3^^
/^^ ^/^ crowned

with, !~iE&tt6$ which belongs to Solomon; and sometimes

HDD before a letter with HDD or pQ, e. g. ^npp^> HD^.
Rem. 2. Occasionally it has ^Qp, as in riD^^ JU(lg- 6,17: or the

I - | T T -T
half-vowel as in D!"l^ Eccl. 3,18.

86. The Interjections.

They are :

(a) sounds involuntarily uttered because of an emotion
;

e. g. of grief iTtt$ ah! Itf wo! of joy n^H aha!

1TH hurrah!
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(b) forms of verbs placed outside all connection with

the context
,

e. g. HDP) (give) come on ! TD^ (go)

come on ! tl$~[ (see)
=

)H and njjri behold!

(c) forms of other words uttered with emphasis ,
e. g.

V vri (ad profana) for shame
, far be it. -- It is

generally construed with the b of the person who

would have committed the offence and with D of

the person or object who would have been of-

fended e. g. 'np >> ny6n.

Rem. The interjections mentioned in () may be inflected, e.g. >O^

come on! DH (to one) silence! (to many) 1DH silence!

CHAPTER XV.

The place of the accent with words of Hebrew

origin, having two or more syllables.

87. General rules.

1) A closed syllable with a long vowel has by prefer-

ence the accent. Deviations from this rule are rare,

e. g. IflK.

2) Next in order for the accent is an open syll. with

a long vowel, then an open syll. with a short vowel,

and finally a closed syll. with a short vowel. - The

deviations are occasioned by circumstances for which

particular rules are given.

3) With syllables of equal rank
,
the ultimate has pre-
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ference above the penultimate. Here also the devia-

tions are regulated by particular rules.

88. The particular rules (as to pausa see 89).

I. The verbs.

1) The terminations Dli 10> P always have the accent.

2) When a suffix forms a separate syllable, the word

to which it is appended is TJTO (i.
e. accent on the

penultimate), otherwise it is jr6p (i.e. accent on the

ultimate); except ^j
> EJ 5 I? and EO which always have

the accent, e. g. ^NT, DN"O, ^3p1, DiTNDN.o *
^** . ATT ;

'
; v '

; A.*
**

i

3) The triliteral stems.

(a) The ^DH 'y has the accent when it has a vowel
,

(b) In the
"12?

the ^JSHpn '1 causes the accent to shift

from the penultimate closed syllable to the ulti-

mate, e.g. &?<?' 5?3|31' 9^3301 except in pausa

when the vowel is lengthened ,
e. g. njOttfl. If on

T : ATT :

the other hand the penultimate is open, it retains

the accent, e.g. TttOfTl, ^Wl' excePt when it has

a conjunctive accent, at least in the b^D and /^OH,

and is immediately followed by a N or D, e.g.

ink rpDin EX. 25,11; myrrnN rnptfrn Num. 20,8;<T ; ^T .. T V -'T ' *
;

*
;

n^isn n^^n] Ex. 26,33 (
cf- 4^)-

Rem. i. In the ^n also we find HH^ fT'D^I Lev. 24,5.'- T JT T:
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(c) With the other verbal forms, on the contrary,

the accent is shifted from the ultimate to the pe-

nultimate , when the ultimate closed syllable is

shortened and preceded by an open syllable with

a long vowel, e.g. "ip^n.
This is often occasioned

by the IDnpn "l, as ibw, -)p*n, or by the omission

of 71 in the n"b
iflj, e.g. )D> ]>n (cf. 45,57 and

8 5 B).

Rem. 2. The forms mentioned in 85 Rem. i are excepted.

4) The biliteral stems.

(a) When the second stem-letter is doubled they follow

the rules of the triliteral stems. If the second

stem-letter is not doubled
,
the first stem-letter has

the accent ,
e. g. 1DT_. l^rin

. T)*O> D^ blin unless of

course the first stem-letter had ceased to belong

to the ultimate or penultimate syllable, for then

it cannot have the accent, e.g. nr)Tyrj. Y)1^3 (cf.

7,4)-

(b) The forms of the "O^ which are tybn often be-

come jnbp because of ^DHpn '1 ,
e. g. fpttft ; except

when the syllable of the first stem-letter is open,

e. g. n^ril (cf. 3 b).
-- The b^p-forms often also

become jr6p when they have a conjunctive accent

and are followed by a guttural or half-vowel
,

e. g.

? Gen. 40,15; 1P ^ Zech. 9,9; niy niy

Judges 5,12.
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(c)
The forms of the "ITO ,

on the other hand
,
which

are jnte become ^te because of the ^]Bnpn '!>

except the ist pers. sing., e.g. D^V 3041.

(cf. 85 B i * and d).

II. The nomina.

1) All the nomina are jn^p , e. g. m?D , jm (= ^1

except :

(a) the segolate forms, and others having a similar

termination (cf. 60 Rem. 4), e. g. *T&, n)D

(j/. ^j/r. of rntfns) nnnpN, nng^ri.

() the fern, (prolonged) forms in nn
, e.g.

(c) the duals, e.g. D^T;

2) Nomina with pronominal suffixes follow the rules

of the verbs with suffixes (see I 2), and also here
^J

DD i |D DPI and
|P1 always have the accent.

3) All other suffixes exercise no influence on the ac-

cents of the nomina, e.g. nWl nn^ nr)i>p> nft^JS!.- except
> which often has the accent, e.g. ^?p.p> ^D^Dn.

III. The particles,

The particles follow the rules of the nomina. The

word r\ftb alone becomes jnta before a guttural ,
e. g.

89. The alteration of vowels and the shifting of

the tone because of the distinctive accents

of higher rank. ([ID^O] pppn pausa).

A. The verbs.

i) The half-vowel changes into the vowel which occurs
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in the stem-form, e.g. 1^?J (from toj) fcp; HjOT (from

p31) n^l; !73?lj<a (from 13^) H^l; <rai (from I?!)

TOl. The Pins of the stem-form however is here

lengthened unto ppy ,
e. g. ni?tf 1. (from IDtf) nptf] ;

like

the nns generally changes into }>DpT when it stands in

pausa, e.g. IpD") and
1pjD\

Lev. 26,37.

2) The short vowel changes into the vowel of the

stem-form, e.g. ^DK) (from te) tekj; lEfrn (from

3) The M before the suff.
?|

becomes ^9, which

change more than once exercises an influence upon the

first part of the word
,

e. g. ;f]^ becomes ^J^ ; ^|3]^
becomes

*IJ>$.;
-- the nns before ^ becomes f>Dj5 e.g.

^IX becomes ^.
B. The nomina.

1) The short vowel having the accent is lengthened,

viz. both b^D and HDD into }>DpT , e.g. 1.33 from 1^5 n.^T

from n?T ; t^3i. nW nnwi.
rp^i

from ttQ-i, nb^, nnx,
rpwi.

2) The nomina of the form ^3 change the half-vowel

into bup, e.g. "6? becomes "63; whilst the pers. pronouns

^^ and K become ^ and
lifj.

3) The ^ before the suff.
?J
becomes iflJlp, and this

change frequently influences the first part of the word,

e.g. ^5 from ^Q, ?|^a from jj^a. lg.3? from
j|fcjb3.

4) The termination %| becomes **

, e.g. "nttf and "Ht^

Gen. 17,15; \JJD and ^3.
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C. The particles.

The particles, both with suffixes and without, undergo

in pansa the same alterations as the nomina, e.g. riEFp

from nnnp> ^ from #. ^> *fy
and

?|!pp
are in pausa

", and

90. The alteration of vowels in consequence

of the

1) Since the F]j3D connects two words in the closest

manner possible (cf. 7,3), the last vowel of the first

word is sometimes shortened
,
even in those cases where

such an abbreviation is not called for by other reasons.

2) This shortening of the vowel occurs with }>DpT
>

and D^in
,
e. g. D: from DJ in ^D~D: ; D# from D# in

"te from b3
; D*rb?p from fe^S ; ^I^'^n?

from

from y-1^; ^n-Pl!l^ from F)^; 'jri, '^. ']?

Rem. i. Of
|p

we find l

nlD^"||5.
Deut. 22,6.

Rem. a. A similar abbreviation without the npft occurs in ^31 ,
of

ii
...

.

which the original form is only found in pausa ,
and in IQ^i")

from "lOt^n in the sense of to beware.
T '

Rem. 3. A word connected by F]pD with the preceding word may

in the same manner be connected with a subsequent word, and

this again with another word. Thus we find four words connected

by FpD and having but one accent, e. g. ^"l^'^Tl^l Gen. 12,20.
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The names and forms of the signs of interpunction.

A. All the books of the Bible with the exception of

the Psalms, Proverbs and Job.

i) The distinctive signs are of different rank in pro-

portion to the division which they indicate
').

a The highest in rank are: pps ^1D or p^D; NjgrteOB

or njO? (fmperatores).

b Then follow: %D , |WpT qpN ^ll| r\fy ^pin ,
and D^tt6#

(reges).

c Next in rank come: NJl?tp> SfHl* i^p^S. TJI^I
and

^ (duces).

d Finally: "l|g,
HID ^"Ip., H^ {?, tt-1., D^"|3 and

^DD (comites).

2) The conjunctive signs are: Ng1p_. ^3, ^D"lp, 5")P

DV 5 m, EPD and

i) The signs indicating the accents are placed in their proper posi-

tions under
,
over

,
or by the side of their respective names.
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Rem. l. The p^DG HID generally denotes the end of a sentence.

The rDDN is US d at the end of a subordinate sentence. For
T : v

the same purpose are used ^JD > jttp F]pT
, ^"13 F]pJ

and -\.

The pww which is always followed by a p'OD is employed

when at the beginning of a verse an idea is expressed by a single

word.

The other distinctives generally stand at the end of the various

portions of a sentence.

Rem. 2. Of the conjunctives the iOID and H^lDD *G"1D serve ex-
T : T : T :

clusively, and the i^QlP and HitOP KIS^D almost exclusively, the
T :'- T-': T :

distinctive signs of inferior rank. The last two are not unfrequently

subordinate even to other conjunctive signs.

The JOT] almost exclusively stands before TDFl
'>

the ^EHE only

before the tftt^D, and the 10^ |3 PH"1 onlY before the H"ID "O"]^

The HilD serves as well the distinctives of higher and lower rank

as the conjunctives.

Rem. 3. The signs of interpunction are placed either above or tinder

the word. The p^DD alone stands at the side of a word 2
).

The

distinctives stand all above the word, except the
p'jDD F)1D> Hin^'

NriDtD. TDn? and ^W- The conjunctives stand all under the

word, except the tf-|p and
J-|3Bp ^^H.T :', T-': T ;

Rem. 4. As signs of tone they stand above the syllable which has

2) The piDD also serves other purposes \
e. g. it stands between a

twice repeated name, of which the I st has a conjunctive accent, e.g.

DrTQtf I DiTOK Gen. 22,11; or between two words of which the first

ATT ; JTT :

ends with the same letter with which the 2^ begins ,
e. g. nn^D I

IT;

Jes. 66,20 (cf. 6 note 2).
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the accent. Yet the ^n-)| , jn , nSBP 8tt^?fl> tfft^S always stand
'T :- v T-': T : T :

-

above the /j/ letter of the word (postpositivi). If therefore the

word is b^ybD >
iQ fairly good editions the sign is repeated above

the syllable which has the accent, e.g. PDD1 Ex. 12,11; ")p23

Ex. 16,18.
-- The H^llJ Ntfi^fl,

on tne contrary, always stands

on the first letter of the word CpraepositivusJ ,
and must therefore

,
p P

be repeated when the word is J?~pQ, e.g. t3V03 Gen. 27,10.

The praepositivus ^H"1

>
which stands on the right of the first

letter of the word, need never to be repeated, because it only

occurs with monosyllables, or with words of two syllables that

are ^fe.

3) The names of the accents as given above are in

use with the so called Ashchenazic Jews (D^TJ3$i$) ,
who

form by far the majority of the Jews in the western

countries of Europe. The so called Portuguese Jews

(D^TIDD) have different names for most of the accents.

Enumerated in the same order as above their names are:

Distinctive* pps ^1D of p^D, n}08> An^jp, ]bpr F)pT, Hi?.J

Conjunctives Nm.
NJ")T, T^5' JP^ ^' f-1 '

I? D^
,

\D_rip -IDI^, ^in -101^.

B. The signs of interpunction in the Psalms
,

Proverbs and Job

The Distinefives are :

, |ip jnm, im. ITD , i n^D IDHQ , i ITO-D NT
"T'T^- : v.v "T ;-; '<- :

-
;- : T;~
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The Conjunctives are :

J3 PIT. ^

Rem. 1. The distinct!ves nbl!5 r6tt6$. n^D"l ISHQ and the

iT'O")^ $bl& are distinguished from the conjunctives of the same

name by the p^DD- The pp Jp3"l always^ but the ^IJ) ^13^

never immediately precedes the 1TJ^ n?!^-

Rem. 2. Also here there is a postpositus the TJ215J ,
and a praepositus

the ^ITl- The ipll i s by its place of praeposittis distinguished from
v.v v.v

the {^nit2 which stands on the syllable having the accent.
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The more common stems of the V/D T13 which occur

in the Bible borrow their forms partly from A and

partly from B 32.

Of these the stems bw, ^Dl. mi, JTI1. HDl, 1D1, P]D1, ^1,

NJJ1 tPp1 TV), 3$1> V^l and "ini alone have no verbal forms

according to the conjugation B, and vice versa the stems

ttflT. n^> ^1, p^, DO 1 and ppi have no verbal forms ac-

cording to A.

The following stems on the contrary take their forms

both from A and B.

1) Vn?> W and Pli1 are conjugated in the bp_ according

to B, but in the ^DH according to A.

2) DT in the
i?jl according to B, but in the ^DH and

^Dnn according to A.

3) ^H1 in the ^Di ace. to A and B, but in the

ace. to A.

4) 1^ in all the forms ace. to A, but in the

ace. to B.

5) ID 1 in the tyQn ace. to B, but in the ^p; and

ace. to A.
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6) "ly in the ^p_ ace. to B
,
but in the ^ypn and

ace. to A.

7) pjp in the ^p_ and ^BflH ace. to B
,
but in the

ace. to A.

8) plP in the bp_ ace. to A and B, but in the

ace. to A.

9) liP, NT, |tfi in the ^p_ ace. to B, but in the

ace. to A.

10) Ipt in the bp_ ace. to A and B, but in the

ace. to A.

n) "ip"
1 in the bp_ ace. to A and B, but in the irypn

ace. to A.

12) nT in the bp_ and ^p3 ace. to B, but in the

ace. to A.

13) ttfT in the bp_ ace. to A and B, but in the

and ^ypn ace. to A.

14) "l^*1 in the b\>_ ace. to B, but in the ^ypn ace. to

A and B.

15) ^D"1 is only found in the
!?j2.

It has the infinitive

n./O'] ace. to B, and the TH^ top, a strange and

irregular form for toll or ^i.
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Verbal forms with pronominal suffixes.

Example of a triliteral verb with pronominal

suffixes 4648.

(The numbers 1,2,3 an(i the letters m.f. denote the person and gender
of the suffixes).

-ny of the
*?$_123 12 3

TJ?

DDlpD DlpD ?|lpB 11pBTT: :T:

D ompD ^inipD mips or inmpo
^mps : T: : T:

D ;mpD ;
-' T:

-nmps nmps or nmpsT: ' T'T; 'T'T: T-'T: T-.-'T:

inmpB or mips--
^-

PTPJ?

inmps
->i-npD

imps nmpe
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of

'prnpjD vrnpp or flrrnpB

rips

T-
"^npD rrnps

and

D^P2

pps "v
-sjips nipsT !

! T.*

etc. inips or innipB

of
'

Tpspn

ITpDH

rTTPBn

etc.
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Tny of
hp_.

3 i 2

TjEg? I^PP? r
TTRIF

so also TpDH witn alteration of 1 into ft.

nnppn in'HpBn m<

nnppn f-

mpB or nipo^T v '
: : v T '

-. : v

nnps: f.

so also Piilppn and nppfl with alteration of 1 into ft.

like ISBN n i< into n.

of

lpB- DIPS'" ^JlpBl IHlpp^ or llpp^
m,

"'ilDD'1

^ipp^ nips^ or nipp
1 f.

etc.

of

'ITPP- liTTE^ or
^T.^?-

m

etc.
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Dips

"W

Example of a biliteral stem with pronominal

suffixes 46 and 49.

nv of *?.1231 2 3

All other forms are like those of IpJD with omission

of the first stem-letter.

The forms of the "O^ in the ^DH are like those of

the triliteral verbs, after the ist stem-letter and n have

been omitted, and the preform, p or H has been sub-

stituted
,

e. g. IDiRJ]
or ID^q ; nijpn or
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The forms of D"1^ are like those of Tpjpl, except for

a small alteration of vowels; viz. ?, fl etc. are prefixed

after the ist stem-letter and its preformative have been

cut off.

TP
P DTP ?n:p imr m.

i

Instead of the )^3p. the p~fi$ may be used, and often

also the D^IPI.

i 23 123
of

The forms of DP"1 are like those of D^X
'T T

nn r nn:

ini onrp

jnir
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in
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NOUNS IN THE ST. CONSTR. AND WITH SUFFIXES.
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p. .

&

n

F' &
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P :

I
*
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MgLc/iMv/if-L.^t/ici.c/ie^i/iui^c^
O O

<~t l~h p :

Sr g- &
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The letters.

N
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The vowels.

The long vowels: (Portuguese or Sephardaic pronun

ciation)
T

(a) ^DPT kamats;
"

(e) PITS tsere/i ; V (I)

chirik-gadol; 1 or
'

(o) D^lfl c/iolam ; 1 py\Vf (u)' shuruk.

The short vowels:

ng pathach;
'''

(e) blJD j^-^/j (i) JBJ7 pT

(o) P]^n }^DpT kamats-chatuf;
''-

(u) ^ISp kibbuts

In the not-Portuguese or Ashchenazic pronunciation

is pronounced o (as in rode] ; DTJJ / (as in wliite] ;

^7// (as in loud}.
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spiritual life which cannot but give help and inspiration to the followers of all creeds.

The present volume contains a larger number of Sayings than has yet appeared in any
one English collection. For the first time also they have been classified into chapters
and arranged in logical sequence under marginal headings, such as " All creeds paths
to God,"

" Power of Mind and Thought," "Meditation," "Perseverance." As an

exposition of the universal truths of Religion and their application to the daily life this

book takes its place among the great scriptures of the world.



Abhedananda (Swami). --Reincarnation. Svo, pp. 61. l'ap -r t .-over,

is.
3<-/. ; cloth. 2.v. net.

I. Reincarnation. II. Evolution and Reincarnation.
III. Which is Scientific, Resurrection or Reincarnation?

Abhedananda (Swami). Philosophy of Work. H\o, pp. 93. Paper
cover, is. (id. : cloth, 2s. 6,/. net.

I. Philosophy of Work. II. Secret of Work.
III. Duty or Motive in Work.

Abhedananda (Swami). Spiritual Unfoldment. Svo, pp. 97. I'apn-
cover. l..

3</.
: cloth. 2s. net.

I. Self- control II. Concentration and Meditation.
III. God-consciousness.

Abhedananda (Swami). Single Lectures. 8vo, pap* r covers.
6</. each net.

The Way to the Blessed Life. Why a Hindu is a Vegetarian.
Scientific Basis of Religion. Religion of the Hindus.
Cosmic Evolution and its Purpose. Divine Communion.
The Philosophy of Good and Evil. Who is the Saviour of Souls ?

Does the Soul exist after Death ? Woman's Place in Hindu Religion.
The Relation of Soul to God. Why a Hindu accepts Christ and
The Word and the Cross in Ancient rejects Churchianity

India. Christian Science and Vedanta.
The Motherhood of God. Spiritualism and Vedanta.

Ad Damiri. Hayat al-Hayawan (Life - History of Animals).
Translated from the Arabic by Lieut. -< 'ol.mel A. S. (',. JAVAKAK. I..M.S.

(Retired). 2vols..Xvo. 15*. net.

To the student of Islamic literature and sciences, and Arab folklore, the \\oik is of

immense importance, \vhilst its value as a jjuide to Semitie seholars in studying the

primitive culture of the Semites is unquestionable, for they will find in it, in a readilv

aceessible form, some of the principal materials necessarv for such an enijuirv ; as, lor

instance, the numerous proverbs, poetical allusions, ami traditional sayings \\hich are

profusely quoted in the book, and which, while preserving in a remarkable decree tin-

freshness of the language of the wild Arabs <>f the desert, throu an important li^htou
the mode of thought and life of that sjrcat branch of the Semitie i.;

Adler (E.N.) et M. Seligsohn. Une Nouvelle Chronique Samaritaine.
Tcxte Samaritan transcrit ct edile pour la premiere fois a\\v une traductiou

franchise. l\oy. Svo, pp. i\, 116. 3\. net.

Adler (M. N.). Chinese Jews. A Lecture delivered at tin- Jews
College Literary Society on June I/th, 1900. <Sv<>, pp. 24. i.v. net.

Alabaster (Ernest). Notes and Commentaries on Chinese Criminal
Law and Cognate Topics. With Special Relation to Ruling (

Together with a lirief IvxcnisiN on the Law of 1'roperty. Chiefly
founded on the Writings of the late Sir Chaloner Alabaster, K.C.M.C., etc.

Uy KRNKSI AI.AIIASI KK, of the Inner Temple, llarrisler-al-Law ; and

Cnrist's College, Cambridge J Advanced Student. Chinese Customs Service.

U'ith a ('opious Index. Roy. Svo, pp. Ixii, 675, cloth. iSy. net.

"It fulfils its purpose ot .i^ivin.i; a lull trustworthv account of ( hinese criminal

practice." .Mheua urn.

"This work is decidedly ol a hi.^h order, and can be thoroughly trusted as a popular

guide to the principles ofChine.se Law." . /v/,/// ( : nmn-lo-lv Review.
" To Students of the judicial problems presented by the l''ar l''.ast we can si

no better Introductory Manual than Mr. Alabaster's book." i w Journal.
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Allen (F. S.). Studies in Popular Poetry. Reprint. 4to, pp. xxiii,

paper covers. is. >d.

American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literature

(continuing Hebraica). Edited by WILLIAM R. HARPKK and (lie Staff of

the Semitic Department of the University of Chicago. Published quarterly.
Vol. xxi in progress. Annual subscription, including postage, iSs.

American Journal of Sociology. Published quarterly. Vol. x in

progress. Annual subscription, including postage, los. 6d.

American Journal of Theology. Edited by Members of the

Divinity Faculty of the University of Chicago. Quarterly. Vol. ix in

progress. Annual subscription, including postage, i$s. Single numbers, 4^. 6d.

" The theologians of America are attempting to supply a real need ... it

aims at a complete presentation of all recent theological work . . . we give
it a hearty welcome, as a scheme likely to prove of real utility to theological students

and to the cause of truth." Guardian.

Andersen (D.). A Pali Reader. With Notes and Glossary. Part I:

Text and Notes. 410, pp. 191, cloth. 6s. net.

The Same. Part II : First Half of Glossary. 410, pp. 112.

5s. net.

Anne, Countess of Winchilsea, The Poems of. Edited from the

Original Edition of 1713 and from Unpublished Manuscripts, with an
Introduction and Notes. By MYRA REYNOLDS. Svo, pp. cxxxiii, cloth,

436. 15.5-. net. .

Aston (W. G.). Grammar of the Japanese Written Language.
Third Edition. Revised and Corrected. Svo, pp. 198, Ixxiv, 1905, cloth.

I2s. net. [Luzac's Oriental Grammars Series, \ '.]

Aston (W. G.). Grammar of the Japanese Spoken Language.
Fourth Edition. Svo, pp. 212, cloth. JS. 6./. net.

'Awfi Muhammad. The Lubabu'l-Albab. Part II. Edited in

the Original Persian, with Preface, Indices, and Variants. By EDWARD G.

BROWNE, M.A., M.B., M.R.A.S. Svo, pp. 78, 472, cloth. iSs. net.

[Persian Historical Series, Vol. II.]

"The work is of very considerable interest; only two MSS. are known to

exist Its value depends not so much on the biographical notices of the

poets mentioned in it as on the fact that it has preserved for us selections from the

works of men of whom we should otherwise know little or nothing." S/>L-ciiitor.

Bana's Harsa Carita. An Historical Work, translated from the

Sanskrit, by E. B. COWELI, and F. W. THOMAS. Svo, pp. xiv, 284,
cloth, los. net.

Bana's Kadambari. Translated, with Occasional Omissions, with
a full Abstract of the Continuation of the Romance by the Author's Son

Bhushanabhatta, by C. M. RIDDING. Svo, pp. xxiv, 232, cloth. io.r. net.

Bartholomaei (J.). Lettres Numismatiques et Archeologiques,
relatives a la Transcaucasie. Avec 4 pi. 410, pp. ix, 116. 4*. 6d.

Bastian (A.). See Satvotpatti and Buddhistic Essays.

Beal (Rev. S.). Two Papers. Reprint. 8vo, pp. 88. is.

I. Brief Remarks on some Japanese Titles.

II. Account of the Shui Lui, or Infernal Machine.



Belleli (L.). Un Nouvel Apocryphe. Ktude stir un Fragment de
Manuscrit dn Vicux Cairo. I\oy. Svo. pp. 23. zs. 6fl. net.

Belleli (L.). Greek and Italian Dialects, as spoken by the Jews in
some places of the Balkan I'eninsula. Reprint. Svo, pp. S.' i.e. net.

Bemmelen (T. F. van) and Hooyer (G. B.). Guide to the Dutch
East Indies. Composed by invitation of the Royal Steam Packet Company.
Translated by B. T. BKRRIXGTON. 321110, pp. viii, 202. cloth, is. 6</.

Beveridge (A. S.). The History of Humayun. By Gul-Baden
Begam (Princess Rose-Body). Translated, \\ith Introduction, Note--

Illustrations, and Biographical Appendix ;
and reproduced in the Persian

from the only known manuscript of the British Museum, by A. S.

BEVKRIDGE. Svo : pp. xiv, 332, and 96 pages of Persian text, with
10 Plates ; cloth, los. net.

Bezold (Ch.). Oriental Diplomacy : being the transliterated Text
of the Cuneiform Despatches between the King of Egypt and Western Asia
in the Fifteenth Century before Christ, discovered at Tell el Amarna, and mm
preserved in the British Museum. With full Vocabulary, Grammatical

Notes, etc., by CHARLES BEZOLD. Post Svo, pp. xliv, 124, cloth, i8j.net.
" For the Assyriologist the book is a serviceable and handy supplement to the

British Museum volume on the Tell el Amarna tablets. The author is specialh
skilled in the art of cataloguing and dictionary-making, and it is needless to say that

he has done his work well." The Academy.
"Die in dem Ilauptwerke (The Tell el Amarna Tablets in the British Museum

with autotype Facsimiles, etc
)

vermisste Transcription des Keilsehrift-textes d. :

Tafeln, sowie ein sehr ausfiihrliches, mitimter die Vollstandigkeit einer Concordat!/,

erreichendes Vocabulary bieu-t die Oriental Diplomacy von . Be/old, das eben
deshalb gewissermassen als Schliissel /u dem Publicationswerke betraelitet werder.

kann. "Liter, Ccntralblatt.

Bhagavad-Gita. The Book of Devotion. Dialogue between
Krishna, Lord of Devotion, and Arjuna, Prince of India. In English. By
W. (',. JUDCK. Small Svo. pp. 133, limp leather. 3^. 6d. net.

Biblia. A Monthly Journal of Oriental Research in Archaeology,
Ethnology, Literature, Religion, History, Epigraphy, Geography, Languages,.
etc. Vol. xviii in progress. Annual subscription, 5-r - net -

Biblical World (The). Edited by WILLIAM R. HARPER.
Published monthly. Vol. xxvi in progress. Annual subscription, including

postage, \2s.
" The Biblical \ Vorld makes a faithful record and helpful erilie of pivscnt Hiblica'

work, as Well S an efficient, practical, and positive independent force in stimulating.
and instructing the .student, preacher, and teacher."

Bibliographical List of Books on Africa and the East. Published
in England. 2 vols. Vol. I: Containing the Books published between tin-

Meetings of the Miji'hth Oriental Congress at Stockholm in 1889 and tin-

Ninth Congros in London in 1892. Vol. II : Containing the Book-

published between the Meetings of the Ninth Oriental Congress in London
in 1892 and the Tenth Oriental Congress at (lencva in ^94. Systematically

arranged, with Preface and Author's Index, by C. ('.. Ll/AC. 121110. Each
vol.

DeBoer(Dr.T J.). The History of Philosophy in Islam. Translated.
with the sanction of the Author, by 10. 1\. J<>.\KS, B. D. I\oy. Svo, pp. 210..

cloth, /.f. Gd. net. [Luxac's Oriental Religions Series, Vol. II.]
"

It is, \ve believe, the most useful work of its kind that lias ever yet appeared in

our language, and it will undoubtedly be found to be of the greatest possible value to

missionaries, historians, and all students of subjects relating to the Arabians of sub-

Islamic times." Asiatic Quartfrlv Review.
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Bohtlingk (0.). Sanskrit Chrestomathie. Zweite, ganzlich
umgearbeitete Auflage. Roy. 8vo, pp. I, 372. 41-. 6d, net.

Bohtlingk (0.) and R. Roth. Sanskrit Worterbuch, herausgegeben
von der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, St. Petersburg.

7 parts, 4to. 8 ijs, 6d. net.

The Same. Smaller Edition. 7 parts, 410. ^3 3^. net.

Bolognese (Dr. S.). The Economical Interpreter. English ami
Italian. With a Treatise on Italian Pronunciation and the Conjugation of

Italian Verbs. Second Edition. Oblong, pp. 268. 2s. net.

Book of Consolations, or the Pastoral Epistles of Mar Isho-Yahbh
of Kuphlana in Adiabene. Edited with an English Translation by
P. ScoTT-MoNCRiEFF, B.A. (Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and

Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum). Part I : Syriac Text. 8vo,

pp. Ivi, 101, cloth. IOJ-. 6it. net. [Lu/.ac's Semitic Text and Translation

Series, Vol. XVI.]

Borel (H.). Wu-Wei. A Phantasy based on the Philosophy of
Lao-Tse. Translated from the Dutch by M. IANSON. 8vo, pp. 69, cloth.

3-r. net.

Brhadaranjakopanishad. In der Maclhjamdina Recension.'

Herausgegeben und iibersetzt von OTTO BOHTLINGK. Svo, pp. iv, 72,
loo. sj. net.

Brbnnle (Paul). Contributions towards Arabic Philology. Part I:

The Kitab al-maksur wa'1-mamdud. By Ibn W.\LI,.\D. Being a Treatise,

Lexicographical and Grammatical, from Manuscripts in Berlin, London,
Paris. Edited with Text, Critical Notes, Introduction, Commentary, and
Indices. By Dr. PAUL BRONNLE. I : Arabic Text. Roy. Svo, pp. xii,

128, cloth. 7s. 6d. net ; paper covers, 6s. net.

" This is the first of a series of ten parts, in which it is intended to publish some
important works of the earliest Arabic authors, together with systematic investigations
into the various branches of Arabic Philology."

" In the second part, which contains the Introduction and Commentary to the
Arabic text given in the first part, along with a Preface and Bibliography to the whole

series, the Author will have opportunity of enlarging at some length upon the principles

by which he has been guided in embarking upon this scheme."

Browne (E. G.). See Persian Historical Series.

Browne (E. G.). Account of a rare Manuscript History of Ispahan.
8vo, pp. 90. is. 6d. net.

Browne (E. G.). Biographies of Persian Poets. Contained in

Chapter V, Section 6, of the Tarfkh-i-Guzida, or "Select History," of

Hamdu'llah Mustawfi of Qazwin. Translated by E. G. BROWNE. Svo,

pp. 80. 2s. net.

Browne (E. G.). The Chahar Maqala (Four Discourses) of

Nidhami-i-'arudi-i-samarqandi. Translated into English byE. G. BROWNE.

Demy Svo, pp. 139, cloth. 45-. net.

Buck (C. D.). A Sketch of the Linguistic Conditions of Chicago.
Reprint. 410, pp. 20, paper covers, is. 6d. net.
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Buddhaghosuppatti, or Historical Romance of the Rise and Career
of Buddaghosa. Edited ami translated by JAM KS ( I KAY. Professor of Pali,

Rangoon College. Two parts in one-. Svo, pp. viii, 75, and 36, clolh. 6.v.

Buddhism. An Illustrated Quarterly Ri-vir\v. Vol. I. Rangoon,
1904. Annual subscription, lo.r. 6c/. post free.

Buddhist Pali Texts. Edile.d under the direction of W. A. DI-: SII.YA.

In Pali with Singhalese Translation by\V. A. SAMAKASLKARA. Vols. I and II:

The Digha Nikaya. los. each net.

The Digha Xiknya will be complete in 3 vols.

Buddhistic Essays referring to the Abhiclharma. With Introduction
in German. By A. BASTIAN. 8vo, pp. 21. i.e. net.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). Oriental Wit and Wisdom, or the

"Laughable Stories/' Collected by Mar Gregory John Bar-llebraeus,

Maphrian of the East from A.D. 1264 to 1286. Translated from the

Syriac by E. A. WALLIS BT:I>GK, M.A.. J.iu.l)., I). I. it. Roy. Svo,

pp. \\vii. iv, 204, cloth. 6\. net.

"
In the Preface to the present publication the satisfactory remark is made that the

volume containing both the Syriac Text and the Translation, published 1897, price 2is.

(see the notice in the AtJien&um for March 131)1, 1897), 'has been well received, both
in England and on the Continent,' and that 'in answer to many requests from students
of literature generally' Messrs. Lu/ac \ Co. 'have derided to issue the English
Translation of it separately in a handy form.'

"

"
In .such circumstances the new volume is likely to succeed, and we muni only add

that, although many of the sayings are .it war with the finer ivsthetic taste of the

present day, the collection is fairly representative, and of considerable value. Of some

special interest appears to us to be the twentieth chapter,
'

Physiological Characteristics

described by the Sages.'
"

. Itin'iio'Hin.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). The History of the Blessed Virgin Mary
and The History of the Likeness of Christ which the Jews of Tiberias made
to mock at. The Syriac Texts edited with English Translations by E. A.
WALLIS BUDGE, M.A., Litt.D., D.Liu Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian

Antiquities in the British Museum. Vol. I : The Syriac Texts, pp. xi, 224.
12s. (xt. net. Vol. II : English Translations, pp. xvii, 246. lO.v. 6d. net.

[Lu/.ac's Semitic Text and Translation Series, Vols. IV and V.]
" To Mr. Budge belongs, however, the great merit of having very materially

enriched no fewer than four different branches of Oriental Literature. Several of his

editions will no doubt serve as the groundwork for future
publications

The general aspect of the volumes is all that could be desired." . \tlie>n<'iii)i .

"
It may he regarded RS an exceptionally excellent coinmentan on the

N

Testament, the main lint-- of which it closely follows, tor in dealing with the same
facts it lets in a great deal of light on the manners, customs, and ideas of the country
and the period The translations are in admirable Knglish, and evince

singular ability.
"

C.///W/V '/'hues.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). The Histories of Rabban Hormizd, the
Persian and Rabban Bar-'Idta. The- Syriac Text, edited with English
Translations by K. A. \\'ALLI* Brur.K/ M.A.. Lilt. I)., Keeper of the

Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum. Two vols. in

three. Vol. I : The Syriac Texts, pp. xv, 2O2. 12s. ()</. net. Vol. II, Tart I :

English Translations, pp. xlii, 304. 12.?. 6</. net. Vol. II, I 'art 2: The
Metrical Life of Rabban Hormt/.d, by Mar Sergius of Adhorbaijfin.

English Translations. Svo, pp. ix, 207. ioj. 6t/. net. ("Lu/.ac's Semitic Text

and Translation Series. Yols. IX, X, XL]
" We have in these handsome volumes valuable records of t\u> of the most

remarkable NYstorianv \\hoi-ver lived."- l-.xf^titorv Times.
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Budge (E. A. Wallis). The Laughable Stones collected by Bar-
Hebraeus. The Syriac Text, with an English Translation, by E. A. WALLIS
BUDGE, Litt.D., F.S.A., Keeper of the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian
Antiquities, British Museum. Svo, cloth. 2ls. net. [Luzac's Semitic Text
and Translation Series, Vol. I.]

" Dr. Budge's book will be welcome as a handy reading-book for advanced
students of Syriac, but in the meantime the stories will be an addition to the literature

of gnomes and proverbs, of which so many are found in India, and in Persian,

Hebrew, and Arabic, although not yet published. We are happy to say that

Dr. Budge's new book is well edited and translated, as far as we can judge.
"

Athenceum.
" The worthy Syrian Bishop's idea of humour may excite admiration when we

hear that he collected his quips in the grey dawn of the middle ages." Pall Mall
Gazette.

Buhler (J. G.). On the Indian Sect of the Jainas. Translated from
the German, and Edited with an Outline of Jaina Mythology by J. BURGESS,
C.I.E., LL.D. Svo, pp. 79, cloth. 3*. 6d. net.

Burnell. The Samavidhanabrahmana. Being the Third Brahmana
of the Sama Veda. Edited by A. C. BURNKLL. Vol. I : Text and Com-

^
mentary, with Introduction. Svo, pp. xxxviii, 104, doth. (Publ. 12s.)

5-r. net.

Buttenwieser (M.). Outline of the Neo-Hebraic Apocalyptic
Literature. Roy. Svo, pp. 45. 2s. 6d. net.

Cappeller (Carl). A Sanskrit-English Dictionary. Based upon the
St. Petersburg Lexicons. Roy. Svo, pp. viii, 672, cloth. (Published 215-.)

Reduced to 10^. 6d. net.
" The book is certainly the cheapest, and, for a beginner, in some respects the

best, of existing Sanskrit-English dictionaries." Academy.

Castren (M. A.). Nordische Reisen und Forschungen. Heraus-
gegeben von A. SCIUEFNER. 12 vols. 2 i6.f. net.

Ceylon, A Tale of Old. See Sinnatamby.

Ceylon Handbook (The), and Directory, and Compendium of
Useful Information, to which is prefixed a Review of the Planting Enterprise
and Agriculture of the Colony ;

with Statistical Information referring to the

Planting Enterprise in other Countries. Compiled and Edited by J.
FERGUSON. Thick royal Svo, cloth. 24-*-. net.

Chakrabarti (J. Ch.). The Native States of India. 8vo, pp. xiv,

274, cloth. With Map. 5*. net.

Chapman (Major F. R. H.). English Hindustani Pocket Vocabulary
(containing 1500 Useful Words in Classified Lists). Romanized. 321110,

pp. 92, cloth, is- 6d. net.

Chatterjee (B. C.). Chandra Shekhar. Translated from the Bengali
by MANMATHA NATH ROY CHOWDHUKY, of Santosh, a distinguished writer
and orator of Bengal. With Illustrations. Svo, pp. viii, 318, cloth gilt.
6s. net.

' ' Chandra Sekhar
'

is one of the greatest of B. C. Chatterjee's works, and
Anglo-Indians who have not hitherto been acquainted with either the author or
his writings may now read in their own language a work which will give pleasure in its

perusal. The author has been called the ' Sir Walter Scott of India,' and anyone who
would like to verify this high tribute of praise cannot do better than procure a copy ot

the work, and peruse it. We trust the book will prove a success, and will stimulate
the accomplished translator to give us more of this kind of work." Capital." ' Chandra Shekhar,' by the late Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, has been ably
translated into English by Kumar Manmatha Nath Roy Chowdhury. . . . English
readers who do not know the original will be glad of this opportunity to catch a
glimpse of the writings of the most popular novelist of Bengal." Englishman.
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Chattopadhyaya (A.). The Original Abode of the Indu-European
or Arya Races. 8vo, pp. iii, 224. 2s. 6d. net.

Chiplunkar (Vishnu K. S.).~Kavi-panchaka. Kssays on the
Sanskrit (Classical Pools. Translated into Sanskrit from the Marathi. Svo,

pp. 271. 3.c. 6d. net.

The same, cloth. 4^. bd. net.

Chotzner (J.) Hebrew Humour, and other Essays. Roy. Svo,

pp. 186, cloth.
5-s-.

net.

These essays deal somewhat extensively with the humour and satire that is not

infrequently to be found in the works both of ancient and modern Hebrew writ

Codrington (0.). A Manual of Musalman Numismatics. Svo
;

pp. 239, with 2 Plates, cloth. Js. 6d. net.

Collins (M.). The Idyll of the White Lotus. Svo, pp. 131,
cloth. 4-r. 6d. net.

Comite de 1'Asie Francaise. Bulletin Mensu.'l. Single numbers,
2s. each net.

Annual subscription of 25 frs. (^i) entitles the subscriber to membership, and the

Bulletin is supplied free. Messrs. Lu/.ac & Co. ,
haw nts to

the above, can receive subscriptions.

Cool (W.). With the Dutch in the East. An Outline of the

Military Operations in Lombock, 1894, giving also a Popular Account of

the Native Characteristics, Architecture, Methods of Irrigations, Agricultural

Pursuits, Folklore, Religious Customs, and a History of tlic Introduction <>/

Islamism and Hinduism into the Island. By Capt. W. Cool, (Dutch

Engineer). Translated from the Dutch by E. J. TAYLOR. Illustrated by
<1. 1!. HOOYRR. late Lieutenant-Colonel of the Dutch Indian Army. Royal
8vo ; pp. viii, 365, x, with numerous Plates, Illustrations, and Plans, and
a Map of Lombock

; cloth. (Published 2i.v.) Reduced to js. 6d. net.

" The book contains an interesting account of the ISaliiv ...k customs,
and throws some light on the introduction of the Mahomedan and Hindu religions
into Lombok The translation by Miss K. J. T isfactory, and

of the illustrations are excellent.
"

The Tima.

Cordier (H.). Les Origines de deux Etablissements Francais dans
I'Extreme-Orient : Chang-Hai -Ning-Po. Documents Ine'dits publics aver

tine Introduction et des Notes. 410, pp. xxxix, 76. (is. net.

Cowell (E. B.). See Sana's Harsa Carita.

Cowper (B. H.). Principles of Syriac Grammar. Transit ted and
abridged from the work of Dr. 1 IOFK.MANN. Svo, pp. 184, cloth. ~s. 6J. net.

Crow (F. E.). Arahic Manual. A Colloquial Handbook in the

Syrian Dialect. For the use of visitors to Syria and Palestine, containing
a simplified Grammar, a Comprehensive English and Arabic Vocabulary and

Dialogues. The whole in English Ch.:. .fully transliterated, the

Pronunciation being fully indicated. Crown Svo, pp. viii, 334, cloth.

Js. 6d. [Luzac's Oriental Grammars Series, Vol. IV.]

: -d a manual of colloquial Syrian Arabic, which
will he of the greatest use to visitors, merchants, and consular officers

Mr. Crow, formerly one of the moht brilliant linguists of tin student -inti-rpr

Constantinople, afterward .1 at ivyiut. ttator.
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Cust (R. N.). Linguistic and Oriental Essays. Third Series.

1891. 8vo, pp. 61 1, cloth. 7-r. 6d. net.

The Same. Fourth Series. 1895. Svo, pp. 634, cloth.

js. 6d. net.

The Same. Fifth Series. 1898. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 15^. net.

The Same. Sixth Series. 1901. 8vo, pp. 485, cloth.

JS. 6d. net.

The Same. Seventh Series. 1904. 8vo, pp. 408, 237, cloth.

^s. 6d. net.

ust (R. N.). Essay on the Common Features which appear in all

Forms of Keligious Belief. 8vo, pp. xxiv, 194, cloth. $s. net.

ust (R. N.). The Gospel Message, or Essays, Addresses,
Suggestions, and Warnings of the different aspects of Christian Missions to

Non-Christian Races and Peoples. Svo, pp. 494. Paper, 6s. 6d. ; cloth,

js. 6d. net.

"The scheme is so comprehensive as to include almost every detail of the

missionary enterprise. Every essay is stamped, of course, with the personality of its

author, whose views are expressed with characteristic force and clearness." The
.Record.

Cutting (S. W.). Concerning the Modern German Relatives
' Das ' and ' Was ' in Clauses dependent upon substantivized Adjectives.

Reprint. 4to, pp. 21, paper covers, is. 6d. net.

Dawlatshah. The Tadhkiratu'sh - Shu'ara ("Memoirs of the

Poets-") of Dawlatshah Bin 'AlaVd - Dawla Bakhtishah Al - Ghazi of

Samarqand. Edited in the original Persian with Prefaces and Indices by
EDWARD G. BROWNE, M.A., M.B., M.R.A.S. Svo, pp. xvi, 10, 622, cloth.

iSs. net. [Persian Historical Series, Vol. I.]

'

Critical editions of the chief historical and biographical works of reference in

Persian are much wanted, and it is earnestly to be hoped that the series projected by
Prof. Browne will receive encouraging support As regards the editing little

need be said. Mr. Browne's name is a pledge that it has been done in the most exact
and scholarly fashion." Athenceuin.

"
It would be ungracious not to recognise the advantage which this edition

possesses over all Oriental publications, not only in the correctness of the text, but in

carefully prepared indices of the names of persons, places, and books mentioned in the
text." Asiatic Quarterly Review.

Dhamma-Sangani. A Buddhist Manual of Psychological Ethics of
the Fourth Century B.C. Being a Translation, now inade for the First Time,
from the Original Pali of the First Book in the Abhiclhamma Pitaka, entitled

Dhamma-Sangani (Compendium of States or Phenomena). With Introductory
Essay and Notes by CAROLINE A. F. RHYS DAVIDS, M.A., Fellow of

University College. Svo, pp. xcv, 393, cloth, los. net.

Digha Nikaya. See Buddhist Pali Texts.

Distracted Love. Being the translation of Udbhranta Prem. By
D. N. SHINGHAW. Svo, pp. 97. 2$. 6d. net.

3)orn(B.). Muhammedanische Quellen zur Geschichte der Slidlichen
Xustenlander des Kaspischen Meeres. Herausgegeben, iibersetzt, und er-

lautert von B. DORN. 4 vols. Svo. /, I l8s. net. The volumes are also sold

separately. Vol. I, 15-5-. ; Vol. II, 6s. 6d. ; Vol. Ill, 4J-. dd. Vol. IV, 12s.
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Dsanglu. Der Weise und der Thor. Aus dem Tibetischen tibcrsetzt
and init dem original textc hcrausgegcbcn von I. J. SeHMiirr. 2 vol>.

4to. i$s. net.

Dunkley (M.). Nature's Allegories and Poems. Illustrated. Svo,

pp. 167, cloth. 2s. 6a\ net.

Dvivedi (Mahavira-prasada). Kavya-manjusha. A Collection of
Poems. In Sanskrit and Hindi. 8vo, pp. 243. jy. net.

Economy of Human Life. Complete in two Parts. Translated from
an Indian Manuscript written by an ancient Ijramin. To which is piv'
an account of the manner in which the manuscript was discovered, in a letter

from an English gentleman then residing in China to the Karl of Chcstcr!icl<i.

New Edition, prepared with a Preface, by DOUGLAS M. GANK. Small Svo.

pp. 164, cloth gilt. 2s, 6d. ; parchment covers, 3.?. net.

Little more than 100 years ago this work enjoyed a wide popularity, not only ii.

(jreaf Britain, but throughout Western Kurope, and passed through numerous editions

in each country in which it appeared. In the British Museum alone there are copies
of more than fifty different English editions.

" Somewhat similar in form to the Proverbs of Solomon. Tin- '

F.conomy o:

Human Life' is even more interesting, inasmuch as the precepts are not disconnected,
but display a method in arrangement. Together they form one com]
perfect as a whole, and the parts exquisite condensations of wisdom.

"
Sin/Jay S

Edkins (Joseph). China's Place in Philology. An attempt to show
that the Languages of Europe and Asia have a Common Origin. Horn

pp. xxiii, 403, cloth. (Published los. 6d.) Js. 6d. net.

Edkins (Joseph). Chinese Architecture. Contents: (i) Classical

Style ; (2) Post-Confucian Style ; (3) Buddhist Style ; (4) Modern Style.

Svo, pp. 36. is. net.

Edkins (Joseph). Chinese Currency. Roy. 8vo, pp. 29. is. net.

Edkins (Joseph). Introduction to the Study of the Chinese
Characters. Roy. Svo. pp. \i\, 211, 101, boards. (Published iS\.

1 2s. 6d. net.

Edkins (Joseph). Nirvana of the Northern Buddhists. Svo,

pp. 21. 6ii. net.

Edkins (Joseph). Ancient Symbolism among the Chinese. 8vo.

pp. 26. 6d. net.

Efes Damim. A Series of Conversations at Jerusalem between
a Patriarch of the Greek Church and a Chief Kabhi of the Jews, concerning
the Malicious Charge against the Jews of using Christian Blood. HyJ. \'<-

LKVINSOHN. Translated from the Hebrew by Dr. L. LOKWK. Koy. Svo.

pp. xvi, 208, cloth. (Published S.v.) Reduced price 2.v. 6d. net.

Eitel (E. J.). Europe in China. The History of Hongkong.
From the Jieginning to the year 1882. Svo: pp. vii, 575, with Index.

cloth. 15-r. net.
" His work rises considerably above- t

1

nmonly attained I

histories written from a Colonial point of vieu." 7V.

Ettinghausen (Maurice L.). L'histoire et la vie de Harsavardhana.

Koy. Svo, about 180 pp. (In the Press. )

Far East (The). A Monthly Illustrated Periodical. Kdited by
C. FlNK. Vol. I no\s in progvc-s. Annual subscription. KJJ. net.
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Faridu'ddin 'Attar. Tadhkiratu'l-Awliya (Memoirs of the Saints)
of Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Fariduddin 'Attar. Part I. Edited in the

original Persian, with Preface, Indices, and Variants, by R. A. NICHOLSON,
M.A., Lecturer in the University of Cambridge. With a Critical Intro-

duction by Mir/a Muhammad B. 'Abdu'l - Wakha'b I. Oazwini. 8vo,

pp. 66, 357, cloth. i8.r. net. [Persian Historical Texts Series, Vol. III.]

Fausboll (V.). Indian Mythology according to the Mahabharata,
in Outline. Roy. 8vo, pp. xxxii, 208, cloth, gs. net. [Luzac's Oriental

Religions Series, Vol. I.]

" This is a very learned work, and should be interesting nay, will be found

essential to all English students of the Mahabharat. It is a model of beautiful

printing." Asiatic. 'Quarterly Xt-ricis.

Fausboll (V.). The Dhammapada, being a Collection of Moral
Verses in Pali. Edited a second time with a literal Latin Translation, and

Notes for the use tof Pali Students. By V. FAUSBOLL. 8vo, pp. xvi, 96,

cloth, js. 6d. net.

"In its present form the 'Dhammapada' makes an admirable text-book for the

use of those who are commencing the study of Pali, and it is with this object that the

present edition has been issued in an abbreviated form." Asiatic Quaiterly Review.

"
II Dhammapada resta sempre il libro piu adatto e per molti rigtiardi conveniente

ai principcanti, come a tutti gli studiosi di cose buddistiche e indispensabile."

(P. E. P.) Cnltura.

Ferguson (A. M.). All about Pepper; including Practical

Instructions for Planting, Cultivation, and Preparation for Market, giving Cost

of Cultivation, Estimate of Expenditure, and much other useful information

from a variety of sources. Roy. 8vo, pp. 90. 2s. net.

Ferguson (A. M.), All about Cinnamon; including Practical

Instructions for Planting, Cultivation, and Preparation for Market, with

Information from a variety of sources. Roy. 8vo, pp. 43. 2s. net.

Ferguson (A. M.). "Inge Va!" or the Sinna Durai's Pocket
Tamil Guide. Fourth Edition. 8vo, pp. viii, 156, boards. 2s. 6d. net.

Ferguson (A. M.).
" Mehe Varen," or the Sinna Durai's Pocket

Sinhalese Guide, being a Sinhalese Translation of A. M. Ferguson's
"
Inge

Va." 8vo, pp. ii, 44, boards. 2s. net.

Ferguson (J.). Limited Companies in Ceylon for Tea and other
Plantations (in Rupee Currency), with full particulars, compiled and

published to supplement Messrs. Gow, WILSON, & STANTON'S ".
Tea "

Producing Companies (Sterling) of India and Ceylon." 8vo, pp. viii, 96,
cloth. (Published -js. hd.} is. 6d. net.

Ferguson (J.). Ceylon in 1903. Describing the Progress of the
Island since 1803, its Present Agricultural and Commercial Enterprises, and
its Unequalled Attractions to Visitors. With Statistical Information, a Map
of the Island, and upwards of one Hundred Illustrations. 8vo, pp. 154? 183,
cloth. IOJ. net.

Ferguson (J.). All about Coconut Planting. Including Practical

Instructions for Planting and Cultivation with Estimates specially prepared
for Expenditure and Receipts ; a special chapter on Desiccating Coconut, and
other suitable information referring to the industry in Ceylon, South India,
the Straits Settlements, Queensland, and the West Indies. Third Edition.

8vo, pp. 87, cxcii, cloth. $s. net.
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Ferguson (J.). The Coffee Planter's Manual for both the Arabian
and Liberian Species. Compiled from the Original Manual by the late

A. BROWN, and a variety of other Authorities, l>y J. I
1

'. Fourth Edition.
With Illustrations. Svo, pp. vii, 320, boards, qs. 6d. net.

Ferguson (J.). All about Rubber and Gutta-Percha. The India
Rubber Planter's Manual, with the latest Statistics and Information, more

particularly in regard to Cultivation and Scientific Experiments in Trinidad
and Ceylon. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Sv<>, pp. 350, boards.

6s. net.

Flagg (W. J.). Yoga, or Transformation. A Comparative
Statement of the various Religious Dogmas concerning the Soul and its

Destiny, and of Akkadian, Hindu, Taoist, Egyptian, Hebrew, Greek,

Christian, Mohammedan, Japanese, and other Magic. Roy. Svo, pp. 376,
cloth gilt. 13.9. 6if. net.

Franson (Rev. F.). The Religion of Tibet and the True Religion.
For English-speaking Tibetans. Roy. Svo, pp. 47. is. 6rf. net.

Gaster (M.). The Chronicles of Jerahmeel, or the Hebrew Bible
Historiale. A Collection of Jewish Legends and Traditions. Translated
for the first time from an unique manuscript in the Bodleian Library. With
an Introduction, Notes, and full Index, and five Facsimiles. Roy. Svo,

pp. cxii, 341, cloth. With 5 plates, los. net.

Gates (Professor E.). The Relations and Development of the Mind
and Brain. Square Svo, pp. 56, paper covers, is. 6d. net.

The same, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

Geber. The Discovery of Secrets attributed to Geber, from the
MS. In Arabic. With a rendering into- English, by R. A. STEELE, F.C.S.

Svo, pp. 8. is. net.

Ghosal (J.). Celebrated Trials in India. Compiled by J. GHOSAL.
Vol. I. Roy. Svo, pp. 332, cloth. qs-. 6d. net.

Ghosh (Rakhaldas). A Treatise on Materia Medica and
Therapeutics. Including Pharmacy, Dispensing, Pharmacology,, and
Administration of Drugs. Edited by C. I'. Ericis, M.15., F. R.C.S. Svo,

pp. 684, cloth, 'js. net.

Gibb (E. J. W.). A History of Ottoman Poetry. By the late

E. J. W. Gim;, M.R.A.S. Edited by E. G. BROWNE, M.A., M.B, Vols.

I, II, III, IV. Roy. Svo, cloth. 21 s. each net.

"
I low complete was the author's mastery of their language and literati

abundantly attested by the spontaneous evidence of Turkish men of letters, one ol

whom asserts that neither in the Ottoman Empire nor amongst the Orientalists o>

Europe does anyone exi-^t who has more profoundly studied tlu- Ottoman language
and literature than he." Asia/if Quarterly Kcvicic.

"The premature death of that profound Orientalist Mr. V.. J. W. Gibb would hav<

proved an irreparable loss had not the unfinished MS. of his monumental work
entrusted for publication to Professor . G. Browne We heartily con,
i;itc Professor Browne on the' brilliant manner in \\hieh he has performed this portion
of his task, and eagerly look forward to the remaining volumes." 1 1 'cstminster

Review.

Gladstone (Right Hon. W. E.). Archaic Greece and the East. Svo,

pp. 32. is. net.
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Gray (James). See Buddhaghosuppatti and Jinalankara.

Great Trial Series. The Great Baroda Case. Being a full Report
of the Proceedings of the Trial and Deposition of His Highness Mulhar Rao
Gaekwar of Baroda for instigating an attempt to poison the British Resident

at his Court. Roy. 8vo, pp, xxxv, 544, 75, cloth. Price 6s. net.

The whole of the proceedings and a full report with Sergeant Ballantine's fearless

and sensational speeches and incontrovertible arguments, etc., etc., verbatim.

Sergeant Ballantine's speeches and art of cross-examination are uncommon and in

themselves a monument of learning and forensic ability unsurpassed in the annals of

criminal trials in the world, and are worthy of special study.

Great Wahabi Case. A Full and Complete Report of the Pro-

ceedings and Debates in the matters of Ameer Khan and Hashmadad Khan.
In the Crown Side of the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal.
In the year 1870. 2s. 6d. net.

Gribble (J. D. B.). A History of the Deccan. With numerous
Illustrations, Plates, Portraits, Maps, and Plans. Vol. I. Roy. 8vo, cloth. 2is.

" In a style easy and pleasant the author tells the story of the Mohammedan
occupation of the Deccan .... the general style of the book and the admirable

photographs and drawings with which it is enriched leave nothing to be desired."

Athenccuin.

Grierson (G. A.). A Handbook to the Kayathi Character.

Showing the actual Handwriting in current use in Bihar. 4to, pp. vi, 4,

cloth. With 30 plates. (Published 1 8j.). 6j.net.

The plates are in the Kayathi Character with the transliteration and translation

opposite.

Grierson (G. A.). Notes on Tul'si Das. 410, pp. 62. Reprint.
2s. 6d. net.

Grierson (G. A.). Notes on Ahom. 8vo, pp. 59. Reprint. 2s. net.

Grierson (G. A.). Curiosities of Indian Literature. Selected and
translated by G. A. G. Small 8vo, pp. 24. 6d.

Grierson (G. A.). Essays on Bihaii Declension and Conjugation.
8vo, pp. 34. Reprint, is. 6d. net.

Grierson (G. A.). Essays on Kacmiri Grammar. Roy. Svo,

pp. 257, xciii, paper covers. i$s. 6d. net.

Guides Madrolle. Chine, Ports du Japon. Svo. 10.?. net.

CONTENTS. *Grammaire Chinoise, par A. Vissiere. Voyageurs Chinois, par
Eel. Chavannes. * Notices historiques des Cites de Chine, par A. Vissiere.

* Art

Chinois. Histoire de la Chine. Populations autochtones de la Chine, etc., etc.

The Same. Pekin, Coree, le Trans-siberien. Svo. 8s. 6d. net.

CONTENTS. * Histoire de la Coree, par M. Courant. Notices historiques des

Cites de Chine, par A. Vissiere.

This Guide takes the traveller to Shanghai, and accompanies him during excursions

around Pekin and Northern China, and describes the journey back to Europe by way
of Tien-Tsin, Pekin, Seoul, Moscow, Berlin.

The Same. Indo-Chine. Harar, Indies, Ceylon, Siam, Chine
Me'ridionale. Svo. 15^. net.

This Guide describes every point of interest from Marseilles to Canton, the

sumptuous temples of India, as well as the Sanatoria of Ceylon. Describes also the

dead cities of Siam, and takes the traveller to Canton by way of the Red River.
*

Reprints of these to be had separately at various prices.
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Guiraudon (F. G. de). Manuel de la langue foule, parlee dans la

Senegambie et le Soudan. C.rammaire. toxics, vocabulairc. 8vo, pp. 144,
cloth. 6s. net.

Guthrie (Rev. K. S.). Of the Presence of God. Being a Practical
Method for beginning an Interior Life. Square Svo, pp. 106, cloth gilt.

4s. 6d. net.

Guthrie (Rev. K. S.). Regeneration Applied. Being the Sequel
and Practical Application of Regeneration, the Gate of Heaven. Svo, pp. 154,
cloth. 4J. bd. net.

Guthrie (Rev. K. S.). The Gospel of Apollonius of Tyana.
According to Philostratos. Svo, pp. 73, cloth. 3-r. 6J. net.

Guthrie (Rev. K. S.). The Ladder of God, and other Sermons.
Svo. pp. 88, cloth. 4s. 6d. net.

Guthrie (Rev. K. S.). Of Communion with God. Small Svo, pp. 62,
cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

Halcombe (Charles J. H.). The Mystic Flowery Land. A Personal
Narrative, liy CilARLKS J. 11. HALCOMT.K, late of Imperial Customs, China.

Second Edition. Svo ; pp. 226. with numerous Illustrations and Coloured

Hates; cloth gilt. "js. 6</.

The valuable and handsome volume contains thirty long chapters, a frontispiece of

the author and his wife -the Litter in her Oriental costume numerous fine repro-
ductions from photographs, and several beautiful coloured pictures representing many
scenes and phases of Chinese life, etchings, and comprehensive notes by the author.

"His pages are full of incident, and his narrative often vivid and vigorous." Times.
" The illustrations are good and numerous. Many are facsimiles of coloured

Chinese drawings, showing various industrial occupations ;
others are photogravures

representing buildings and scenery." Morning Post.
" The illustrations are all good, and the Chinese pictures reproduced in colours

interesting. We have not seen any of them before." 1 1 \-stminstcr Review.

Harding (Beecham). Brotherhood: Nature's Law. Svo, pp. no,
cloth. 2s. net.

Hardy (R. Spence). The Legends and Theories of the Buddhists.

Compared with History and Science. Svo, pp. 244, cloth. Js. 6J. net.

Hariri. The Assemblies of al Hariri. Translated from the Arabic,
with an Introduction and Notes, Historical and Grammatical, by Til.

CllKNERY and F. STKINGASS. \\ilh Preface and Index, by I
1

'. K.

AKIUJTHNOT. 2 vols. Svo, pp. x, 540, and xi, 395. cloth. 30*. net.

Harper (R. R). The Code of Hammurabi, King of Babylonia
(about 2250 ]:.('.). The most ancient of all codes. In 2 Vols. Vol. I :

Map, Text, Transliteration, (Glossary, Historical and Philological Notes, and

Indices. By ROIIKKT FKA.NCIS HARI-KK, Professor of Semitic Languages
and Literatures in the University of ( 'hie-ago; Director of the Babylonian
Section of the Oriental Kxploration Fund of the University of Chicago :

Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. Svo. 103 plates and 192 pages,
cloth. i8.c. net. Part II (in preparation). I'.y

\Yn.i i AM RAIM.Y HAKI-KK,

I'h.D., President of the University of Chicago; IVofe^or and Head of the

I >< partmeiit of Semitic Languages and Literatures.

In this volume it is proposed to present in succinct form the more important laws

and usages of the Hebrew Codes considered historically, and to compare therewith the

parallel material contained in the Hammurabi Code and in other Assyro-Babylonian
writings. In view of the great influence of the Mosaic ('ode upon subsequent legis-

lation, a competent inquiry into the relations of this code with that of Hammurabi and
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o.ther contemporary or possibly antecedent enactments is at the present time pertinent
.and sure to yield results of great historic value. This book, published as the

complement of Part I, will be a work that must of necessity find a place in the library
if every man interested in ancient Oriental civilization and desirous of apprehending
the great debt of the present to the past.

"This handsome volume, which must have been produced at great expense, is

a credit to the University of Chicago Press, and not less to the distinguished Professor

of Semitic languages at the same University . . . the special feature of the book
is the series of plates giving the autographed text reproduced from the photographs
published by Scheil in 1902. . . . The student who wishes to read the original
text is thus put in possession of all the necessary materials. ... A word of

special praise is due to the clearness of the plates, which should satisfy the most
fastidious eyes." Manchester Guardian.

' ' The student will welcome the lists of proper names, signs, numerals, and complete

glossary ; to the ordinary reader, especially, the comprehensive index of subjects
covered by the Code will be a useful guide. This edition may be styled 'The
Student's Hammurabi.' It forms a compact and handy volume, which will serve

as a helpful introduction to the study of Babylonian texts ;
and to every student of

Assyriology the concise arrangement of its contents and the fulness of its information

should make it a constant companion." Expository Times.

Harper (R. I\). Assyrian and Babylonian Letters, belonging to

the K Collection of the British Museum. By ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER, of

the University of Chicago. Vols. I to VIII. Post 8vo, cloth. Price ot

each vol.
, 2$s. net.

" The Assyriologist will welcome them with gratitude, for they offer him a mass of

new material which has been carefully copied and well printed, and which cannot fail

to yield important results." Athcncciim.

" The book is well printed, and it is a pleasure to read the texts given in it, with

their large type and ample margin." Academy.

Hartmann (F.). Magic, White and Black. The Science of Finite

and Infinite Life. Containing Practical Hints for Students of Occultism.

Seventh Edition. Revised. 8vo, pp. 292, cloth. 9-r.; paper covers, Js. 6d. net.

Hartmann (Martin). The Arabic Press of Egypt. By MARTIN
HARTMANN. 8vo, pp. ii, 93, cloth. $s. 6d. net.

" A learned critical list of Arabic publications." The A thence, itm.

" Such compilations as the present are valuable as works of reference, and as

showing the intellectual activity of all those people who fall under British influence."

Asiatic Quarterly Review.

Heeres (J. E.). The Part borne by the Dutch in the Discovery of

Australia, 1606-1765. By J. E. HEERES, LJLD., Professor at the Dutch
Colonial Institute, Delft. In English and Dutch. With 19 Maps, Charts,
and Illustrations. Folio, pp. vi, xvii, 106, cloth. 2is. net.

" This handsome work is considerately printed both in English and Dutch. After

the publication of the present work, writers of Australia will have no excuse for

ignorance of the splendid achievements of the Dutch navigators between 1606 and

1765. The work is illustrated with several of the quaint maps and charts of the early
Dutch explorers, an inspection of which will interest our Australian fellow-countrymen.

"

Scottish Geographical Magazine.
" Professor Heeres has rendered another service to historical geography by editing

a complete series of documents bearing on the Dutch Voyages to Australia from 1606

to 1765. Among the documents perhaps the most valuable are the Journal kept

by Ian Carstensz on his voyage of 1623 to the Gulf of Carpentaria with the Pera and

Arnhem, and the various papers relating to the voyage of Pool and Pieterszoon in

1636. While allowing that the Dutch discoveries in the west were the result of

accident, Professor Heeres points out that those in the north were the outcome of

a systematic endeavour on the part of the Dutch officials to extend the sphere of their

operations.
"

Geographical Journal.
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Hemakandra. Abhidhanakintamani, einsystematisch angeordnete&
synonymisches Lexicon. Herausgegeben, iibersetzt, und mil Anmerkungen
begleilcl von O. BOHTLI.XGK. el C. RlEU. Svo, pp. xii, 443. 12s. net.

Hendrickson (G. L.). The Proconsulate of Julius Agricola in
Relation to History and to Encomium. Reprint. 410, pp. 33, papei
covers. 2s.

Hirschfeld (Dr. H.). New Researches into the Composition and
Exegesis of the Qoran. 410, pp. 155. 5.*-.

net.

Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review and Oriental Record
(founded January, 1886). Third Series, Vol. XIX, nov. in progress. Annual

subscription, 2os. net.

Irvine (W.). The Army of the Indian Moghuls ; its Organisation
and Administration. Roy. Svo, pp. 324, cloth. &s. 6d. net.

" This book is a mine of curious information, collected with great labour and
from recondite .sources

;
and it deals with a subject of supreme importance to the

student of that period of Indian history which immediately preceded the British

domination of the country." slsiatic Quarterly Rev is

" The subject-matter of the volume is certain to prove of deep interest to all

students of Indian history, as well as to military experts, who are here provided with
an excellent opportunity of comparing and considering the points of resemblance and
difference between the military organisations of the East and West." Aberdeen

Daily Journal.

Jacolliot (L.). Occult Science in India and among the Ancients,
with an account of their Mystic Initialions and the Ilislory of Spiritism.
Translated from ilie French by WILLARD L. FELT. Roy. Svo, pp. 275,
clolh gilt. 12s. net.

Jastrow (M.). A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli
and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature. With an Index of Scriptural

Quolalions. 2 vols. 410, pp. 1736, half-morocco. 4 los. net
" This is the only Talmudic Dictionary in English, and all students should

subscribe to it. The merits of this work are now too well known to need repetition."
Jewish Chronicle.

Jayakar (Lieut-Col. A. S. G,). See Ad Damiri.

Jinalankara, or "Embellishments of Buddha." By BUDDHA-
RAKKHITA. Edited with Inlroduclion, Notes, and Translation, by J .-

GRAY. Two parts in one. 8vo, clolh. 6s.

Johnson (E.). The Altar in the Wilderness. An attempt to inter-

pret Man's Seven Spiritual Ages. Small Svo, pp. 117. is. 6d. net.

The same, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

Johnston (C.). Useful Sanskrit Nouns and Verbs. In English
letters. Compiled by C. JOHNSTON, Bengal Civil Service, Dublin Universit>
Sanskrit Prizeman, etc. Small 410, pp. 30, clolh. zs. 6d.

Johnston (C.). The Memory of Past Births. 4to, pp. 55, paper
covers, is. 6d. net.

The same, cloth. 2.?. 6d. net.

Johnston (C.). The Awakening to the Self. Translated from the

Sanskrit of Shankara ihe Master. Oblong Svo, pp. 31. 2s. net.
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Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay. Vol. VII in

progress. Price ^s. each number.

Journal of the Buddhist Text and Research Society. Vol. VII
now in progress. Published irregularly. Subscription price, Ss. net.

Journal of the Siam Society. Vol. I, Nos. i and 2. Subscription
price, 2$s. net.

Judge (W. G.). The Ocean of Theosophy. Thirteenth Edition.

8vo, pp. 154. Paper covers, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

Judge (W. G.). The Culture of Concentration of Occult Powers
and their Acquirement. Reprint. Small 8vo, pp. 29, paper covers. 6d.

Judson's Burmese-English Dictionary, revised and enlarged by
R. C. STEVENSON, Burma Commission. Roy. Svo. pp. xiv, 1188, 6. 2$s. net,

The same, half-bound. 30^. net.

Judson (A.). English - Burmese Dictionary. Fourth Edition.

Roy. Svo, pp. 930, half-bound. 2$s. net.

King (Leonard W.). Babylonian Magic and Sorcery. Being
"The Prayers of the Lifting of the Hand." The Cuneiform Texts of

a Group of Babylonian and Assyrian Incantations and Magical Formula.-,

edited with Transliterations. Translations, and full Vocabulary from Tablets
of the Kuyunjik Collection preserved in the British Museum. By LEONARD
W. KING, M.A., Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian

Antiquities, British Museum. Roy. Svo, cloth. iSs. net.

" We cannot pretend to form an adequate judgment of the merits of Mr. King's
work, but it is manifestly conceived and executed in a very scholarly spirit." Times.

" Mr. King's book will, we believe, be of great use to all students of AJesopotamian
religions, and it marks an era in Assyriological studies in England A.word
of special praise is due to Mr. King for the excellence of his autograph plates of text."

Athenceum.

King (Leonard W.). The Letters and Inscriptions of Hammurabi,
King of Babylon about B.C. 2200, to which are added a Series of Letters ot

other Kings of the First Dynasty of Babylon. The Original Babylonian
Texts, edited from Tablets in the British Museum, with English Translations,
Summaries of Contents, etc. By L. W. KING, M.A., F.S.A., Assistant in

the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum. In

three volumes. Vol. I : Introduction and Babylonian Texts. Vol. II :

Babylonian Texts (continued). Vol. Ill : Transliterations, English Trans-

lations, Vocabularies, Indices, etc. Roy. Svo, cloth. Vol. I, zis. net ;

Vol. II, iSs. net ; Vol. Ill, iSs. net. [Luzac's Semitic Text and Translation

Series, Vols. II, III, and VIII.]
" The concluding volumes of this important book are out at last. Mr. King

supplies an excellent vocabulary for both the Sumerian and Semitic words used in

these texts, and although his translation differs somewhat from that adopted by
German Cuneiform scholars, he has kept most commendably clear from philological
discussion. . . . Altogether, both he and the Museum are to be congratulated on
the completion of a difficult task." Athenceum.

" Mr. King may be congratulated on his copies of the Cuneiform texts, and still

more on his translations and notes. . . . The notes contain very full references to

the dates found in the legal documents of the period, by means of which several of the

mutilated passages in the annals can be restored. . . . The value of these annals
can scarcely be over-estimated." (Prof. Sayce) Expository Times.
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King (Leonard W.). The Seven Tablets of Creation, or the

Babylonian and Assyrian Legends concerning the Creation of the World and
of Mankind. Edited by L. W. KING. M.A.. F.S.A.. Assistant in the

Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, Krilish Museum. In two
volumes. Vol. I: English Translation, Transliteration, (Glossary, Intro-

duction, etc. Vol. II : Supplementary (Assyrian and Babylonian) Texts.

Roy. Svo. doth. Vol. I, iS.r. net; Vol. II, l5J.net. [Lu/.ac's Semitic Text
and Translation Series. Vols. XII and XIII.]

"
Students of religion ;md mythology will find this book a mine of wealth. . . .

l-'or the world of Orientalists this is undoubtedly the book of the season." Globe.
" This important work gives, with the aid of the most recent material, a critical

text and full exposition ol the Babylon epic of the creation of the world and of

mankind." 7'iiiic.i.

" To all students of comparative religion, to those who are interested in the dualism
nf the Zend A vesta and cognate subjects, we can commend this remarkable archaic

literature, possibly the very oldest the world possesses." Scotsman.

King (Leonard W.). See Studies.

King (Major J. S.). History of the Bahmani Dynasty. Founded
on the ISurhan-I Ma, Asir. Svo. pp. 157, with Map, doth. 7.?. 6d. net.

Kittel (Rev. F.). A Kannada-English Dictionary. Roy. Svo,
pp. 1, 1752, half-bound. i 12s. net.

Klenzo (Camillo von). The Treatment of Nature in the Works of
Nikolaus Lenau. An Essay in Interpretation. Reprint. 410, pp. 83, paper
covers. 6s. net.

Koran in Arabic. A photo-zincographed reproduction so as to
avoid the objections to printing or lithographing the sacred text of the

Manuscript of the Koran of Ilafi/. (Jsman written in 1094 A. II. and famous
for its correctness. The frontispiece is splendidly illuminated. Svo, cloth

gilt, Oriental binding with flap. $s. net. The same can be had unbound,
but stitched ready for binding, qs. net.

A testimonial as to the accuracy of the reproduction, signed by leading Mnham-
madan l)i\ines, is photographed at the end of the work.

Koran. Soc Hirschfeld.

Korea Review. Edited by H. B. Hulbert. Published monthly.
Vol. V now in progress. Annual subscription, post free, Ss. 6<f. net.

Kosegarten. Hudsailitarum Carmina. Arabic Text. Edited by
J. c>. L. KOSEGARTEN. Sumptu Societatis Anglic;e qu-.v Oriental Fund

nuncupatur. Vol. I. (All published.) Eondon, 18^4. 3OJ. net.

Kosegarten. Taheristanensis Annales Regum atque Legatorum
Dei. Edited (in Arabic and Ealin) by |.

( ;. L. KOSK<;.\ KTKN. Grcifswald,

1843. Vol. III. S..-. net.

To students of Arabic literature it is likely to be of great interest to hear that ot

the two works indicated above, both edited by Kosegarten, and long looked upon
as being out of print, there have been found, "after the death of the printer, some

.vhicli we are able to sell at a very reduced price. Whereas the second work,

forming a certain part of the great historical \\ork of al-Tabari, lias to some extent

led by the complete edition of this monumental work under the editorship
of 1'rof. de (

ioeje, in Leiden, it is particularly gratifying that the famous collection of

i the lludsailites made by tin- renowned philologian al-Sukkari, about

u., which has, for the first time, been edited by Kosegarten, and afterwards

continued by Wcllhauseii, h;is been preserved in some copies. We are glad lobe
aabted to put this work, which has been sold oi and .\,

on

tll'i ><'<! fly 1-i'dncfd /'/V,v of /,
I
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Land (J. P. N,). The Principles of Hebrew Grammar. By J. P. N.

LA.ND, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Leyden.
Translated from the Dutch by REGINALD LANE POOLE, Balliol College.
Oxford. Demy Svo, pp. xx, 219, cloth. (Published Js. 6d.) Reduced price

5-r.
net.

Levertoff (P.). The Son of Man. A survey of the Life and Deeds
of Jesus Christ. In Hebrew. Roy. Svo, pp. 113, paper cover. 2s. 6d. net.

Loewe (I,). A Dictionary of the Circassian Language. In two

parts: English-Circassian-Turkish and Circassian-English-Turkish. Svo,

cloth. (Published 2is.
) Reduced price 6s. net.

Loewe (L.). Efes Damim. See Efes.

Light on the Path. A Treatise written for the Personal Use of
those who are ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to enter

within its influence. Written down by M. C. With Notes and Comments.
Small Svo, pp. 92, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

The same, leather, y. bd. net.

Luzac's Oriental List and Book Review. A Record of Oriental
Notes and News and containing a Bibliographical List of all new Oriental

works, published in England, on the Continent, in the East, and in America.
Published every two months. Annual subscription, %s. Vols. I to IV arc-

entirely out of print. Vols. V to XV are still to be had at 5-r. each vol.
1 '

It deserves the support of Oriental students. Besides the catalogue of new books

published in England, on the Continent, in the East, and in America, it gives, under
the heading of "Notes and News," details about important Oriental works, which
are both more full and more careful than anything of the sort to be found elsewhere."

Academy.
"A bibliographical monthly publication which should be better known." The

Record.

Luzac's Oriental Grammars Series. See Aston, Crow, Rosen,

Wynkoop.
Luzac's Oriental Religions Series. See De Boer, Fausboll.

Luzac's Semitic Text and Translation Series. See Budge, King,
Scott-Moncrieff, Thompson.

Maenaghten (Sir W. Hay). Principle of Hindu and Mohammedan
Law. Republishecl from the Principles and Precedences of the same.

Edited by the late H. H. WILSON. Svo, pp. 240, cloth. 6s. net.

Majumdar (Purna Ch.). The Musnud of Murshidabad (1704-1904).
Being a Synopsis of the History of Murshidabad for the last two Centuries.

To which are appended Notes of Places and Objects of Interest at

Murshidabad. With many Illustrations. Svo, pp. 322, xxiv, cloth.

7-r. 6d. net.

Margoliouth (D. S.). Chrestomathia Baidawiana. The Com-
mentary of El-Baidawi on Sura III. Translated and explained for the use

of Students of Arabic. By D. S. MARGOLIOUTH, M.A., Laudian Professor

of Arabic in the University of Oxford, etc., etc. Post Svo, cloth. 12s. net.

' ' The book is as scholarly as it is useful. Of particular importance are the

numerous grammatical annotations which give the beginner an insight into the method
of the Arabic national grammarians, and which form an excellent preparatory study
for the perusal of these works in the original. . . . The introduction, and the

remarks in particular, show how well Mr. Margoliouth has mastered the immense-
literatures of Moslim Tradition, Grammar, and Kalaim. . . . The perusal of the

book affords pleasure from beginning to end." Journal Royal Asiatic Society.
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Mead (George H.). The Definition of the Psychical. Reprint. 410,
pp. 38, paper cover?. 2s. net.

Michell (R. L. N.). An Egyptian Calendar for the Koptic Year
1617 (1900-1901 A.I). ). Corresponding with the Years 1318-1319 of the

Mohammedan Era. By ROLAND L. N. M icm.i.i,. Demy Svo, 130 pp.

Cloth, 3-r. ; paper covers, 2s. 6d. net.

Some Notices of an Egyptian Calendar for the year 1395 A.M. (1878 A.D.), published
by Mr. Michell in Egypt in 1877:
" One of the strangest pieces of reading probably ever offered under the name of

contemporary literature. . . . There is no fear t! who uses this little

book for consultation during a visit to Egypt will fail to see any particular celebration

for want of exact information as to its probable date." Saturday A'

"This quaint and entertaining pamphlet may claim a for- -most place among
curiosities of modern literature. . . . Never was information so new, SO

fantastic, or packed in so small a compass. . . . The Glossary may
be described as a loi :r, a brief biographical dictionary of holy and historical

personages, an epitome of popular customs and superstitions, and a handbook of the

agricultural and natural phenomena of the Xile Valley."- , \<\tJciv.

Minayeff (J.). Pali Grammar. A Phonetic and Morphological
Sketch of the Pali Language. With an Introductory Essay on its Form and
Character. Translated and rearranged with some modifications and additions

for the use of English Students. By C. G. ADAMS. 410, pp. xliii, 95. $s. net.

Mirkhond. The Rauzat-us-Safa
; or, Garden of Purity. Translated

from the Original Persian by E. R.KIIATSKK : edited by F. F. ARBUTHNOT.
Yols. I to V. 8vo, cloth, los. each vol. net.

Vols. I and II contain : The Histories of Prophets, Kings, and Khalifs.

Vols. Ill and IV contain : The Life of Muhammad the Apostle of Allah.

Vol. V contains : The Lives of Abu P>akr, O'mar, O'thman, and All, the four

immediate successors of Muhammad the Apostle.

Modern Philology. A Quarterly Journal devoted to Research in

Modern Languages and Literatures. Vol. Ill now in progress. Annual

subscription, post free, 15^. net.

Monier-Williams (Sir Monier). Indian Wisdom; or, Examples of
the religious, philosophical, and ethical Doctrines of the Hindus, with a brief

History of the chief Departments of Sanskrit Literature, aiid some account of

the past and present Condition of India, moral and intellectual. By Sir

MONIKR MONIER-WILLIAMS, K.C.I.K., M.A., lion. D.C.L. Oxford.
Fourth Edition, enlarged and improved. Post Svo, pp. 575, cloth. 2is.

" His book . . . still remains indispensable for the growing public, which
to learn the outline of Indian literature and thought in a simple and readable

form. We are glad to welcome the fourth edition of this eminently readable book."
-

f),iily ('linniicle.

"
It is a fine volume and contains valuable additions by the author . . . this

edition will be more than ever pri/.ed by students of Indian lore."- -.s"<W.- ;;/</;/ .

Moorat (Mrs. M. A. C.). Elementary Bengali Grammar in English.
Small Svo, pp. vi, 135. 3*. net.

Moorat (Mrs. M. A. C.). Pahari and Santali Music. Containing
two Pahari and live Santali airs \\itli words. Folio, pp. 10. 3*. net.

The same can be supplied with English translation in MS.
Price 5-r.

net.

Moore (A. W.). Existence, Meaning, and Reality in Locke's Essay
and in present Epistemology. Reprint. 410, pp. 25, paper covers, is. 6d. net.

Mostras (C.). Dictionnaire Geographique de 1'Empire Ottoman.
Svo, pp. xii, 241. 3J. bd. net.
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Muallakat. The Seven Poems suspended in the Temple at Mecca.
Translated from the Arabic. By Capt. F. E. JOHNSON. With an Intro-

duction by Shaikh Faizullabhai. 8vo, pp. xxiv, 238. Js. 6d. net.

Miiller (F. Max). Selections from Buddha. 410, pp. 52, cloth.

3-r.
6d. net.

Miiller (F. Max). Address delivered at the Opening of the Ninth
International Congress of Orientalists, held in London, September 5th, 1892.

8vo, pp. 66. is. 6d. net.

Miiller (Wilhelm), Diary and Letters of. In German. Edited by
P. S. ALLEN and J. T. HATFIELD. With Explanatory Notes and a

Biographical Index in English. With Portrait. 8vo, pp. 200, cloth. 6s. net.

Uiemand (J.). Letters that have helped me. Compiled by JASPER
NIEMAND. Reprinted from The Path. Fifth Edition. 8vo, pp. 90, cloth.

2s. 6d. net.

Nitiprakasika. In Sanskrit. Edited with Introductory Remarks
by GUSTAV OPPERT. Svo, pp. 83. 3.r.

6d. net.

Noer (Frederick Augustus). The Emperor Akbar, a Contribution
towards the History of India in the 1 6th Century. Translated and in part
Revised by A. S. BEVERIDGE. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. S.T. net.

Oltramare (P.). Le Role du Yajamana dans le sacrifice

Brahmanique. Memoire presente au xiiie Congres des Orientalistes,
a Hambourg. Reprint. Roy. 8vo, pp. 34. 2s. net.

Oppert (G.). On the Weapons, Army Organization, and Political
Maxims of the Ancient Hindus, with Special Reference to Gunpowder and
Firearms. 8vo, pp. vi, 162. 6s. net.

" A very interesting and instructive work, throwing great light on the early use of

explosives in warfare."

Oppert (G.). Contributions to the History of Southern India.
Part I : Inscriptions. 8vo, pp. 73, with Plate. 2s. net.

Oppert (G.). On the Classification of Languages. A Contribution
to Comparative Philology. 8vo, pp. 146. 6s. net.

Oppert (G.). On the Classification of Languages in Conformity
with Ethnology. Reprint. 8vo, pp. 20. is. net.

Oppert (G.). On the Ancient Commerce of India. A Lecture
delivered in Madras. 8vo, pp. 50. 2s. net.

Osborn (L. D.). The Recovery and Restatement of the Gospel.
Svo, pp. 253, cloth. 6.r. 6d. net.

Oudemans Jzn. (A. C.). The Great Sea-Serpent. An historical and
critical Treatise. With the Reports of 187 Appearances (including those of
the Appendix), the Suppositions and Suggestions of Scientific and Non-
Scientific Persons, and the Author's Conclusions. With 82 Illustrations.

Roy. Svo, pp. xv, 592, cloth. 25^. net.
" The volume is extremely interesting." Athenceum.

Oung (Tha Do). A Grammar of the Pali Language. (After
KACCAYANA.) In 4 vols. Roy. Svo, pp. 380. 2is. net.

Vols. I and II contain the whole of the Pali Grammar (I. Sandhi Nama and
Karaka, and Samasa

; II. Taddhita, Kita, Unadi Akhyata, Upasagga, and Nipata
particles), 6s. 6d. each. Vol. Ill, Dictionary of Pali Word-Roots, 6s. 6d. Vol. IV,
Chandam, etc.

, y.



Paracelsus. The Life and Doctrines of Philippus Theophrastus.
Bombast of Hohenheim, known by the name of Paracelsus. Extracted ami
Translated from bis Rare and Extensive Works and from Mne Unpublished
Manuscripts by I-'. HAKI.MANN, .M.I). With Portrait. Svo. pp. 367, doth.

9-r. net.

Parker (E. H.). The Taoist Religion. Reprint. 8\o, pp. 35.
is. 6d. net.

Parker (E. H.). See Tao-Teh King.

Persian Historical Series. Edited by EI>\V.VKI> (\. J'>KOW\I:, M.A.,
M . P>. Sec 'Awn Dawlatshah Taridu'ddin 'Attar.

Pfungst (Arthur). A German Buddhist. (Oberprasidialrat T.

SCHULXE.) Translated from the Second Cierman Edition by 1.. V. in

WILDE. 8vo, pp. 79, cloth. 2s. net.

Picart (Bernard). Scenes de la vie Juive, dessim'es d'apres Nature-

par BERNARD PICART, 1663-1733. Sixteen Plates (Reproduction en helio-

gravure Dujardin). Together in a beautiful Cloth Cover, richly ornanu

with Gold and Colours. Folio. (Frs. 50.) \2x. ('/. net.

Picton (N.). The Panorama of Sleep, or Soul and Symbol. With
Illustrations by R. "\Y. LANK. Svo, pp. 160, cloth. qs. 6d. net.

Pischel (Richard). The Home of the Puppet-Play. An Address
delivered by RICHARD PISCHKI, on assuming the office of Rector o!

Konigliche Vereinigte Friedrichs-Universitat, Halle-Wittenberg, on the I2th

July, 1900. Translated (with the Author's permission) by MILDKKD ('.

TAWNEY (Mrs. R. N. Vyvyan). Small Svo, pp. 32, cloth. 2s. net.

Poletti (P.). Chinese and English Dictionary. Arranged according
to Radicals and Sub-Radicals. New and Knlarged Kdition. Roy. Svo,

pp. cvii, 307, half-bound. 15^. net.

Poletti (P.). Explanation of the use of the Sub-Radical. Svo,

pp. 17. is. net.

Pryse (J. M.). Reincarnation in the New Testament. 8vo, pp. 02,

paper covers. l.v. Gil. net.

The same, cloth. }.v. net.

Pryse (J. M.). The Sermon on the Mount, and other Extracts from
the New Testament. A Verbatim Translation from the (ireek, \\ith Note-

on the Mystical or Arcane Sense. Svo, pp. So, paper c ./'. net.

The same, cloth. $s. net.

Radloff (W.). Das Kudatku Bilik des Jusuf Chass-Hadschih aus
Balasagun. Theil T : Der Text in Transcription herausgegeben. 410.

pp. \ciii, 252. 13^. 6(/. net.

Radloff (W.) Kudatku Bilik. Facsimile der uigurischen Hand-
schrift der k.k. IIof-I!ibliothek in \\ien. Folio, pj>. xiii, 200. 2 los. net.

Ray (Prithwis Chandra). The Map of India. Erom the Buddhist
to the British Periotl. An open Letter to Lord Cur/on. 410, pp. 36,
with 6 Maps. Calcutta. 1904. is. 6</. net.
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Records of the Reign of Tukulti-Ninib I. See Studies in Eastern

History.

Redcliffe. The Life of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, K.G. By
STANI.KY LANE-POOI.E. Popular Edition. With 3 Portraits. Svo, pp. 377,

2s. 6d. net.

Reis (Sidi Ali). The Travels and Adventures of the Turkish
Admiral Sidi Ali Reis in India, Afghanistan, Central Asia, and Persia,

during the years 1553-1556. Translated from the Turkish with Notes by
A. VAMBERY. Svo, pp. xviii, 123, cloth. 5-r.

Reuben (Paul). Critical Remarks upon some Passages of the Old
Testament. I.y PAUL REUBEN, Ph.D. 4to, pp. ii, 24, 14. cloth. 3-y.

6d. ;

paper covers, 2s. Gd.

"
It may suffice to congratulate ourselves that a scholar of vigorous mind and

accurate philological training is devoting his leisure to a subject worthy of attention.

. . . . Very many of the notes are in a high degree stimulating and suggestive.

The get-up of the book is excellent." Academy.
" Dr. Reuben shows much originality, a wide knowledge of authorities, and a true

grasp of critical principles." Jeivtsli Chronicle.

Rhys Davids (Mrs. C. A. F.). See Dhamma-Sangani.

Hockhill (Hon. W. W.). China's Intercourse with Korea from the

Fifteenth Century to 1895. Illustrated. Svo, pp. 60. 3.?.
6</. net.

Rogers (R. W.). A History of Babylonia and Assyria. By ROBERT
WILLIAM ROGERS, Ph.D. (Leipzig), D.D., LL.D., F.K.G.S., Professor in

Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, New Jersey. Third Edition. Two
vols. Roy. Svo, pp. xx, 430, and xv, 418, cloth. 2os. net.

" The first volume of one of the most useful works yet published on Assyriology
has just appeared. It is not only a history of Babylonia and Assyria brought up to

date, it is also a history of Assyrian and 'Babylonian excavation and of cuneiform

decipherment. For the first time the reader has placed before him a full and interesting
account of one of the romances of historical science the discovery and decipherment
of the cuneiform inscriptions." Expository Times.

"
I consider Rogers's

'

History of Babylonia and Assyria' a really useful book, the

brst of its kind so far written in English. The fairness with which the author

endeavours to represent different views so frequently held with regard to the earlier

-dynasties and events makes his work especially desirable for the student in the class-

room." H. V. Hilprecht, Ph.D., D. D.
, LL.D., Professor in the University of

Pennsylvania, Scientific Director of Babylonian Exploration Fund.

Rosen (Dr. F.). Modern Persian Colloquial Grammar. Containing
a short Grammar, Dialogues, and Extracts from Nasir F.ddin Shah's

Diaries, Tales, etc., and a Vocabulary. Svo, pp. xiv, 400, cloth. IDS. 6</.

[Luzac
:

s Oriental Grammars Series, Vol. III.]
" Dr. Rosen's learned work will be useful to all who have occasion to go to

Persia, Baluchistan, and Afghanistan. The Vocabulary will be a boon to students,

especially as it is in the same volume with the grammar and the dialogues." Publ.
' 'iirular.

"
Very useful to students." Westminster Review.

" Model Grammar. Excellent Guide to the acquisition of Persian." Asiatic

^Quarterly Review.

Hosen (Baron von). Notices sommaires des manuscrits arabes du
Muse"e Asiatique. i

(
' r Kvr. Svo, pp. ii, 256. -$s.

6d. net.

Hosthorn (A. de). On the Tea Cultivation in Western Ssuch'uan
and the Tea Tra'de with Tibet via Tachienlu. With Sketch-Map. Svo,

pp. 40. 2s. net.
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Samalochak. A Literary Review. In Hindi. Vol. II. S part-.
August, 1903 July, 1904.

-
t
s. 6u. net.

Sankaranarayana (P.). English-Telugu Dictionary. By P. S\\-
KAKANARAYANA, M.A., M.R.A.S.. Tutor to their Highnesses the l'rin

Cochin. Svo, pp. 61, 756, 2, cloth, los. 6(/. net.

Sarkar (Kishori Lai). The Hindu System of Self-Culture, or the
Patanjala Yoga Shastra. Small Svo, pp. iii, 160, cloth. 2s. (xl. net.

Sarkar (Kishori Lai). The Hindu System of Moral Science. A feu
words on the Sattua, Raja, and Tama (iunns. Second Edition. Small

pp. iv, 156, cloth. 2s. 6rf. net.

Sarkar (Kishori Lai). A Synopsis of Lectures on the subject of
the Kules of Interpretation in Hindu Law, with special reference to ilu

Mimnnsfi Aphorisms as applied to Hindu I.a\\. Svo. pp. 91. 2s. net.

Sarnalata, or a Picture of Hindu Domestic Life. Translated from
the Bengali by DAKSHINA CIIAKAN l\ov. Mo, pp. 280, cloth. 4^. net.

Sastramukthavali. A collection of Vedanta Mimansa and Nyaya
Works. Edited by P. B. ANANTIIACHARIAK.

Sastri (Pandit S. M. Natesa). Tales of Tennalirama, the famous
Court Jester of Southern India. Svo, in boards, is. net.

Satvotpatti Vinischaya and Nirvana Vibhaga. An Enquiry into
the Origin of Beings and Discussions about Nirvana. Translated by II. .M.

<II;NASEKARA and Revised by JOSKTTA SINMA. With an Introduction in

German by A. BASTIAN. Svo, pp. 66, xli, S.
5<r.

net.

Sauerwein (G.). A Pocket Dictionary of the English and Turkish
Languages. Small Svo, pp. 298, limp cloth, y. 6</. net.

Sayce (A. H.). Address to the Assyrian Section of the Ninth
International Congress of Orientalists. Svo, pp. 32. i^. net.

Schmidt (I. J.). Grammatik der Mongolischen Sprache. Mil i

Tafel in Steindruck. 410, pp. xii, 179. 5-r. 6af. net.

Schmidt (I. J.). Grammatik der Tibetischen Sprache. 410,
pp. xv, 320. IIJ. 6<t. net.

Schmidt (I. J.). Mongolisch-deutsch-russisches Worterbuch, nebst
einem deutschen und einem russischen Wortregister. 410, pp. viii, 613.

9-r. net.

Scholia on Passages of the Old Testament. By MAX JACOJ*., Bishoj>
of Odessa. Now first edited in the original Syriac, with an Kngli.-'

1

Translation and Notes by G. PHILLIP, D.D. Svo, paper covers. $s. net.

Seth (Mesrovb J.). History of the Armenians in India. From the
Earliest Times to the Present Day. Svo, pp. xxiv, 199, cloth. Js. 6(L net.

Shorey (Paul). The Unity of Plato's Thought. Reprint. 4to y

pp. 88, paper covers. 6.r. net.
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"
Sinnatamby." Letchimey. A Tale of Old Ceylon. Small 410,

pp. iii, 54, cloth. With Photograph Plates and Illustrations. 2s. 6d.

"It is an interesting and characteristic tale of old times, prettily illustrated ;nid

bound, and will be read with pleasure both by young and old." Indian Magazine.

Srauta-Sutra of Drahyayana (The). With Dhanvin's Commentary.
In Sanskrit. Edited by J. N. REUTKR. Part I, containing Patalas I 10.

4to, pp. 216. London, 1904. los. 6if. net.

The work will be completed in three parts, each io.v. 6d.

Sreemut Vidyaranya Swami. Panchadasi. A Handbook of Hindu
Pantheism. Translated with copious Annotations by NANDALAL Diuu.r.

Second Edition. Two vols. in one. 8vo, pp. 333, cloth. 8s. net.

Sri Brahma Dhara. " Shower from the Highest." Through the
favour of the Mahatma SRI AGAMYA GURU PARAMAHA.MSA. With Portrait.

8vo, pp. vii, 87, cloth. 35. 6d. net.

This book of teachings is the work of one of the most distinguished leaders of

Indian thought.

Stein (Dr. M. A.). Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in the

Raghunata Temple Library of His Highness the Maharaya of Jammu and
Kashmir. 410, pp. 423, cloth. 12s. net.

Strong (D. M.). The Doctrine of the Perfect One
; or, The Law of

Piety. Compiled by Major-General D. M. STRONG, C.B. Small 8vo.

pp. 19. 6(L net.

Strong. See TIdana.

Studies in Eastern History. Records of the Reign of Tukulti-
Ninib I, King of Assyria, about B.C. 1275. Edited and translated from

a Memorial Tablet in the British Museum, by L. W. KING, M.A., F.S.A.
Vol. I. 8vo ; pp. 204, with 10 half-tone Plates ; cloth gilt top. 6.y. net.

Vol. II. Chronicles concerning early Babylonian Kings, now in the Press.

" The records furnish us with a wholly new and deeply interesting chapter in the

history of the Kings of Assyria. Mr. King's book contains not only the translation

of the tablet, but also portraits of the tablet itself, its text, and notes. And he has

added to it other text and translations which throw light upon Tukulti-Xinib's place
in history. Few will require to be told that Mr. King's work reaches the highest mark
of scholarship and insight." Expository Times.

" Mr. King explains certain discrepancies in the different Babylonian Chronicles,

and gives a new reading of some lines on a seal of the Assyrian King, whence it

appears that the seal was originally the property of Bibeashu's father, and was altered

by Tukulti-Ninib more than three thousand years before it found its way to the British

Museum. Mr. King is to be congratulated not only upon this excellent piece of work,
but also upon having materially enriched our national collection." Athcnccum.

Subhasita-Samgraha. An Anthology of Extracts from Buddhist
Works compiled by an unknown author, to illustrate the Doctrines of

Scholastic and of Mystic (Tantrik) Buddhism. In the Roman character.

Edited by C. BENDALL. Extract. Roy. 8vo, pp. 100. 3*. net.

Suhrilleka (The); or ''Friendly Letter," written by LUNG SHU
(Nagarjuna) and addressed to King Sadvaha. Translated from the Chinese
Edition of I-Tsing, by the late Rev. S. BEAL. With the Chinese Text. Svo,

pp. 51, xiii. 5-y. net.



Talcherkar (H. A.). Lord Curzon in Indian Caricature. Roy. Svo,
pp. 48, boards. 2s. 6,7. net.

This \\ork consists of :i collection of cleverlv executed cartoons
il!u.-tratin^

the
of Lord ( 'ur/on in lndi;i, selected from tin- illusti ated comic journals of that

country ;ind arranged in chronological order, with an explanatory narrative of the
.vents deali with.

Tao-Teh King. A Translation of the Chinese Classic. By K. 11.

PAKKF.K. Reprint. Svo, pp. 40. is. 6^/. net.

Tarbell (F. B.). A Greek Hand-Mirror in the Art Institute of

Chicago and a ('antharus from Uie Factory of Bryi^os in the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts. With 3 Plates. Reprint. 410, pp. 4, 4. paper covers. 2s. net.

Tattvarthadipa of Vallabhacharya. In Sanskrit. Kditetl by
Nandakisora Ramesa Sastri. Roy. Svo, bound in red silk cover, o.v. net.

Taw Sein Ko. Suggested Reforms for China. Second Edition.

Reprint. Roy. Svo, pp. ^2. l.v. net.

Tawney (C. H.). The Kathakoca, or Treasury of Stories. Trans-
lated from Sanskrit Manuscripts. With Appendix, containing Notes, by
Professor KK.NKST LKUMANN. Svo, pp. \\iii, 200, cloth. ICK. net.

Temple (GK). A Glossary of Indian Terms relating to Religion,
Customs, Government. Land, and other Terms and Words in Common Use.

To which is added a Glossary of Terms used in District Work in the

N.W. Provinces and (Judh, and also of those applied to Labourers. With
an Appendix, giving Computation of Time and Money, and Weights and

Measures, in iSritish India, and Forms of Address. Roy. Svo, pp. iv, 332,
cloth. 75. 6d.

" The book is hand}', \\ell printed, and well got up, anil no student of Indian

subjects should be without it." .Isnitic Otuirli'rly Review.

Temple (Col. R. C.). Notes on Antiquities in Ramannadesa. (The
Talaing Country of Burma.) 410, pp. 40, with 24 Plates and a Map.
l8.v. net.

Thomas (F. W.). Deux Collections Sanscrites et Tibetaines de
Sadhanas. Fxtracl. Roy. Svo, pp. 42. 2s. net.

Thomas (F. W.). Sco Sana's Harsa Carita.

Thompson (R. Campbell). The Reports of the Magicians and
Astrologers of Nineveh and Babylon. In the Mritish Museum. The

Original Te\t, printed in (aineifonn Characti-i^, ediied with Translations,

Notes, Vocabulary, Index, and an Introduction. P>y R. ( 'A.MIT.KI.I.

Tnt),Mi'si).\, U. A. (Cantab.), Assistant in the Department of Fgyptian and

Assyrian Antiquities, IJrilish Museum. Jn two \ols. \OI. I : The
Cuneilorm Texts. Vol. II: Fn^lish Translations. Vocabulary, elc. Roy.
Svo, cloth. I2.v. br/. net each.

|

Lu/ac's Semitic Text and Translation

Series, \ ols. \ I and VI 1.
1

"Mr. Thompson i;ives us the cuneiform text of \\hat i:
;

, pra< tically, ih" complete
series of tin- Astrological Reports of tin: Koyal Library at Nineveh that is to say,

copies of about 280 tablets and transliterations of about 220 duplicates, without

reckoning the transliterations ol the texts of the original series. In addition, we find

a translation of the tablets in Knjjlish, and a vocabulary, with n Terences, anil a subject
index. The work in each ot these .sections 1ms been carefully done." .\\itmr.

' The value of the book is enhanced by iis excellent indices. Tho.-,e \\lio wish to

know what th-- astrological lore of Babylonia uas like cannot do better than study it."

'v I 'ime*.
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Thompson (R. Campbell). The Devils and Evil Spirits of Babylonia,
being Babylonian and Assyrian Incantations against the Demons, Ghouls,

Vampires, Hobgoblins, Ghosts, and kindred Evil Spirits which attack Man-
kind. Translated from the Original Cuneiform Texts with Transliteration^,

Vocabulary, Notes, etc. By R. CAMPHELL THOMPSON, M. A., Assistant irv

the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum.
In two voLs. Vol. 1 : Evil Spirits. Vol. II :

" Fever Sickness " and
Headache, etc. Vol. I, i$s. net ; Vol. II, I2x. 6d. net. [Lu/ac

;

s Semitic
Text and Translation Series, VoLs. XIV and XV.]

" To the commentator and theologian, whether Christian or Jewish, thest-. volumes
of Mr. Thompson's will be of decided advantage, bringing' to light, as they do, much
of the more occult philosophy of ancient Babylon. . . . The labour involved in

the production of these volumes must have been immense, incalculable ; and the result

is a work which will render abiding service to the cause of Biblical antiquities and

theological learning." Asiatic Qn<irfcrly AVtvV?^.
"

Air. Thompson's work will be found a mine of wealth to all students of the weird
and occult. . . . The valuable introduction with which Mr. Thompson prefaces
his first volume .shows that the Jews were not the only students who drank from this

fountain of mysticism, for much Chaldean magic survives in the charms and incanta-

tions in use among the Syrian Christians. . . . The most important point which
Mr. Thompson clearly demonstrates is the immense vitality of this magical literature."

Times.

Thompson (R. Campbell). On Traces of an Indefinite Article in

Assyrian. Svo, pp. 31, boards. 2s. net.

Tiele (C. P.). Western Asia, according to the most Recent
Discoveries. Rectorial Address on the occasion of the 3i8th Anniversary of
the Eeyden University, 8th February, 1893. Translated by EI.J/AI;KTII J..

TAYLOR. Small Svo, pp. 36, cloth, is. 6<f. net.

"An authoritative summary of the results of recent Oriental research and.

discovery." The Times.
" The address presents a graphic picture of the political situation in Western Asi;>

in the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries R.c." .!//// i// /'<>.>/.

Tilbe (H. H.). Pali Grammar. 8vo, pp. 115, cloth. 6j. net.
Students' Pali Series.

Tilbe (H. H.). Pali First Lessons. 8vo. pp. 124, cloth. 6.?. net.
Students' Pali Series.

Tilbe (H. H.). Pali Buddhism. 8vo, pp. viii, 55, boards, is. fa/, net..

Tolman (A. H.). What has become of Shakespeare's play "Love'&
Labour Won "!' Reprint. 4to, pp. 34, paper covers. 2s. 6</. net.

T'oung Pao. Archives pour servir a 1'etude de 1'histoire, des

langues, de la geographic, et de 1'etlmographie de 1'Asie orientale. (Chine,

Japon, Coree, Indo-Chine, Asie Centrale, et Malaise. ) Redigees par
MM. G. SCHLEGEL et H. CORDIEK. Annual subscription, 2Os. net.

Transactions of the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists.

London, 5th to I2th September, 1892. Edited by E. DELMAR MORGAN.
2 vols. Roy. 8vo, cloth. 2\s. net.

Vol. I contains : Indian and Aryan Sections. los. 6</.

Vol. II contains : Semitic, Egypt and Africa, Geographical, Archaic Greece and!
the East, Persia and Turkey, China, Central Asia and the Far East, Australasia,

Anthropology, and Mythology .Sections. T.OS. 6d.

Tropical Agriculturist (The). Published Monthly. New Series.
Vol. XXIV now in progress. Annual subscription, 26j.net.
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Tyler (T.). The Hittite Seal from Bor. Reprint. 8vo, pp. 7. 6</.

Udana (The), or the Solemn Utterances of the Buddha. Translated
from the Pali, by Major-( ieneral 1). M. STKONC, C.I>. Roy. Svo, pp. viii,

129, cloth. 6s. net,

Uhlenbeck (C. C.). A Manual of Sanskrit Phonetics. In Com-
parison with the Indogermanic Mother-Language, for Students of ( lermanic
and Classic;-.! Philology. Svo, pp. xii, 115, cloth. 6s.

"
It is a. lucid, handy, and comprehensive review of the- subject, so arranged as to

form an admirable textbook for the study of Aryan Comparative Philology."- -Asiatic.

(>//</ rter/y A',

!> excellent resume de phonetique sanserite : rigeureusement exact." Revue
critique.

Vallee Poussin (L. de la). Bouddhisme Etudes et Materiaux.
\ ol. I : .\dikaimapradTpa, Bodhicaryavataratlka. 410, pp. iv, 417.
los. 6iL net.

"
It only remains to express admiration for the very wide and varied learning

which this book shows, and for the brilliance with which it is written." Journal
Ri'yal Asiatic Society.

Valmiki. The Ramayan of Valmiki. Translated into English
Verse, by R. T. H. GRIFFITH, M.A., C.I. K. Complete in one volume.

Svo, pp. ix. 576, cloth. los. 6rf. net.

Vambery (A.). See Reis (Sidi Ali).

Vivekananda (Swami). Jnana Yoga. lamo, pp. 356, cloth.
6s. 6</. net.

"One of the "real thought challengers of the day is this work by the Swami
Yivckananda. The book goes deep and treats of startling things, but when analyzed
and viewed from the author's standpoint, they are found to be links in the great
chain of truth. lie alone \\ill deny who is out of sympathy or limited in vision."

Transcript, Bo.ston, Sept. 24th, 1902.
" Students of religion will find much of interest in it

; those who care for India in

any way will be glad to receive an 'indication of high Hindu thought in one of the

most striking religious movements of the day ;
while the orthodox Christian will derive

some information from the work regarding the attitude of cultured Hindus toward

Christianity and its Founder. After rending the book one is inexcusable if his ideas

concerning Yedanta. are liaxy." -AV7o York Saturday Review ofBooks, July i2th, 1902.

Vivekananda (Swami). Raja Yoga. Portrait of Author, frontispiece.
pp. 376, cloth. 6s. 6d. net.

!', -sides lectures on Raja. Yoga the book contains Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms with
i 'oimncntan ,

a copious Sanskrit (llosxirv, a lecture on Immortality, and the Svvami's

lectures on I'.liakti Y.t;:i.

Yivekananda (Swami). My Master. 1 2 mo, pp. 90, cloth. 2.9. 6</. net.

"This little book i,
r ives an account of lip 1 character and career of the remarkable

man known in India as Paramahamsa Srimat Ramakrishna, who is regarded by
:i great number of his countrymen as a divine incarnation. It is not more remarkable
for the story it tell> of a holy man than for the clear English in which it is told,

mid the exjnv.sMons of elevated thought in its pages. ""Joiirtitil, Indianapolis,

May 131!),
i

"The book, besides telling the life of Sri Ramakrishna, gives an insight into some
of the religious ideas of the Him hi.- and sets forth the more important ideals that

vitally influence India's teeming millions. If we are willing to sympathetically Study
the religious views of our Aryan brethren of the Orient, we shall find them governed by
spiritual concepts in no way inferior to the highest known to ourselves, concepts which
<.\<-r<: thought out and practically applied by those ancient philosophers in ages so

remote as to antedate history.
" /W, Washington, May I3th, 1901.
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Vivekananda (Swami). The Vedanta Philosophy. An Address

before the Graduate Philosophical Society of Harvard College, with Intro-

Auction by Prof. C. C. EVERETT. Price 90?. net.

Vivekananda (Swami), Pamphlets by. Price 6d. each net.

The Ideal of a Universal Religion.
The Cosmos.
The Atman.
The Real and Apparent Man.
Bhakti Yoga.
World's Fair Addresses.

Vizianagram Sanskrit Series. Under the Superintendence of

ARTHUR VENIS, M.A. Oxon. ; Principal, Sanskrit College, Benares.

Various prices.

Vopadeva. Mugdhabodha. Herausgegeben und erklart von OTTO
BOHTLINGK. Svo, pp. xiii, 465. 9-f. net.

Waddell (L. Austine). The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism, with
its Mystic Cults, Symbolism, and Mythology, and in its relation to Indian

Buddhism. By L. AUSTINE WADDELL, M.B., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Roy. 8vo,

pp. xix, 593, cloth. With numerous Plates and Illustrations. 25^.

"This is a book which considerably extends the domain of human knowledge.
He is the first European who, equipped with the resources of modern scholarship, has

penetrated the exoteric Buddhism of Tibet Every page of his closely-

printed volume contains new material
; many of his chapters are entirely ne\v, and the

whole forms an enduring memorial of laborious original research." Times.

Walker (E. D.). Reincarnation. A Study of Forgotten Truth.

Svo, pp. 350, cloth. "]s. ; paper covers, $s. 6d. net.

Wassiljew (W.). Der Buddhismus, seine Dogmen, Geschichte, und
Litteratur. Aus clem Russischen iibersetzt. Erster Theil. Svo, pp. xv, 380.

5-r. net.

Watters (T.). -On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, 629-645 A.D.
Edited after his death by T. W. RHYS DAVIDS, F.B.A., and S. W. BUSHELL,
M.D., C.M.G. Svo, pp. 401, cloth, los. net.

Werner (A.). Zulu Exercises. Svo, pp. 51- is. net.

West (Sir Raymond). Higher Education in India, its Position and
Claims. Svo, pp. 6r. is. net.

Wildeboer (G.). The Origin of the Canon of the Old Testament.
An Historico-Critical Enquiry. Translated by WISNER BACON. Edited
with Preface by Prof. GEORGE F. MOORE Roy. Svo, pp. xii, 182, cloth.

7-r. 6d.
' ' We will only add that we cordially echo the Professor's hope that his book may

not only be read by professed students, but that it may come also into the hands
of such as have already left the University." Guardian.

Wilkinson (J. R.). A Johannine Document in the First Chapter of
St. Luke's Gospel. Roy. Svo, pp. 38, cloth. 2s. ; paper covers, is. 6d. net.

Winckler (H.). The Tell-El-Amarna Letters. Transliteration,
English Translation, Vocabulary, etc. Roy. Svo ; pp. xlii, 416, and 50 pages
Indices ; cloth. 2is. net.

The same, in paper covers. 20.?.
' ' The present work does not aim to give the final exposition of the Tell-el-Amarna

Letters, but only the beginning of such exposition. The author has solved many
difficulties."

The purpose of the vocabularies and catalogue of proper names is to make easy
the penetration and independent investigation of our subject. Especially in case of
the first, it was important to hit upon a selection from the innumerable repetitions.
A full citation of all the places would make their examination almost impossible."



Winternitz (Dr. M.). Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Royal
Asiatic Society's Library, with an Appendix by F. \\'. TlloM

pp. xvi. 340. 5.,-. net.

Word (The). A Monthly Ma^i/im; devoted to Philosophy, Science,
Religion. Kaslern Thought. Occultism. Theosophy, and the Jirotherh"

Humanity. Vol. I. lv>v. Svo. Annual subscription. <)>. net.

Wright (W.). The Book of Jonah in four Semitic versions
( 'haldec. Syriac, . Kthiopic. and Arabic. With corresponding (ilossarie-.

Svo. pp. 148, cloth. 4>. net.

Wu-Wei. Sec Borel.

Wyukoop (J. D.). Manual of Hebrew Grammar. Translated from
tlie Dutch by ('. VAN DKN BlESEN. 8vo, cloth. 2.*. hi/, net. [Lu/ac'-.
Oriental (Irammars Scries, Vol. II.

" We liave nothing but .praise for the Rev. \Y\ nkoop's .Manual of Hebreu
Grammar. It is clear and concise

;
ihe rules arc very intelligible, and the examples are

telling. . . . We heartily recommend ! id congratulate Messrs. Ln/.ac
- .-U ]e of its pi-oduetion.

1

'/Vr ( '.

Wynkoop (J. D.). Manual of Hebrew Syntax. Translated from
the Dulch by C. VAX j)i;.\ HIKSI.N. Svo; pp. xxii, 152, and Index

; cloth.

2s. 6d. net.
|
Ln/ac's Oriental (Grammars Series, Vol. I.]

"
It is a book which every Hebrew student should possess . . . we recommend

it for general usefulness, and thank Dr. van den Biesen for giving it to the English
./i ic/'s/t. 1 1 \;> lit.

"
It is one> of those books \vhicli \\ill become indispensable to the Knglish student

\vlio will desire to beeome ,!C(|ua,inted with the construction of Hebrew syntax .

this takes a high rank and will undoubtedly beeome a general textbook on the subject
in many colleges and universities."-- -.-{incricitii. /A'/wr, 1

Yatawara (J. B.). The Ummaga Yataka. (The Story of tin

Tunnel.) Translated from the Sinhalese by J. ]5. YATAWAI; \, M.C'.l!. li.A.S...

Ratemahatmaya. !\oy. Svo, pp. vii, 242, cloth. io,c. 6</. net.

rrintcd l>y Sfepftt-n A us'in & .S'/w, Ltd., //,-
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